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The temperature and/or entropy of electrically polarisable materials can be altered by
changing electric field E. Research into this electrocaloric (EC) effect has focussed on
increasing the size of the EC effects, with the long-term aim of building a cooler with an
EC material at its heart.
Materials and experimental methods are briefly reviewed. A ‘resetting’ indirect route to
isothermal entropy change ∆S for hysteretic first-order transitions is described. An
indirect route to adiabatic temperature change ∆T , without the need for field-resolved
heat capacity data, is also described.
Three temperature controllers were built: a cryogenic probe for 77-420 K with ∼5 mK
resolution, a high-temperature stage with vacuum enclosure for 295-700 K with
∼15 mK resolution, and a low-temperature stage for 120-400 K with electrical access
via micropositioners. Automation enables dense datasets to be compiled.
Single crystals of inorganic salts (NH4)2SO4, KNO3 and NaNO2 were obtained.
Applying 380 kV cm−1 across (NH4)2SO4, it was found that |∆S| ∼ 20 J K
−1 kg−1 and
|∆T | ∼ 4 K, using the indirect method near the Curie temperature TC = 223 K.
Without the ‘resetting’ indirect method, |∆S| ∼ 45 J K−1 kg−1 would have been
spuriously found. Preliminary indirect measurements on KNO3 and NaNO2 give
|∆S| ∼ 75 J K−1 kg−1 for ∆E ∼ 31 kV cm−1 near TC = 400 K and
|∆S| ∼ 14 J K−1 kg−1 for ∆E ∼ 15 kV cm−1 near TC = 435 K, respectively.
A cation-ordered PbSc0.5Ta0.5O3 ceramic showing a nominally first-order transition at
295 K was obtained. The Clausius-Clapeyron phase diagram is revealed via indirect
measurements where |∆S| ∼ 3.25 J K−1 kg−1 and |∆T | ∼ 2 K, and direct measurements
where |∆T | ∼ 2 K. Clamped samples show broadening of the field-induced transition.
Epitaxial, ∼64 nm-thick SrTiO3 films were grown by pulsed laser deposition on
NdGaO3 (001) substrates with a La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 bottom electrode. The indirect
method gives |∆S| ∼ 8 J K−1 kg−1 and |∆T | ∼ 3.5 K near 180 K with
|∆E| = 780 kV cm−1.
Finite element modelling (FEM) was used to optimise the geometry of multilayered
capacitors (MLCs) for EC cooling. Intrinsic cooling powers of 25.9 kW kg−1 are
predicted for an optimised MLC based on PVDF-TrFE with Ag electrodes.
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Notation
Electromagnetism textbooks write electric field E and polarisation P in a
bold and non-italicised type face to indicate that they are vector fields.
Ferroelectrics are normally studied in a plate-like geometry with flat
electrodes on either surface such that E = (0, 0, Ez) and P = (0, 0, Pz). As a
result, it is usual to represent them simply as scalar fields E and P , where
E = |E| = Ez and P = |P| = Pz. Other electromagnetic vector fields are
treated in an analogous way.

Chapter 1
Background
The focus of this dissertation is electrocaloric effects: electrically-driven thermal changes
often related to ferroelectric phase transitions. A material with a large reversible
electrocaloric effect near room temperature could form the basis of a new kind of heat
pump. Because no known material has been demonstrated to show the right set of
properties to be exploited for practical cooling, academic focus remains set on
measuring new materials, or finding ways to improve the properties of measured ones.
This introductory Chapter provides a general discussion of ferroelectrics and
electrocalorics, briefly outlining the most useful physical theories and models.
Electrocalorics literature is reviewed via two complementary sections, the first of which
is organised as a timeline and the second in terms of materials. Familiarity with
thermodynamic laws and potentials, phase transitions and electromagnetism is assumed.
1.1 Ferroelectrics
Some electrostatics and thermodynamics of ferroelectrics and analogous ferromagnetic
systems are briefly reviewed, with a focus on phenomenology.
1.1.1 Definitions
Two electrical charges q and −q separated by a distance d constitute an electric dipole
p which is specified by a vector of magnitude qd and direction along the line joining −q
to q. An electrical dipole acts as a source of an electric field, with an electrostatic
1
potential in circular polars of V = (|p| cosϑ) / (4πε0r
2) for r >> d (where ε0 is the
permittivity of free space) [1].
Due to charge cancellation, an array of small aligned dipoles behaves as a single large
dipole with the end charges alone as its component charges. Thus, aligned
angstrom-scale dipoles from charge displacement in a unit cell or molecule, together
constitute a macroscopic electric dipole moment. Polarisation P is given by this
macroscopic dipole moment, normalised by volume [1].
By definition, ferroelectric materials show a spontaneous polarisation PS whose direction
is switchable with an applied electric field E. The switching process is discontinuous in
P and is sometimes regarded as a first-order phase transition with a latent heat of
zero [2]. Like any first-order phase transition, P (E) for a ferroelectric is in practice
always somewhat hysteretic in E. At the Curie temperature TC, ferroelectrics transform
to a non-polar paraelectric1 phase. This transition may be first or second order [3].
Ferroelectrics are a subset of pyroelectrics, which are themselves a subset of
paraelectrics. Pyroelectrics show a spontaneous polarisation, but its polarity need not
be switchable by an applied field. Dielectrics have a non-zero susceptibility
χ = 1
ε0
∂P/∂E, i.e. they are polarisable in an applied field. The capacitance C of an
electrode-dielectric-electrode layered structure is enhanced by a factor of ε = χ+ 1 over
that of the same capacitor with free space substituted for the dielectric, where ε is the
‘dielectric constant’2 [1, 3].
Polarisation has dimensions of charge per unit area, reflecting the fact that a uniformly
polarised solid has charge on its polar surfaces. This surface charge may be termed
‘trapped charge’ to distinguish it from ‘free charge’ in the conduction band [1]. Free
charge can carry direct or alternating current. Trapped charge has no such long-range
mobility, but it is able to oscillate when an alternating current flows.
Poled single crystals of ferroelectric materials show spontaneous electrical dipoles, so at
first glance they might be expected to exert strong attractive and repulsive forces on
each other in an analogous way to ferromagnets. In fact, the external fields are usually
completely screened by free charge at the surface of the material, although they can
persist for a short amount of time and may be used to generate enormous voltages3.
1Or ‘dielectric’. Unlike their magnetic analogues, there is no universally accepted distinction.
2Ignoring dielectric losses, see discussion in Chapter 2.
3For example, this was exploited by Naranjo et al. (2005) to generate measurable amounts of nuclear
fusion [4].
2
The absense of attraction and repulsion forces between poled ferroelectrics meant that
ferroelectricity was far less obvious to early researchers than ferromagnetism [3].
Ferroelectricity was discovered in 1920 when dielectric hysteresis was noticed in
Rochelle salt by Valasek [5].
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1.1.2 Phase diagrams
Ferromagnetic and liquid-vapour systems will be briefly discussed to enhance
understanding of ferroelectric systems.
1
0
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1
<
σ
>
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(b)
(a)
Figure 1.1: (a) Ising model of ferromagnet.
(b) < σ >= αMS) as a function of T/TC for
mean-field Ising.
Ferromagnets show a spontaneous
magnetisation MS which is switchable
by an applied magnetic field H.
Macroscopic magnetic moments are the
result of aligned spins or orbital moments
in a solid, so although ferromagnetism
is phenomenologically analogous to
ferroelectricity, their microscopic origins
are quite different. The Ising model for
magnets assumes that spins are arranged
in a lattice (Figure 1.1a) and that
they interact only with nearest-neighbour
spins via a coupling energy of form
Jσiσj (where J is a material-dependent
coupling constant and σ is a property
of a spin equal to 1 if the spin is ‘up’
and -1 if the spin is ‘down’) [6]. The Ising
model can be solved via a mean-field
assumption which replaces σj in the
previous expression with < σ >, i.e. the
mean value of σ for all the spins in the magnet. It is then possible to solve for < σ > as
a function of temperature, giving < σ >= tanh(TC
T
< σ >) for the case of zero applied
field (Figure 1.1b) [6]. As < σ > drops continuously to zero at TC, the mean-field Ising
transition from the ferromagnetic to the paramagnetic phase is second-order, which is
also experimentally observed in many ferromagnetic materials [6].
Many textbooks on critical phenomena point out the similarities between Ising
ferromagnets and liquid-vapour systems [2, 7]. Both may be depicted as a first-order
phase coexistence line (ignoring hysteresis effects) in B − T or p− T space (where p is
pressure) terminated by a critical point4 at (Bcrit = 0, Tcrit) or (pcrit, Tcrit)
[Figure 1.2a-b]. The gradients of the first-order lines are given by a Clausius-Clapeyron
4I.e. a second-order phase transition.
4
equation: dp/dT = |∆S|/|∆V | for the liquid-vapour system (where ∆S and ∆V are the
entropy change and volume change at the transition, respectively) and analogously
dB/dT = |∆S|/|∆M | for the magnetic system (i.e. zero, as the entropies of the spin-up
and spin-down states are identical) [6]. In the liquid-vapour case, the critical point
corresponds to a fluctuation-dominated state of matter related to critical opalescence.
Many ferroelectric-paraelectric transitions are second-order and thus phenomenologically
similar to the Ising ferromagnet. Theoretical treatments working in close analogy to the
magnetic case sometimes use a ‘pseudospin’ nomenclature to represent the electric
dipoles. However, a large number of ferroelectrics show first-order phase transitions and
cannot be described with Ising-like models [3,8]. Idealised phase diagrams for first-order
and second-order ferroelectrics are illustrated in Figure 1.2c-d. The Clausius-Clapeyron
equation for first-order lines is dE/dT = |∆S|/|∆P |, where ∆P is the polarisation
change at the transition5. For simplicity, Figure 1.2 ignores hysteresis, which may occur
along both the E and T axes. This deficiency will be corrected in the next Section.
Overall, Figure 1.2 illustrates that the four systems of Ising ferromagnetism,
liquid-vapour and two flavours of ferroelectricity have more in common than intuition
might suggest. All four can be the bases of a thermodynamic refrigeration cycle,
because the entropy fields in all four cases are non-uniform, particularly in the vicinity
of the critical points. Liquid-vapour systems are the basis of almost all commercial
cooling technology near room temperature, and magnetic refrigeration is used in
commercial cryogenic systems to achieve temperatures well below the lambda point of
He3. Only ferroelectric refrigeration — electrocaloric refrigeration — remains to be
commercialised in any form.
It should be noted that critical fluctuations in ferroelectric order parameters are rarely
reported, as the critical region is generally very narrow or blurred by impurities or
lattice defects [3, 9].
5This assumes that P is the order parameter for these phase transitions. Materials in which this is
not true are termed ‘improper’ ferroelectrics [3].
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Figure 1.2: Phase diagrams of (a) an Ising ferromagnet, (b) a liquid-vapour system,
(c) an Ising-like ferroelectric system and (d) a ferroelectric system with a first-order
transition to the paraelectric phase (at zero field). See, for example, [2]. Hysteresis at
first-order transitions has been ignored. The gradients of all the first-order lines are
described by the Clausius-Clapeyron equations: dB/dT = |∆S|/|∆M | for the magnetic
system, dp/dT = |∆S|/|∆V | for the liquid-vapour system and dE/dT = |∆S|/|∆P | for
the two ferroelectric systems.
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1.1.3 Hysteresis
Hysteresis is often observed at first-order phase transitions, including hysteresis due to
ferroic switching and hysteresis of TC between heating and cooling. Ferroic switching
hysteresis is the result of a process known as domain-wall pinning or nucleation [3].
A ferroelectric domain is a part of the material in which the dipoles are all aligned.
Domains form because there is an electrostatic energy cost at external surfaces
proportional to P · nˆ (where P is vector polarisation and nˆ is the normal vector to the
surface) which is minimised by having P point within the plane of the surface. A simple
example of an arrangement of domains that achieves this is shown in Figure 1.3a.
Domain structure is affected by factors such as grain size, material defects, lattice strain
and sample geometry. Materials cooled from above TC with no applied field often tend
to adopt a domain configuration such that the average polarisation of the crystal is
zero. Once a field is applied, the domains align and the material is said to be ‘poled’.
During poling, domain walls move and nucleate. Ferroic switching hysteresis is the
result of domain walls becoming ‘pinned’ against defects, impurities or grain boundaries
in the material [3].
Figure 1.3b illustrates the P (E) behaviour predicted by models such as Ising, which
ignore domains. Figure 1.3c illustrates the hysteretic P (E) behaviour expected for real
systems (this too, however, is idealised — a full discussion of the form of measured
ferroelectric P (E) loops will be given in Chapter 2). The value of E coinciding with
polarisation reversal is termed the ‘coercive field’, EC. As domain wall motion is a
dynamic process, EC is a function of the frequency of the driving field [3].
7
PE
(b)
(a)
P
E
EC−EC
(c)
Figure 1.3: (a) Illustration of a possible arrangement of ferroelectric domains which
minimises P · nˆ. Direction of polarisation is denoted by arrows. (b) Illustration of
P (E) behaviour in an idealised Ising-like ferroelectric, which ignores hysteresis. (c)
Simplified illustration of ferroelectric hysteresis. A discussion of the form of observed
P (E) behaviour will be given in Chapter 2.
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Hysteresis of TC between heating and cooling (‘thermal hysteresis’) is often observed in
first-order ferroelectric-paraelectric transitions [3]. Furthermore, nominally ‘first-order’
phase transitions in ferroelectric materials may not be perfectly discontinuous in T due
to factors such as impurities. A total of four temperatures, Th1, Th2, Tc1 and Tc2, are
thus required to fully describe such a transition, where the subscripts ‘h’ and ‘c’ denote
heating and cooling respectively, and the subscripts ‘1’ and ‘2’ refer to the start and
finish temperatures of the transition (Figure 1.4) [10]. The transition regions on heating
and cooling may overlap, although in the Figure they do not for purposes of clarity. A
field dependence is expected for Th1, Th2, Tc1 and Tc2 from the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation dT/dE = |∆P |/|∆S| (the marked values in the Figure correspond to zero
applied field) [6].
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of an imperfect, thermally and electrically hysteretic first-order phase transition in a ferroelectric.
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1.1.4 Order-disorder and displacive transitions
In a poled ferroelectric, there exists an activation energy barrier Eact that any particular
microscopic dipole must overcome to reverse its polarity with respect to the polar axis
of the crystal. The switching probability is small if this energy barrier is large compared
to kBT (where kB is the Boltzmann constant). Thus a class of ferroelectrics with a
phase transition to a paraelectric state at TC = Eact/kB might be expected. Such
transitions are termed ‘order-disorder’, with potassium dihydrogen phosphate
(KH2PO4) often cited as a prototypical example [3].
By contrast, in a ‘displacive’ transition to a ferroelectric phase, an ion or group of ions
in a centrosymmetric (e.g. cubic) unit cell become displaced below TC, breaking
symmetry and generating a spontaneous microscopic dipole where previously there was
none. Barium titanate (BaTiO3) is often cited as a prototypical example of a displacive
ferroelectric transition (Figure 1.5) [3, 7].
While it is often useful to classify ferroelectric phase transitions as either ‘order
disorder’ or ‘displacive’, there are grey areas between these two extremes. Progress was
achieved via a key insight by W. Cochran in 1960 [11]. In his own words: ‘A
ferroelectric or an anti-ferroelectric transition in certain crystals is the result of an
instability of the crystal for a certain mode of vibration, and can be treated as a
problem in lattice dynamics’. Ferroelectric phase transitions coincide with ‘softening’
(lowering of frequency) of an optical phonon (the ‘soft mode’) located at the Brillioun
zone centre6. Soft modes may be observed via a range of spectroscopic tools such as
infra-red or Raman. Soft mode analysis has been used to [3]:
• Identify the driving instability of the phase transition and thus supercede the
simplistic ‘order-disorder’ and ‘displacive’ classification system, although that
system remains very useful in practice.
• Define the fundamental primary order parameter Ψ of a phase transition. The
relationship between Ψ and P is not necessarily one of direct proportionality.
Materials for which Ψ and P are not strongly coupled are termed ‘improper
ferroelectrics’.
6i.e. a standing wave. This is an optical phonon which can be illustrated with an infinite diatomic
chain of atoms of types A and B. A vibrational mode exists where each pair of A and B oscillate in phase
with respect to each other. The wavevector of such a mode with respect to the overall crystal lattice is
zero.
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• Understand antiferroelectricity - it too can be associated with a soft optical mode,
but displaced from the zone centre.
• Investigate the parallelism between ferroelectricity and its stress-strain analogue,
ferroelasticity [12].
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of the 393 K displacive phase transition in prototypical perovskite
BaTiO3 [3]. (a) Unit cell of the cubic paraelectric phase (dashed line: cell boundary).
Numeric labels indicate displacement out of the plane of the paper. The lattice parameter
is 404 pm. (b) Unit cell of the pseudo-cubic (i.e. tetragonal) ferroelectric phase. The
O and Ti ions displace by 5 pm with respect to the origin of the cubic parent (or
prototype) lattice. Atomic displacements exaggerated for illustrative purposes, and the
small distortion of the lattice parameter is not shown.
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1.1.5 Landau phenomenological theory
The Landau theory of ferroelectric phase transitions is simple, general and
powerful [13]. Assuming that P is proportional to the order parameter for the
transition, the Gibbs free energy G(P, T ) with respect to the paraelectric phase is
approximated as a 6th-order polynomial of form:
G =
1
2
aP 2 +
1
4
bP 4 +
1
6
cP 6 − EP (1.1)
Where terms in odd powers of P are prohibited for symmetry reasons. That G is
minimised at equilibrium follows directly from the first two laws of thermodynamics [6].
As this is a phenomenological theory, suitable forms for the Landau coefficients a− c
are found by inspection, such that the solution of ∂G/∂P = 0 at zero applied field
traces out the observed form of PS(T ) (Figure 1.6a-b).
The forms of G(P, T ) consistent with PS(T ) are illustrated in Figure 1.6c-h for
first-order and second-order transitions [8]. Parameter a is temperature dependent with
∂a/∂T > 0. Materials which have a(T ) = a′(T − T0), where T0 is a temperature near or
equal to TC, are said to satisfy the Curie-Weiss law. Parameter c is always positive to
ensure divergence of G towards +∞ at large |P |. Negative values of b correspond to
first-order transitions, and positive values of b correspond to second-order transitions.
The special case of b = 0 corresponds to a ‘tricritical transition’ [9].
Differentiating Equation 1.1 and ignoring high-order terms in P gives
χ = ∂P/∂E ∼ 1/a(T ). Plots of 1/χ against T are commonly seen in literature, partly
because they give information about a(T ), via this expression.
The Gibbs free energy due to strain in pseudo-cubic displacive ferroelectrics such as
BaTiO3 can be approximated as [8]:
Gstrain ∼
1
2
Kη2 +QηP 2 − ησ (1.2)
Where η is the tetragonal strain (strain of the tetragonal unit cell with respect to the
cubic parent cell), K is Young’s modulus, Q is the coefficient of strain-polarisation
coupling (whose lowest term is in P 2 because strain is invariant upon reversal of P ),
and σ is an external stress. Minimising G with respect to η gives Kη +QP 2 − σ = 0
and thus η = σ −QP 2/K. Substituting this into Equation 1.2 and adding Equation 1.1
gives:
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G = −
1
2
(σ −QP 2)
2
K
+
1
2
aP 2 +
1
4
bP 4 +
1
6
cP 6 − EP (1.3)
The strain term expands to include terms in both P 2 and P 4. Strain is thus capable of
modifying the a and b coefficients of the Landau free energy, affecting both TC and the
order of the transition, respectively [8]. For example, certain materials such as SrTiO3
are not ordinarily ferroelectric, but can become ferroelectric under strain (these are
termed ‘incipient’ ferroelectrics). Strain cannot generally be ignored in treatments of
ferroelectric phase transitions.
For an unclamped sample (σ = 0) Equation 1.3 becomes:
G =
1
2
aP 2 +
1
4
(b−
2Q2
K
)P 4 +
1
6
cP 6 − EP (1.4)
Spontaneous strain reduces the quartic term in the Landau free energy, and is thus
potentially capable of driving a second-order transition to first-order.
Overall Landau theory has proven extremely useful to scientists, for reasons such as the
following [8]:
• For first-order transitions, even though the order parameter P is discontinuous,
G(P, T ) is a continuous analytical function throughout the temperature range.
This allows metastable states to be modelled, which can help explain thermal
hysteresis of TC.
• Although Landau theory fails very close to critical points because it ignores
thermodynamic fluctuations, for ferroelectrics the critical region is generally small
or blurred by imperfections.
• Modelling the coupling of ferroelectricity to strain is straightforward in Landau
theory.
• Landau theory sets qualitative statements such as ‘the sample shows a weak
first-order transition’ on a sounder quantitative footing. In this example, it is
implied that b is negative, but small.
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(a) First-order transition (b) Second-order transition
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Figure 1.6: (a) Illustration of PS(T ) for a first-order ferroelectric phase transition.
(b) Illustration of PS(T ) for a second-order ferroelectric transition. (c)(e)(g) Illustration
of G(P, T ) consistent with a first-order ferroelectric phase transition. (d)(f)(h)
Illustration of G(P, T ) consistent with a second-order ferroelectric phase transition [8].
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1.1.6 Landau theory and the soft mode
A simple ferroelectric unit cell could show a single dipole obeying Hook’s law for a mass
on a spring [14]:
m
∂2uopt
∂t2
= −Kuopt (1.5)
U(uopt) =
1
2
Ku2opt (1.6)
Where m is an appropriate reduced mass, K is a spring constant, uopt is the dipole
displacement (the subscript ‘opt’ reminds us that this is an optical phonon mode at the
Brillioun zone centre) t is time and U is internal energy. Polarisation P is related to
uopt via [14]:
P =
1
Vcell
e∗uopt (1.7)
Where Vcell is the real-space unit-cell volume and e
∗ is an appropriate reduced charge.
From Landau theory at zero applied field:
G =
1
2
a(T )P 2 +
1
4
bP 4 +
1
6
cP 6 (1.8)
Thus K ∝ a(T ) to a first harmonic approximation. The solution to Equation 1.5 is a
vibrational mode of frequency ω2 ∝ K [14]. For Curie-Weiss materials:
ω2soft ∝ a(T ) (1.9)
Thus Landau theory is consistent with the observed softening (i.e. reduction in ω) of an
optical phonon at the Brillioun zone centre near ferroelectric phase transitions. A useful
result whose generality transcends these crude approximations is that from χ = 1/a(T ),
ω2 ∝ 1/χ [14].
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1.1.7 Critical behaviour
Critical fluctuations analogous to critical opalescence in liquid-vapour systems are
rarely observed in ferroelectrics, because the critical regions are small and often blurred
by factors such as impurities, defects and strain [3]. By contrast, near-critical behaviour
is well studied and often well understood in terms of Landau and mean-field
theories [8]. In near-critical regions the temperature dependence of various
thermodynamic quantities is described by critical exponents in the same way as for
ferromagnetic and liquid-vapour systems, and all critical systems in nature. Table 1.1
summarises the main critical exponents in ferroelectrics (e.g. [9]). Although only
second-order phase transitions pass directly through critical points, the behaviour of
observables near first-order ferroelectric transitions can also follow critical exponent
laws (though the form of the observed ‘pole’ at TC is different). Typical Curie-Weiss
(γ = 1) behaviour of low-field susceptibility near first and second-order transitions is
illustrated in Figure 1.7. Heat capacity at a first-order transition normally shows a
strong peak due to latent heat.
χ
T
(a)
T
TC
(b)
χ
TC
Figure 1.7: Illustration of Curie-Weiss behaviour, χ = 1
ε0
∂P
∂E
= |t|−γ where γ = 1 in the
near-critical region and t is reduced temperature (Table 1.1) around (a) a critical point
and (b) a first-order transition. After Chandra and Littlewood [8].
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t Reduced temperature T−Tcrit
Tcrit
J Reduced field E−Ecrit
Ecrit
J = Ψδ (t = 0) δ = 3
Ψ Order parameter P Ψ = |t|β (t < 0, J = 0) β = 0.5
C Heat capacity at constant J C = |t|−α (J = 0) α = 0
χ Susceptibility 1
ε0
∂P
∂E
χ = |t|−γ (J = 0) γ = 1
ξ Correlation length (length scale of
thermodynamic fluctuations).
ξ = |t|−ν (J = 0) ν = 0.5
Table 1.1: Behaviour of various observable quantities in near-critical regions in ferroelectrics (e.g. [9]). The subscript ‘crit’ denotes
‘value at the critical point’. Different exponents for positive or negative t are common.
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1.1.8 Relaxor ferroelectrics
Materials such as lead magnesium niobate PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3 (PMN) can show a
disordered spatial distribution of Mg and Nb ions. This leads to a slow decay of
spontaneous polarisation PS, and a broad non-Curie-Weiss peak in χ whose maximum
occurs at a different temperature depending on frequency. This is the characteristic
behaviour of relaxor ferroelectrics (or simply ‘relaxors’). Because of the frequency
dependence, the observed dielectric anomalies cannot formally be associated with a
conventional ‘phase transition’ [15].
The idea of ‘polar nano-regions’ (PNRs) — nanoscale regions with a particular local
composition — has been attributed [16] to Bokov and Mylnikova, who were influenced
by experimental work of Smolensky and Agronovskaya. The situation is more complex
than a mixture of slightly different materials with slightly different Curie temperatures,
leading to a range of Curie temperatures for the material as a whole, and a broad
transition. According to Cowley [16] and Bokov [17], there is no well-defined global
symmetry breaking at the ‘transition’ of a relaxor, i.e. these systems show glass-like
properties. In glasses, the ‘transition’ is not between different phases of matter, but
between ergodic7 and non-ergodic regimes of the same phase.
Two imprecisely-defined temperatures, are used to describe relaxor materials. Polar
nano-regions nucleate at the Burns temperature TB, and they subsequently become
‘frozen’, i.e. non-ergodic at the glass transition temperature T ∗ [16]. Theories of
equilibrium thermodynamics cannot apply to relaxors in the non-ergodic regime
because ergodicity is the central axiom of statistical physics. However, many
non-ergodic relaxors undergo an irreversible field-driven phase transition to a
conventional ferroelectric phase (i.e. a state in which the average crystal symmetry is
ferroelectric). This field-induced transition can occur at relatively low fields (1.7 kV
cm−1 for PMN), and indeed some relaxors do not enter the non-ergodic regime as they
transform directly to the ferroelectric phase near T ∗ [16].
Relaxors remain a particularly active area of theoretical and experimental research.
Their high and broad dielectric peaks have led to their widespread industrial use as
capacitor dielectrics, and they have been suggested for large electrocaloric effects due to
their disordered structure [18].
7‘Ergodic: relating to or denoting systems or processes with the property that, given sufficient time,
they include or impinge on all points in a given space and can be represented statistically by a reasonably
large selection of points.’ From the Oxford English Dictionary.
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1.2 Electrocaloric effects
1.2.1 Phenomenology
‘The electrocaloric effect is the temperature change of a crystal which results from an
adiabatic application of an electric field’ wrote Lines and Glass in their textbook of
1977 [3]. This adiabatic temperature change ∆T represents an upper bound on the
decrease of temperature that an electrocaloric material could generate in an attached
load in a single thermodynamic cycle. Much progress has occurred in electrocalorics
since 1977, and a modern definition would surely mention isothermal heat Q = T∆S,
where ∆S is the isothermal entropy change induced by the electric field. Isothermal
heat sets an upper bound on the cooling power per thermodynamic cycle. The
expression T |∆S| ∼ cE|∆T | is often used to interconvert between ∆T and ∆S, i.e. by
assuming that specific heat capacity at constant field cE is constant over the section of
T − E space traversed. This assumption is particularly dubious for first-order systems
where cE is affected by latent heat. Proper interconversion between ∆S and ∆T
requires mapping of entropy in E − T space; this is non-trivial and will be discussed in
Section 2.5. In summary, because of the role of cE, a large value of T∆S is no guarantee
of a large value of ∆T , and both ∆T and T∆S should ideally be measured directly, the
former by thermometry and the latter by calorimetry.
The phase diagram of an ideal b << 0 (i.e. strongly first-order) ferroelectric is
illustrated in Figure 1.8a (adapted from Figure 1.2). Far below TC, even though the
entropies of the up-poled and down-poled phases are identical, some thermal disorder
might be overcome under field. An isothermal path through E − T space from below
TC, beginning at strong negative field and ending at strong positive field, would be
expected to show small variations in entropy as a result (illustrated in Figure 1.8a-b,
path 1). Slightly above TC, a strong field applied isothermally would induce the
first-order phase transition and reduce the entropy of the material by the latent entropy
of the transition (path 2). In this case isothermal ∆S(E) would show a step function at
a value of |E| determined by the Clausius-Clapeyron relation. Increasing T to just
below the critical point Tcrit, a degree of continuous (i.e. second-order) character might
permeate the isotherm (path 3). Exactly at Tcrit, the field-induced transition would be
entirely second order (path 4). Above Tcrit no transition would take place, but
significant continuous field-driven entropy changes might nonetheless occur in the
supercritical regime (path 5).
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An idealised phase diagram for a b < 0 (second-order) ferroelectric is illustrated in
Figure 1.8c. Far below TC, small variations in entropy would be expected due to the
overcoming of thermal disorder under high field, even though there is no nominal
entropy change between the up-poled and down-poled phases (path 6). Continuous
transitions with varying entropy profiles would be expected around the critical point,
with the peak entropy change occuring at the critical point itself (paths 7-9).
Figure 1.8 is meant only as an illustrative, qualitative prediction of the isothermal
entropy changes that might be seen experimentally in an electrocaloric material.
Surprisingly, there are very few experimental datasets in literature which systematically
explore the E − T phase diagram to provide empirical insight.
Electrocaloric effects in a given material are limited by the practical difficulties of
applying large voltages, avoiding dielectric breakdown, and avoiding leakage current.
Thus, materials with large values of zero-field ∆S do not necessarily show large values
of isothermal ∆S, as the necessary electric fields may not be attainable.
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Figure 1.8: Adapted from Figure 1.2. (a) Illustration of E − T phase diagram for
an ideal first-order ferroelectric. Hysteresis is ignored. (b) Qualitative illustration of
entropy changes that might be expected on taking various isothermal paths through the
phase diagram of (a). (c) Illustration of E − T phase diagram for an ideal second-order
ferroelectric. Hysteresis is ignored. (d) Qualitative illustration of entropy changes that
might be expected on taking various isothermal paths through the phase diagram of (c).
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Practical electrocaloric devices may use a four-stage cycle to cool a load. The four
stages are [19]:
• Application of a field across the electrocaloric material, causing its temperature to
increase by |∆T |.
• Dumping of electrocaloric heat to a reservoir. The electrocaloric material returns
to ambient temperature, with the field still on (assuming Joule heating due to
leakage current is small).
• Removal of the field, causing the electrocaloric material to cool down by |∆T |.
• Withdrawal of heat from the load.
These stages are illustrated in Figure 1.9, and are discussed in greater detail in
Chapter 2.
∆
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Figure 1.9: Illustrative example of a four-stage electrocaloric cycle.
Experimentally, the Maxwell relation (∂P/∂T )E = (∂S/∂E)T may be used to access
isothermal ∆S(∆E) from a suitably dense dataset of P (E, T ). This has proven
particularly useful for the study of thin films, where adiabatic ∆T or isothermal Q are
especially difficult to access due to small thermal masses. For a full discussion of the use
of the Maxwell relation, see Chapter 2.
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1.2.2 Timeline
Research in the 20th century focussed on finding electrocaloric effects in bulk materials,
but the largest effects found were ∼2.5 K. Thin films proved the key to unlocking
‘giant’ effects of 12 K or higher, as their characteristic high breakdown fields gave access
to new high-field regimes of the phase diagram. Seminal papers by Mischenko et al. in
350 nm Pb(Zr0.95Ti0.05)O3 [20] (2006) and Neese et al. in 1 µm-thick poly(vinylidene
flouride-triflouroethylene) (55/45 mol %) [PVDF-TrFE] [21] (2008) have catalysed a
new interest in the electrocaloric effect as a candidate cooling technology (Figure 1.10).
Multilayered capacitors have been proposed to harness the thin-film technology for
rapid cooling of macroscopic loads [19].
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Figure 1.10: Publications in electrocalorics for the period 1962-2012. Data are the number of hits of a search for publication titles
containing the word ‘electrocaloric’, using Thomson Reuters Web of Science.
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The important historical papers as far as early 2013 are presented below in the form of a timeline.
1824
Carnot develops his eponymous theorem, theoretical concepts of reversible and irreversible work, theoretical heat engines, and
theoretical refrigerators.
1845
Joule demonstrates that heat and work are two forms of the same thing — a flow of energy.
1861
Maxwell’s equations for electromagnetism are published.
1865
Clausius defines new functions of state, entropy S and internal energy U , completing the process of identifying the first two
laws of thermodynamics. William Thompson (Lord Kelvin) also played a major role in the development of the second law.
1873
Gibbs proposes a ‘free energy’ G = U − TS + pV whose minimisation for a gas under isothermal and isobaric conditions reflects
global entropic maximisation and energy conservation. Free energy soon proved to be an indispensable tool for applying the
laws of thermodynamics to realistic systems.
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1881
Emil Warburg describes heating during a magnetic M(H) loop measurement in iron well below TC. Although he cited other
authors who had previously measured similar phenomena, his work is often incorrectly reported as the first observation of a
magnetocaloric effect.
1921
Valasek discovers dielectric hysteresis in Rochelle Salt, the first observation of ferroelectricity [5].
1930
The first electrocaloric study is conducted, on Rochelle Salt, by Kobeko and Kurtschatov [22].
Sawyer Tower circuit is developed for measuring P (E) loops [23].
1935
Ferroelectricity is found in KH2PO4 (KDP) and related compounds [24].
1937
Landau theory of phase transitions is published [13].
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1942
Leon J. Sivian files a patent for pyroelectric energy recovery [25]. Pyroelectricity would soon find widespread application in
passive infra-red sensors.
1946
Ferroelectricity is found in BaTiO3, the first ceramic ferroelectric to be discovered [26].
1949-50
Ferroelectricity is found in KNbO3 [27], LiNbO3 [28], LiTaO3 [28] and PbTiO3 [29], and incipient ferroelectricity is found in
KTaO3 [27]. Over the subsequent three decades most of the families of ferroelectrics known today were identified, with the
notable exception of ferroelectric polymers.
1960
Cochran identifies ferroelectricity with the condensation of a ‘soft’ phonon mode, profoundly influencing experimental and
theoretical work on ferroelectrics [11].
1964
Kikuchi and Sawaguchi observe a |∆T | = 0.3 K electrocaloric effect in free-standing SrTiO3 single crystals at 11 K with a
driving field of 7 kV cm−1 [30]. Early interest in the electrocaloric effect focussed on cryogenic cooling, perhaps inspired by the
success of magnetocalorics in that application.
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1966
Strukov reports a |∆T | = 0.1 K electrocaloric effect in triglycine sulfate (NH2CH2COOH)3·H2SO4 (TGS) (this paper from the
former USSR could not be tracked down, but the Figures are reproduced in Lines and Glass [3]).
1968
Thacher reports electrocaloric effects in various PbZrxTi1−xO3 (PZT) materials, and Sn-doped PZT [31]. Effects of
|∆T | = 1.6 K were reported. Thacher found the directly measured results to be in good agreement with those obtained via the
Maxwell relation (∂P/∂T )E = (∂S/∂E)T .
1969
Kawai reports piezoelectricity in poly (vinyledene flouride) (PVDF) [32]. The exceptional properties of this new family of
ferroelectrics would become apparent in the next decade.
1977
Hailing a ‘coming of age of the ferroelectric phenomenon’, Lines and Glass publish what would become a classic textbook on
ferroelectrics [3]. The electrocaloric effect is briefly mentioned.
Electrocaloric effects of |∆T | ∼ 0.2 K are found at low temperatures in the incipient ferroelectric KTaO3 by Lawless [33].
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1981
Tuttle and Payne report |∆T | = 2.5 K electrocaloric effects in Pb0.99Nb0.02(Zr0.75Sn0.20Ti0.05)0.98O3 using applied fields of
30 kV cm−1 [34].
1989
Shebavovs et al. publish the first in a series of papers on electrocaloric effects in ceramic PbSc0.5Ta0.5O3 (PST) [35–38]. Effects
of |∆T | = 2.4 K are reported near room temperature. A variety of levels of cation ordering are tested, yielding first-order
ferroelectric behaviour and relaxor behaviour. Multilayers are considered and measured, but the opportunity to use the metallic
electrodes for heat extraction is not identified.
Scott tabulates zero-field entropy change, and various other parameters, for a number of ferroelectric materials [39].
A widely-cited article, ‘Ferroelectric Memories’ by Scott and Paz de Araujo is published [40]. The authors explain how recent
advances in thin-film technology have enabled direct commercial exploitation of ferroelectricity in computer memory, 66 years
after the phenomenon was discovered by Valasek. Lead-based ferroelectrics are inferior to SrBi2Ta2O9 for many memory
applications, as the volatility of lead is linked to rapid ageing.
1992
Sinyavsky and Brodyansky describe the construction of an electrocaloric fridge using PST blocks as the working body and
various liquids as coolants [41]. The direction of flow of coolant is used to alternately direct electrocaloric heat to a reservoir
and withdraw it from a load.
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2006
Mischenko et al. at Cambridge and Cranfield (UK) report ‘giant’ |∆T | = 12 K electrocaloric effects observed indirectly via the
Maxwell relation in 350 nm-thick sol-gel films of Pb(Zr0.95Ti0.05)O3 (PZT) near the TC of 493 K [20]. The thin-film geometry
enables large field changes of 480 kV cm−1 to be applied across the film, as breakdown fields are high in films. This high-field
regime appears to hold the key to large effects.
2008
Neese et al. at Penn State (USA) report ‘giant’ |∆T | = 12 K electrocaloric effects in 1 µm-thick
poly(vinylidene flouride-trifluoroethylene) (55/45 mol %) [PVDF-TrFE] near the TC of 350 K [21]. The polymer outperforms
the PZT films of Mischenko et al. in terms of mass-normalised isothermal entropy change: 55 J K−1 kg−1 for the polymer
against 8 J K−1 kg−1 in the ceramic. However the applied fields are larger for the polymer, at 2000 kV cm−1. In the same work,
effects of |∆T | = 12 K are measured in a relaxor copolymer poly(vinylidene flouride-triflouroethylene-chlorofluoroethylene)
(59.2/33.6/7.2 mol %) [PVDF-TrFE-CFE] near 320 K. Again, these measurements all rely on the Maxwell relation.
Akcay et al. publish theoretical study into effect of lateral clamping and epitaxial strain on electrocaloric properties of BaTiO3
thin films [42]. Lateral clamping was predicted to modify the order of the 400 K phase transition of BaTiO3 from first to second
order, with a corresponding reduction and broadening of electrocaloric effects. Compressive strain was predicted to raise the
temperature in which maximum electrocaloric effects occur and lower their temperature dependence, whereas tensile strain was
predicted to have the opposite effect.
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2009
‘Giant’ electrocaloric effect of |∆T | = 5 K measured in lead-free ceramic films of SrBi2Ta2O9 (SBT) via the Maxwell
relation [43].
‘Giant’ electrocaloric effect of |∆T | = 9 K measured in ceramic films of relaxor PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3–PbTiO3 (PMN-PT) via the
Maxwell relation [44].
Kar-Narayan and Mathur demonstrate serendipitous electrocaloric effects of |∆T | = 0.5 K in multilayered capacitors (MLCs)
with a Y5V dielectric based on BaTiO3. Furthermore, the results provide grounding for a lumped circuit model of hypothetical
MLCs based on PZT or PVDF-TrFE, suggesting such an MLC could deliver 2.9 kW kg−1 of cooling power, a value which seems
promising when set in the context of conventional commercial coolers (∼20 kW) [19,45].
2010
A team from Penn State (USA) and the Jozef Stefan Institute (Slovenia) reports electrocaloric effects of 20 K in irradiated
PVDF-TrFE and 45 K in Pb0.92La0.08Zr0.65Ti0.35O3 thin films (both relaxor ferroelectrics) [46]. However, the method is to use a
thermal model to extrapolate millikelvin temperature changes measured in the thin film, with larger thermal masses still
attached, and as such is not a true direct measurement.
The same team report the first direct measurement of a ‘giant’ electrocaloric effect, in free-standing polymer films based on
PVDF-TrFE-CFE [47] and PVDF-TrFE [48]. Effects of ∼12 K are reported in both cases, observed directly via a small bead
thermistor.
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2011
Scott publishes a review article on the electrocaloric effect [49].
‘Giant’ electrocaloric effect of |∆T | = 6.9 K measured in ceramic films of relaxor PST via the Maxwell relation [50].
The International Symposium on Integrated Functionalities (ISIF) hosts a session dedicated to electrocalorics, the first such
session at a conference.
Rozˇicˇ and coworkers study electrocaloric effects in bulk relaxor PMN-PT using direct and indirect methods [18]. The results
suggest that the Maxwell relation is unsafe to apply to relaxor ferroelectrics in the non-ergodic regime.
2012
Jia and Sungtaek demonstrate continuous cooling using Y5V MLCs [51].
2013
Kar-Narayan et al. explore the possibility of directly measuring electrocaloric heat in thin films using Scanning Thermal
Microscopy (SThM) and infra-red imaging. The results confirm that electrocaloric heat could be observed via SThM in films of
micron thickness or greater. [52].
Moya et al. report giant electrocaloric strength (|∆T | or Q, normalised by electric field) of 220 mK [kV cm−1]−1 in single
crystals of BaTiO3 [10].
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Defay et al. analyse the electrocaloric efficiency of thin films for coolers. The authors find that polymer films (η for
PVDF-TrFE is 7.3) are more efficient than ceramic (η for Zr-rich PZT is 3.0). This work is described in detail in Section 1.2.4.
Effects of |∆T | = 45 K predicted in thin films of relaxor Pb0.8Ba0.2ZrO3 near room temperature [53].
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1.2.3 Survey of candidate materials
Scientific papers directly concerned with electrocalorics are relatively few in number
(Figure 1.10). Only a tiny fraction of known ferroelectrics have been considered for
electrocaloric effects, and furthermore ferroelectric properties can be hugely modified by
factors such as strain, microstructure and stoichiometry. Various commonly-reported
measurements can sometimes be used to predict the electrocaloric performance of a
material which has not been directly characterised for electrocaloric effects:
• Zero-field entropy change ∆S at or near the phase transition (measured via
calorimetry) should, for ‘proper’ ferroelectrics at least, be driveable electrically, in
the absense of parasitic effects such as leakage current and dielectric breakdown.
The largest reported mass-normalised isothermal ∆S are of order 55 J K−1 kg−1
in low-density polymers [21]. However, ‘giant’ adiabatic temperature changes have
also been seen in dense materials with values of ∆S ∼ 8 J K−1 kg−1 [20]. For this
reason, and also when considering practical cooling, there is a strong case for
normalising ∆S by volume [54]. Despite this, normalisation by mass remains the
norm in literature.
• Pyroelectric coefficient |∂P/∂T |, i.e. the charge given up per unit area of the
material, per unit temperature increase. The most notable pyroelectrics such as
SrxBa1−xNb2O6 (SBN) show coefficients of just under 1 µC cm
−2 K −1 near
TC [55]. An important caveat is that pyroelectric coefficients are normally quoted
for zero-field, whereas the electrocaloric effect depends on the field integrated
pyroelectric coefficient. For example, ferroelectric polymers have small zero-field
pyroelectric coefficients, but still display a large electrocaloric effect because they
are able to withstand enormous electric fields E of up to 4000 kV cm−1 with
minimal decay of |∂P/∂T | at large E [21].
• Dielectric constant shows a peak near second-order phase transitions. A sharp
peak in ε(T ) for a second-order transition can indicate a sharp transition and a
large pyroelectric coefficient. Large loss tangents can indicate parasitic leakage
which degrades electrocaloric performance.
• Ferroelectric P (E) loops reported in literature are occasionally dense enough in
T to be used to estimate electrocaloric isothermal ∆S by the Maxwell relation.
Just above first-order phase transitions, double P (E) loops are sometimes
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reported, where the double loop corresponds to the field induced ferroelectric
phase, with isothermal |∆S| approximately the same as zero-field |∆S|.
In 1973 E. C. Subbarao compiled a then comprehensive list8 of ferroelectric and
antiferroelectric materials, divided into 25 classes [56]. This list, plus ferroelectric
polymers, but ignoring metals with ferroelectric crystal symmetry, has been used as a
starting point for the following concise systematic discussion of materials classes from
an electrocalorics perspective. In the majority of cases this has involved picking the
best-known members of a materials class and searching literature for the electrocalorics
‘indicators’ of zero-field ∆S, |∂P/∂T |, ε(T ), and field-induced transitions reflected in
double P (E) loops.
In what follows, values of PS and TC, if not otherwise specified, are taken from
Subburao [56].
1.2.3.1 Perovskites
Prior to the ‘thin-film era’ (2006 onwards), values of electrocaloric adiabatic |∆T |
greater than one K had only been reported in lead-based perovskites such as
PbZrxTi1−xO3 (PZT) (sometimes doped with Sn) [31, 34] and PbSc0.5Ta0.5O3 [35].
Furthermore, Zr-rich PZT, in thin-film form, was the first ‘giant’ electrocaloric material
to be reported [20]. The |∆T | ∼ 45 K effects claimed recently were in films of relaxor
perovskite Pb0.8Ba0.2ZrO3 [53]. Thus, lead-based perovskites are among the most
studied, and most promising9 electrocaloric materials. However the PZT, PLZT,
PMN-PT and PST systems barely scratch the surface of this family, with various
niobates, tantalates and tungstates10, all of which are ferroelectric with Curie
temperatures ranging from 83 K (PbCo0.5W0.5O3) to 763 K (PT). PbSc0.5Ta0.5O3 will
be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
BaTiO3 (BTO) shows small electrocaloric effects of about 1 K above its first-order
transition temperature of ∼396 K, however single crystals of BTO were recently shown
by Moya et al. [10] to exhibit a giant electrocaloric strength of
|∆T |/|∆E| = 220 mK [kV cm−1]−1. This work also demonstrated good agreement
8A version of this list may be found in Appendix F of Lines and Glass [3].
9At least if the toxicity of lead is to be ignored.
10Epitaxial films containing lead tungstates have recently attracted interest in the field of multiferroics
[57].
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between direct electrocaloric measurements (from both thermometry and calorimetry),
and indirect measurements via the Maxwell relation, and the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation. BTO-based multilayered capacitors (MLCs) show serendipitous electrocaloric
effects and play an important role in research into practical electrocaloric coolers (see
Chapter 7 for a full discussion) [19, 45].
The BaxSr1−xTiO3 (BST) system shows values for TC that range from 396 K for pure
BTO through to 0 K in the limit of x tending to zero. The Sr doping also broadens the
transition and provides a pyroelectric coefficient of ∼0.75 µC cm−2 K −1 at room
temperature for x = 0.65 [58]. Haini et al. recently demonstrated that highly strained
epitaxial films of the incipient ferroelectric SrTiO3 on DyScO3 substrates can exhibit TC
values above room temperature [59], however no experimental electrocaloric studies on
such samples hitherto exist in literature (see Chapter 6 for a full discussion).
Many more ferroelectric perovskites are known, such as BiFeO3, NaNbO3, WO3 and
KIO3. An important feature of nearly all ferroelectric perovskites is that due to the
cubic prototype structure of the paraelectric phase, they may be poled along any
high-symmetry axis, reducing the penalty to PS normally associated with
polycrystalline ferroelectric ceramics.
1.2.3.2 Lithium niobate and lithium tantalate
These materials are notable for large pyroelectric effects over a wide temperature range
and exceptionally low leakage currents, properties which were recently put to
imaginative use by Naranjo et al. in a bench-top nuclear fusion reactor [4]. At
71 µC cm−2, LiTaO3 has the largest spontaneous polarisations of any known bulk
ferroelectric. These properties are promising, but testing these materials for
electrocaloric effects presents challenges: TC is 1483 K in LiTaO3 and 938 K in LiNbO3.
The high values of TC could potentially be reduced via strain engineering or doping.
1.2.3.3 Hexagonal manganites
Rare-earth manganites such as hexagonal YMnO3 have attracted attention as potential
multiferroic11 materials. Values of TC are generally above 600 K. The small number of
studies of ferroelectric P (E) behaviour in these materials report interesting
11Simultaneous ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism.
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ferrielectric12 properties [60–62]. No information could be found from which to predict
electrocaloric properties.
1.2.3.4 Tungsten bronzes
Tungsten bronze ferroelectrics constitute a large family of uniaxial ferroelectrics. The
relaxor SrxBa1−xNb2O6 (SBN) is a noteworthy pyroelectric showing peak coefficients of
up to 0.9 µC cm−2 K −1 near TC ∼ 370 K [55]. Furthermore, it is lead free and can be
grown epitaxially on SrTiO3 or MgO substrates by pulsed laser deposition [63,64].
1.2.3.5 Pyrochlores
The best known is Cd2Nb2O7, which shows a complex and diffuse multi-stage transition
near 180 K. The 1989 study of Swartz gives a small peak pyroelectric coefficient of
around 0.08 µC cm−2 K −1 [65], and the zero-field entropy change of the transition is
0.8 J K−1 kg−1 [39].
1.2.3.6 Layered oxides
These include the Aurivillius phases, a series of compounds with large and complex
layered unit cells containing perovskite-like units responsible for ferroelectricity (which
is uniaxial). SrBi2Ta2O9 (SBT) became famous for its application in ferroelectric
memories [40], and perhaps for this reason it is one of the small number of materials
whose electrocaloric properties have been measured, in polycrystalline films grown by
sol-gel [43]. Large |∆T | ∼ 5 K effects were measured via the Maxwell relation. An
oriented film could show larger effects as the electric field could be applied exclusively
down the polar axis. The layered oxides tend to have high values of TC (the value for
SBT is 608 K).
1.2.3.7 Barium flourides
Various compounds of formula BaMF4, where M is a divalent cation, are known to be
ferroelectric, and have attracted interest as potential multiferroics [66]. However, their
12Showing simultaneous ferroelectric-like and antiferroelectric-like properties.
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ferroelectric phase transitions cannot be accessed, as in all cases the TC is greater than
the melting temperature.
1.2.3.8 Molybdates
Rare earth molybdates analogous to Gd2(MO4)3 were studied in the 1960s and 70s,
perhaps because of ready availability of single crystals and the coexistence of
ferroelasticity. Gd2(MO4)3 shows a very sharp first-order transition at 432 K. Fouskova
estimated a zero field entropy change of an unremarkable 1.16±0.42 J K−1 kg−1 [67].
1.2.3.9 Boracites
Ni3B7O13I attracted early interest as a multiferroic at low temperatures [68]. A small
PS = 0.08 µC cm
−2 and a diffuse transition around 64 K suggest that any electrocaloric
effects would be small.
1.2.3.10 Colemanite
The naturally occurring mineral Ca2B6O11.5H2O shows a second-order transition to a
ferroelectric phase at 267 K, with a small peak pyroelectric coefficient of around
0.05 µC cm−2 K −1 [69].
1.2.3.11 ‘Other oxides’
Pb5Ge3O11 (PGO) is one of several oxides in this miscellaneous category. Pb5Ge3O11
shows a promising peak pyroelectric coefficient of around 0.5 µC cm−2 K −1 [70] near
TC ∼ 450 K.
1.2.3.12 Halides
HCl is not best known for its ferroelectric properties, but it is indeed ferroelectric below
98.4 K. The other hydrogen halides also show ferroelectric phases at cryogenic
temperatures. The HCl transition is first-order with a very large entropy change of
367 J K−1 kg−1 [71]. The P (E) data reported by Hoshino et al. showed no signs of
parasitic leakage [72]. An electrocaloric study of HCl could be rewarding, if the
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practical difficulties of working with this material (a corrosive gas at room temperature)
could be overcome.
1.2.3.13 Antimony sulphide iodides
The transition in SbSI occurs at 293 K and is first-order, with an entropy change of
2.7 J K−1 kg−1 [73]. Ferroelectric properties of the common ore FeS (TC = 286) are
reported to be similar to SbSI [74], but have not been widely studied.
1.2.3.14 Nitrites
NaNO2 is often cited in textbooks because order-disorder ferroelectricity is easy to
rationalise from the spontaneous dipole moment of the NO2 molecule. NaNO2 shows a
very large zero-field entropy change of 76.8 J K−1 kg−1 at TC = 437 K [75]. For further
details, see Chapter 4.
1.2.3.15 Nitrates
Bulk KNO3 is ferroelectric only on cooling in a narrow temperature interval of 398 K to
approximately 388 K (thin films show a wider range). KNO3 has a large zero-field
entropy change of 53.4 J K−1 kg−1 [39]. Thick-film fabrication is straightforward from
melt [76]. For further details, see Chapter 4.
1.2.3.16 Potassium dihydrogen phosphate family
KH2PO4 (KHP) shows a large zero-field entropy change of 29.4 J K
−1 kg−1 at
TC = 123 K [39]. KD2PO4 (KDP) shows a slightly smaller entropy change of
20.9 J K−1 kg−1 at its 213 K transition [39]. These were among the first ferroelectrics
to be discovered. It is possible to produce enormous single crystals of these compounds,
such as the 380 kg specimen on display at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
1.2.3.17 Sulphates
Two ferroelectric sulphates, (NH4)2SO4 and NH4HSO4 are known to show very large
zero-field entropy changes at their respective phase transitions at 223 K and 270 K [39].
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Only the latter with a zero-field entropy change of 67.8 J K−1 kg−1, has been considered
for electrocaloric effects, but the conclusion reached was that ionic conductivity was too
high in the crystals measured [77]. The former, ammonium sulfate, shows a zero-field
entropy change of 133 J K−1 kg−1 and its electrocaloric properties have not hitherto
been measured. For further details, see Chapter 4.
1.2.3.18 Alums
Compounds similar to NH4Fe(SO4)2.12H2O show mostly cryogenic values of TC.
Information in the literature is very limited, but a short abstract attributed to
Jona et al. [78] reports double hysteresis loops in NH4Fe(SO4)2.12H2O up to 2 K above
TC = 88 K with a driving field of 20 kV cm
−1, indicating a field-driven first-order phase
transition. Given values for PS of 0.4 µC cm
−2 and ̺ of 1.71 g cm−3 [79], the
mass-normalised entropy change may be estimated via Clausius-Clapeyron as
|∆S| = (PS/̺)(dE/dT ) = 2.4 J K
−1 kg−1 . Powder is readily available commercially,
and the melting point of 310 K could enable straightforward fabrication of thick films
from melt [79].
1.2.3.19 Guanidiniums
These materials have chemical formulae similar to GAl(SO4)2.6H2O (where G is the
Guanidinium ion C(NH2)
+
3 ), and inaccessible ferroelectric transitions due to melting or
decomposition. A recent paper by Szafranski found that this was not the case for
GHClO4, which shows a series of very large zero-field entropy changes of total
magnitude 162 J K−1 kg−1 , at high temperatures [80]. Electrical losses prevented
characterisation in the transition region, and would prohibit the harnessing of these
entropy changes for an electrocaloric effect.
1.2.3.20 Selenites
The little-studied LiH3(SeO3)2 melts at 383 K, before reaching TC, however the TC can
be lowered below the melting point via hydrostatic pressure [81], revealing the
transition to be sharp and second order. Other selenites have mostly cryogenic values of
TC, and are not well studied. Makita and Miki experimented on NaH3(SeO3)2,
reporting a large zero-field entropy change of 24 J K−1 kg−1 at the 194 K first-order
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phase transition [82].
1.2.3.21 Cyanides
Various hydrated potassium cyanide complexes with chemical formulae similar to
K4Mn(CN)6.3H2O are reported to show ferroelectricity with TC values just below room
temperature. They are unlikely to be measured for electrocaloric effects as, like all
cyanides, they are acutely toxic.
1.2.3.22 Triglycine sulphate family
(NH2CH2COOH)3.H2SO4 (TGS) is often cited as the prototypical order-disorder type
ferroelectric. Strukov reported electrocaloric effects of 0.1 K under fields of 2 kV cm−1,
(his plots are shown in Lines and Glass [3]) but the zero-field entropy change at the
322 K transition is a reasonable 6.5 J K−1 kg−1 [39] suggesting that this material could
show larger effects, perhaps under higher fields. TGS also shows a high peak
pyroelectric coefficient of 0.3 µC cm−2 K −1 [83].
1.2.3.23 Rochelle salt family
As well as being the first ferroelectric material to be identified, NaKC4H4O6.4H2O was
the first to be measured for electrocaloric effects, in the experiments of Kobeko and
Kurchatov in 1930 [22]. Later work has revealed that the zero-field entropy change is an
uncompetitive 0.12 J K−1 kg−1 [39].
1.2.3.24 ‘Complex organic compounds’
SC(NH2) is a molecular ferroelectric. A 1959 study reported ferroelectric P (E) loops
below 169 K, ‘antiferroelectric’ loops between 169 K and 176 K, a second ferroelectric
phase from 176 K to 180 K and ‘antiferroelectric’ loops again above 180 K [84]. Later
work confirmed that the ‘antiferroelectric’ double loops are in fact field-driven phase
transitions to ferroelectric phases [85], confirming that this is an electrocaloric material.
The transition at 169 K has an unremarkable entropy change of 2.0 J K−1 kg−1 [86].
A few organomercurials are ferroelectric but also acutely toxic, and furthermore usually
melt or decompose before their TC can be accessed [56].
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1.2.3.25 Liquid crystals
A number of liquid crystals are ferroelectric but the values of PS are generally small,
making measurements challenging. A 1986 review by Glass et al. examined the
suitability of liquid crystals for pyroelectric infra-red detectors [83]. A range of biphenyl
esters were considered, the best of which showed a peak pyroelectric coefficient of
0.035 µC cm−2 K −1 at TC of 323 K. The authors singled out mechanical flexibility, low
thermal conductivity and ease of fabrication of thin films as distinguishing features of
liquid crystals over conventional pyroelectric materials.
Liquid crystals can show anisotropic thermal conductivity, with thermal conductivity in
directions parallel and perpendicular to the molecular director differing by up to a
factor of 3. This allows them to be used as ‘thermal transistors’. Epstein and Malloy
noted that this could permit non-mechanical control of thermal circuits in a practical
electrocaloric cooler [87]. A patent application based on this idea was recently
received [88].
1.2.3.26 Polymers
Ferroelectric polymers are among the most promising materials for electrocaloric
effects [21]. Effects of |∆T | = 12 K in polymers were first measured (via the Maxwell
relation) by a team led by Qiming Zhang at Penn State, in 1 µm-thick films of
poly(vinylidene flouride-trifluoroethylene) (55/45 mol %) [PVDF-TrFE] and the relaxor
poly(vinylidene flouride-triflouroethylene-chlorofluoroethylene) (59.2/33.6/7.2 mol %)
[PVDF-TrFE-CFE] [21] near their respective Curie temperatures of 350 K and 330 K.
Effects of |∆T | = 21 K were reported later in superior-quality specimens of these
materials [89]. Effects of ∼12 K were measured directly in PVDF-TrFE and
PVDF-TrFE-CFE by Lu et al., [47, 48] the first and so far only credible reports of
‘giant’ electrocaloric effects measured directly.
Some of the distinguishing features of ferroelectric polymers are that they are
mechanically flexible, can withstand extremely large electric fields of 4000 kV cm−1 or
more (this is the main reason they can show large electrocaloric effects despite small
values of polarisation ∼6 µC cm−2), and are only available as stretch-cooled thin films,
ferroelectricity arising from the resulting strain. Polymers encompass a full range of
ferroelectric phenomenology, with some such as PVDF-TrFE-CFE behaving as relaxors
and others such as pure PVDF showing first-order transitions.
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1.2.3.27 Summary of candidate materials
Table 1.2 summarises the materials from the previous discussion that could show
promise for electrocaloric effects.
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Material TC (K) Why promising Refs
Perovskites 83-763 Several are known to show large
effects.
[20, 34, 35]
LiTaO3 & LiTaO3 1483 & 938 Noteable pyroelectrics, v. high PS [4]
SrxBa1−xNb2O6 370 Large pyroelectric coefficient ∼0.9 µC
cm−2 K −1
[55]
SrBi2Ta2O9 608 Lead free, polycrystalline films show
|∆T | = 5 K
[43]
Pb5Ge3O11 450 Large pyroelectric coefficient
∼0.5 µC cm−2 K −1
[70]
HCl 98.4 Large zero-field
|∆S| = 367 J K−1 kg−1
[71, 72]
SbSI 293 Room temperature transition,
zero-field |∆S| = 2.7 J K−1 kg−1
[73]
NaNO2* 436 Large zero-field
|∆S| = 76.8 J K−1 kg−1
[75]
KNO3* 397 Large zero-field
|∆S| = 53.4 J K−1 kg−1
[39]
KH2PO4 123 Large zero-field
|∆S| = 29.4 J K−1 kg−1 , large single
crystals easy to grow
[39]
(NH4)2SO4* 223 Large zero-field
|∆S| = 133 J K−1 kg−1
[39]
NH4HSO4 270 Large zero-field
|∆S| = 67.8 J K−1 kg−1
[39]
NH4Fe(SO4)2.12H2O 88 Melting point of 310 K, zero-field
|∆S| = 2.4 J K−1 kg−1
[78]
NaH3(SeO3)2 194 Large zero-field
|∆S| = 24 J K−1 kg−1
[82]
(NH2CH2COOH)3.H2SO4 322 Zero-field |∆S| = 6.5 J K
−1 kg−1
near room temperature
[39]
Ferroelectric polymers ∼350 Several are known to show large
effects.
[21, 89]
Table 1.2: Summary of the materials considered in the present Section that could show
promise as electrocaloric materials. For all materials, PS and TC have been tabulated
by Subbarao [56]. Materials marked with a ‘*’ have been studied for the present work
(Chapter 4).
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1.2.4 Efficiency of electrocaloric effects
The content of this Section is taken from published work led by Emmanuel Defay [54],
which demonstrated the use of Landau theory to show that non-electrocaloric edge
layers in thin films have a significant impact on electrocaloric efficiency. The author of
the present work was a co-author on the aforementioned published work.
In the following algebra, a subscript of ‘e’ denotes ‘corresponding to non-electrocaloric
edge layer of film’, a subscript of ‘i’ denotes ‘corresponding to electrocaloric interior of
film’ and no subscript denotes ‘corresponding to entire film’. The starting point is the
standard Landau expansion for free energy:
G =
1
2
a(T − TC)P
2
i +
1
4
bP 4i +
1
6
cP 6i − EiPi + s
2C˜ (1.10)
where s is in-plane strain and s2C˜ is elastic energy. Minimising with respect to Pi:
Ei = a(T − TC)Pi + bP
3
i + cP
5
i (1.11)
The non-electrocaloric edge layers are incorporated via tE = tiEi + 2teEe (where t is
thickness), Di ∼ Pi (where D is electric displacement), D = Di = De (series capacitors)
and De = εeEe, giving E ∼ Ei + 2teD/tεe. This gives:
E ∼
(
a(T − TC) +
2
t
te
εe
)
D + bD3 + cD5 (1.12)
Leading directly to an expression for electrocaloric work W (i.e. the electrical work
required to drive the electrocaloric effect) via |W | = |
∫ D2
D1
EdD|. Electrocaloric heat Q
follows from Equation 1.10 via ∆Si = −(∂G/∂T )Pi , ∆S = ∆Siti/t and |Q| = T |∆S|.
Electrocaloric efficiency η may then be evaluated as |Q|/|W |. The materials
PVDF-TrFE and Zr-rich PZT (characterised for electrocaloric effects in [21] and [20])
were considered in [54]. To obtain te and any Landau coefficients that could not be
deduced from alternative sources of information, Equation 1.12 was fitted against
experimental D(E) data. The inclusion of the non-electrocaloric edge layers was
essential for both materials in order to achieve a reasonable match to D(E) data.
Furthermore it was shown that the edge layers reduce η by a factor of almost 2 for
Zr-rich PZT, from 7.8 to 3.4. The PVDF-TrFE showed a value of η of 7.3 (calculated
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from experimental data via an integration method — refer to [54] for full details) and
thus outperformed the Zr-rich PZT in terms of efficiency.
1.3 Summary
Electrocaloric effects in first-order and second-order ferroelectric materials may be
rationalised in terms of an E − T phase diagram, but relaxors are more complicated,
and not well understood. A huge number of ferroelectric and related materials remain
uncharacterised. A thin-film geometry is associated with large breakdown fields, and is
currently the only known way to achieve electrocaloric effects with |∆T | in the range of
10s of K. These ‘giant’ electrocaloric effects were revealed by seminal papers by
Mischenko et al. in 350 nm-thick Pb(Zr0.95Ti0.05)O3 [20] (2006) and Neese et al. in 1
µm-thick poly(vinylidene flouride-triflouroethylene) (55/45 mol %) [PVDF-TrFE]
[21] (2008). Since 2006 there have been many further papers reporting ‘giant’ effects of
up to |∆T | = 45 K [53] in various ferroelectric oxide films and polymer films. Apart
from the work of Lu et al. on polymers [47, 48], all such results on films have so been
indirect, via the Maxwell relation. Thus there is considerable interest in confirming the
large number of indirect results via direct measurements.
Engineering research on practical electrocaloric cooling has also gained momentum since
the beginning of the ‘thin film era’ in 2006. Multilayered capacitors have recently been
proposed [19,45] and demonstrated [51], for continuous cooling using the electrocaloric
effect.
In summary, opportunities to contribute to the field of electrocalorics are multifold:
• The vast majority of ferroelectric materials remain untested, despite many
showing large zero-field entropy changes and pyroelectric coefficients (Table 1.2).
• Liquid crystals and halides could show exceptional electrocaloric properties, but a
creative approach would be required to characterise them.
• It is important to perform direct electrocaloric measurements on a greater number
of thin films to confirm the ‘giant’ effects measured indirectly, and gain empirical
understanding of the underlying mechanism of ‘giant’ effects.
• Ferroelectric coupling to strain should not be ignored. Strain could hold the key
to larger or more accessible effects.
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• Systematic exploration of E − T phase diagrams is surprisingly rare. As a result,
the fundamental mechanisms of electrocaloric effects associated with ferroelectric
phase transitions are surprisingly poorly understood.
• Prototype electrocaloric fridges have only just begun to appear (continuous
cooling was recently demonstrated with a commercial multilayered capacitor
showing |∆T | ∼ 0.5 K using a liquid miniscus to control the thermal circuit) and
there is much scope for further creative engineering.
Electrocalorics in 2013 is thus an exciting field, as it unites diverse scientific disciplines,
theories and experimental methods. The remainder of this dissertation is structured as
follows.
• Chapter 2 outlines the theory of measurement of electrocaloric effects and related
phenomena.
• Chapter 3 describes bespoke cryostats and associated software, for measuring
electrical and electrocaloric properties of samples in 77-700 K.
• Chapter 4 describes investigations of electrocaloric effects in the inorganic salts
(NH4)2SO4, KNO3 and NaNO2.
• Chapter 5 describes investigations of electrocaloric effects in PbSc0.5Ta0.5O3
ceramic.
• Chapter 6 describes investigations of electrocaloric effects in epitaxial films of
SrTiO3 on NdGaO3 (001) substrates.
• Chapter 7 describes geometric optimisation of multilayered capacitors via thermal
modelling, for practical exploitation of electrocaloric materials as coolers.
• Chapter 8 summarises key results and conclusions.
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Chapter 2
Instrumentation and theory of
measurement
For the present work, four principle types of measurement were performed on
electrocaloric materials:
• Adiabatic temperature change ∆T (∆E) as a function of temperature.
• Dielectric constant ε from 100 Hz to 1 MHz, as a function of temperature.
• Ferroelectric P (E) loops out to < 1 V to 2.5 kV, as a function of temperature.
This gave indirect access to isothermal ∆S via the Maxwell relation
(∂P/∂T )E = (∂S/∂E)T .
• Specific heat capacity cE as a function of temperature. This gave indirect access
to zero-field ∆S.
These measurements were complementary in that they each explored E − T phase
diagrams and electrocaloric properties in different ways. These measurements will now
be described consecutively.
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2.1 Adiabatic temperature change ∆T (∆E)
To measure ∆T (∆E), adiabatic or otherwise, the temperature of a sample must be
monitored as an electric field E is applied and then removed. Ignoring heat due to
electrical losses, the results depends on two factors, i) the electrocaloric properties of the
sample and ii) the thermal environment of the sample. For an adiabatic environment,
the temperature change upon application of ∆E is only lost upon subsequent removal of
∆E (Figure 2.1a). For the converse case of an isothermal environment, entropy drops
when the field is applied (Figure 2.1c). Thus, in order to demonstrate electrocaloric
cooling, one should work under near-adiabatic conditions (Figure 2.1b), whereupon heat
is permitted to flow outwards over a timescale significantly longer than the rise-time of
∆E, such that the measured ∆T is almost as large as adiabatic ∆T .
For measurement of ∆T , chromel-alumel (‘K’ type) thermocouples with a
thermoelectric constant of 25.1889 K mV−1 [90] were fabricated by spot-welding (welder
type 905 mk 2, SLEE). The weld point (or ‘hot junction’) was attached to the grounded
upper electrode of the device under test (DUT) using silver paint. The free ends of the
wires (or ‘cold junction’) were referenced to the surface the DUT was mounted upon by
attaching a layer of electrically insulating, thermally-conductive kapton tape to the
surface, and using silver paint to attach the wires on top of that (Figure 2.2). The
thermoelectric voltage was measured using a digital multimeter (type 196, Keithley
Instruments).
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t(a) Adiabatic conditions
(b) Near-adiabatic conditions
(c) Isothermal conditions
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Figure 2.1: (a)-(c) Illustration of form of ∆T (t) and ∆S(t) (where t is time) for an
electrocaloric cycle in environments ranging from adiabatic to isothermal. (Bottom) The
common x-axis of (a)-(c), showing where the field change ∆E is applied, and subsequently
removed.
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Figure 2.2: Thermometry with a K-type thermocouple referenced to the Cu heat reservoir
of the temperature controller.
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2.2 Dielectric ε(f ) spectra
Dielectric constant ε is a frequency-dependent parameter with real component ε′ and
imaginary component ε′′, representing the lossless and lossy components of a DUT’s
response to an electrical stimulus, respectively. The value of ε′ is equal to Cd/[ε0A] for
a plate capacitor of electrode area A, thickness d and capacitance C, and ε′′ is
determined by absorbtion of electrical energy. The ratio ε′′/ε′ is known as tan(δ), and is
also equal to the ratio of the imaginary and real parts of complex impedance Z. Thus, a
measurement of complex Z can give both ε′ and ε′′ via C = 1/[2πiℑ(Z)] (where f is
frequency and an assumption of zero inductance has been made) and ε′′ = ε′ℑ(Z)/ℜ(Z).
For the present work, Z(f) was measured using an impedance analyser (model 4294A,
Agilent Technologies) with a nominal frequency range of 40 Hz to 110 MHz.
According to Agilent literature [91], an equivalent circuit for a non-ideal capacitor is an
ideal capacitor C in series with an inductor LS and a resistor RS, and in parallel with a
second resistor RP (Figure 2.3a). Capacitance C provides a reactance XC = −1/ωC
(where ω = 2πf) and series inductance LS provides a reactance XL = ωLS, which
exactly cancels out XC at the ‘self resonant frequency’ ωSRF =
√
(1/LC). At ωSRF the
circuit becomes purely resistive, giving a characteristic peak in tan(δ) (Figure 2.3b). A
capacitor behaves as such only at frequencies significantly below ωSRF ; above ωSRF it
behaves primarily as an inductor. The dielectric constant cannot be easily determined
near or above ωSRF.
If a sample is measured at frequencies significantly below ωSRF, series inductance may
be neglected and the equivalent circuit reduces to just C, RS and RP (Figure 2.3c).
Solving the circuit yields two equations (for the two components of Z) with three
unknowns (C, RP and RS), as shown in Figure 2.3c. One can either:
• Measure a spectrum of Z(f) and numerically fit the data to the equations in
Figure 2.3c to recover C, RP and RS. This is the most accurate and
time-consuming method.
• Neglect either RP or RS to make the equations in Figure 2.3c analytically soluble.
The results will be accurate only in certain parts of the frequency range, which
must be identified.
For the latter approach, it is generally safe to assume that RP >> RS as RP represents
the resistance of the capacitor dielectric, a nominal insulator, and RS represents the
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resistance of the capacitor electrodes, nominal conductors. The impedance of the
capacitor determines which of RP or RS can be neglected. At low frequencies the
impedance of C is large, so the series contribution of the small RS may be neglected.
This situation is shown in Figure 2.3d, and the value of C obtained is termed CP,
equivalent parallel capacitance. At high frequencies (but necessarily much less than
ωSRF), the impedance of C is small, so the parallel contribution of the large RP may be
neglected. This situation is shown in Figure 2.3e, and the measured value of C is
termed CS, equivalent series capacitance. At intermediate frequencies both CS and CP
can be poor approximations to the true value of C.
Spurious capacitance and resistance in wiring can be compensated by performing a
calibration measurement of the wiring system with no sample present, under
open-circuit and/or closed-circuit conditions. However, if the magnitude of the parasitic
impedance is much larger than that of the DUT, the resolution of the measurement is
obviously greatly compromised. Small bulk ceramic DUTs typically show a capacitance
of several pF away from TC, so this was the benchmark for parasitics when constructing
apparatus (this will be discussed in Chapter 3).
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Figure 2.3: After Agilent literature [91]. (a) Equivalent circuit model of a real capacitor.
(b) For the model of (a), C dominates at low frequencies, and L at high frequencies. (c)
At low frequencies, L may be neglected. However it is still not possible to solve for C, RP
and RS from a single measurement of the two components of Z. (d) Equivalent parallel
capacitance CP ∼ C at low frequencies. (e) Equivalent series capacitance CS ∼ C at
high frequencies provided there is no inductance-related resonance.
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2.3 Ferroelectric P (E) loops
Polarisation P is not readily measurable directly. For a uniformly polarised material,
there is a trapped surface charge of density σ on the polar surfaces, which is
dimensionally and numerically equivalent to P . A change in P of magnitude ∆P
(induced, for example, by a change in E or T ) is then equivalent to a change in σ of
∆σ = ∆P . The total charge that has moved from one polar surface to another is
∆Q = A∆σ, where A is the area of the polar surface. As this process occurs over a
finite time period ∆t, ∆P = [1/A]
∫ t=∆t
t=0
IPdt where IP = dQ/dt is the current
associated with ∆P . In other words, changes in P are readily measurable, as they
involve rearrangement of charge and thus electrical current. The integration of current
to charge can be performed numerically, or with a dedicated analogue circuit,
whereupon charge is directed onto the electrodes of a linear reference capacitor (the
classic Sawyer-Tower circuit [23]). The initial value of P remains unmeasured and must
be guessed, for example by requiring hysteretic P (E) loops to be centered about the
origin, or zero-field pyroelectric P (T ) to be zero above TC. The source and
measurement unit used for the present work was a Precision Premier II (Radiant
Technologies) with an optional external amplifier (type 609E-6, Trek), to extend the
source voltage range to ±4 kV from the original range of ±200 V.
The current IP is just one component of the measured current I drawn/generated by
the DUT and the external wiring. Ferroelectric DUTs include a passive free-space
capacitance Cf = ε0A/d (where d is the distance between the electrodes), but because
this is simply a function of geometry it is readily removed from the signal. Leakage
pathways in the DUT, or stray capacitance in the wiring, result in a spurious non-linear
contribution to P (E) (Figure 2.4b-c). If the spurious components can themselves be
measured, their contribution to the measured data may be removed, yielding more
accurate values of P (E).
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Figure 2.4: Illustrations of (a) non-spurious and (b)-(c) spurious contributions to an
observed P (E) loop. Experimental P (E) data will in general include contributions from
all of these components. (a) Response of a ferroelectric material. (b) Spurious ‘P (E)’
response of a parasitic resistance. (c) Spurious ‘P (E)’ response of a parasitic linear
capacitance.
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2.4 Isothermal ∆S via the ‘indirect’ method
The isothermal electrocaloric entropy change ∆S induced by changing the applied field
from E1 to E2 may be evaluated via:
∆S =
∫ E2
E1
(
∂P
∂T
)
E
dE (2.1)
where the Maxwell relation (∂P/∂T )E = (∂S/∂E)T has been used in the integrand.
The three measurables required are P , E and T , so Equation 2.1 is normally evaluated
from a dataset of P (E) loops at various T . This ‘indirect’ method assumes that:
• Equilibrium thermodynamics is applicable.
• Polarisation is a single valued function of E and T .
For P (E) loops in a ferroelectric material, P is not single valued as the values measured
on increasing E are different to those measured when reducing E, due to hysteresis
(Figure 2.5a). The correct approach is to reject the lower positive branch of the P (E)
loop because it contains ferroelectric switching, which has no role in electrocaloric
cycles, as only fields of a single polarity are applied [10].
Performing the Maxwell analysis on the upper positive branches of the P (E) loops
ignores the possibility of electrical hysteresis of isothermal ∆S between application and
removal of a field. Such phenomena may be crudely classified as repeatable hysteresis or
irrepeatable hysteresis.
An example of repeatable hysteresis of isothermal ∆S is a field-driven first-order phase
transition, as illustrated in Figure 2.5b. Here, the DUT is in a paraelectric phase at
E = 0, but at a critical field Eupcrit a transformation takes place to a ferroelectric phase.
On reduction of the applied field, the paraelectric phase is re-established, but at a
smaller field Edowncrit < E
up
crit, due to hysteresis of the field-driven transition.
An example of irrepeatable hysteresis of isothermal ∆S occurs at a thermally hysteretic
first-order phase transition (Figure 2.5c). In this case, very close to TC, the field-driven
transition to the ferroelectric phase does not reverse upon removal of the field, i.e. the
initial paraelectric phase is not fully recovered.
The best way to apply the indirect method to systems that display repeatable hysteresis
of isothermal ∆S is to measure minor loops, i.e. biased P (E) loops in which E is
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positive thoughout, such that no ferroelectric switching occurs. For systems that
display irrepeatable hysteresis of isothermal ∆S, the indirect method can still be applied
provided temperature is reset to a value known to lie far from the thermally hysteretic
phase transition in between each individual P (E) measurement [92]. Each of these
methods will now be described in detail.
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Figure 2.5: (a) Illustration of P (E) data with the upper positive branch of the loop
highlighted. (b) Illustration of a repeatable hysteretic field-driven first-order ferroelectric
phase transition. This is not antiferroelectricity, despite the similar form of the loop.
(c) Illustration of an irrepeatable hysteretic field-driven first-order ferroelectric phase
transition that might occur near a thermally hysteretic transition.
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2.4.1 Major and minor loops
The most common driving-field profile to measure P (E) loops is a triangular wave1 of
amplitude Emax (Figure 2.6a). This yields a so-called ‘major loop’ which will measure
ferroelectric switching if performed on a ferroelectric material with EC < Emax.
However, electrocaloric cycles apply fields of a single polarity, without ferroelectric
switching. Switching is absent from the upper positive branch of a major loop (Figures
2.5a and 2.6a), so ∆S corresponding to removal of the field Emax may be evaluated by
performing the Maxwell analysis on these branches of a dataset of major loops.
However the lower positive branches of major loops cannot be used to evaluate ∆S
corresponding to application of a field Emax because they are ‘contaminated’ with
contributions from switching. To evaluate ∆S corresponding to application of a field, it
is necessary to measure ‘minor loops’, that is, biased loops in which fields of only a
single polarity are applied, such that no ferroelectric switching occurs.
A modified driving profile was devised (Figure 2.6b) which is initiated by a standard
triangular ‘major’ loop, leaving the DUT poled in the negative direction. This is
followed by a double wave containing a branch in which Emax is applied without any
ferroelectric switching, i.e. the positive half of a ‘minor’ loop. A negative double-wave
at the end of the waveform provides the negative half of the minor loop. In total the
modified driving profile allowed two major loops and one minor loop to be constructed,
enabling electrocaloric ∆S to be predicted for both application and removal of an
electric field.
The modified waveform had an added advantage in that it provided information about
parasitic losses in the measurement circuit or DUT. Other than fatigue, irrepeatable
hysteresis and significant deviation from isothermal conditions, there is no polarisation
process which could cause the value of P at the points A and B in Figure 2.6b to be
different. Excluding the aforementioned, any measured difference ‘δP ’ must relate to
electrical losses. Modelling the lossy part of the DUT as an equivalent parallel
resistance RP (Figure 2.3), the net parasitic charge that flows between points A and B
is given by Q = AδP , and thus RP = [1/Q]
∫ B
A
V dt. The time-resolved spurious
contribution of RP to the measured polarisation for the entire waveform may then be
evaluated as ‘P (t)’= [1/ARP]
∫ t
0
V dt, and removed from the measured data.
To test the performance of the modified driving profile in measuring parasitic losses in a
1Ferroelectric properties are known to be a function of dE/dt in certain materials. For this reason
triangular waveforms which have constant |dE/dt| are considered preferable to sinusoidal waveforms.
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DUT, a 45 µF commercial multilayer capacitor (MLC) [type C3225Y5V1A476Z, TDK
Corp.] with a ferroelectric Y5V dielectric with d ∼ 5.4 µm and total A ∼ 10.4 cm2 was
connected in parallel with a 33.0 kΩ resistor. Figure 2.6c shows the measured
polarisation as a function of time. Figures 2.6d-e show respectively the major and
minor P (E) loops for the DUT. The value of δP (Figure 2.6c) was 17.45 µC cm−2,
which led to the correct value for R (33.06 kΩ). Figures 2.6f-g show the compensated
P (E) loops, i.e. with the spurious resistive contribution subtracted. The minor loop
was anhysteretic, as expected for a loop in which no ferroelectric switching had
occurred. Figure 2.6h shows the spurious ‘P (E)’ curve for the resistor alone. It is
emphasised that all the plots in Figures 2.6d-h were derived from the single
measurement presented in Figure 2.6c.
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Figure 2.6: Driving field profiles for P (E) measurements. Subfigures (a)-(c) share a
common x-axis. (a) Standard triangular driving profile. (b) Modified driving profile to
measure both major and minor loops. (c) P (t) with the modified driving profile for a test
47 µF multilayer capacitor in parallel with a 33.0 kΩ resistor. (d-e) Major and minor
P (E) loops respectively, for the test sample. (f-g) Compensated major and minor P (E)
loops respectively, for the test sample. (h) Spurious ‘P (E)’ loop for the resistor alone.
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2.4.2 ‘Standard’ and ‘resetting’ versions
Historically, a ‘standard’ method has generally been used to obtain P (E) vs T datasets
for subsequent processing into estimates for electrocaloric isothermal ∆S via the
Maxwell relation (∂P/∂T )E = (∂S/∂E)T . In the ‘standard’ method the temperature of
the sample is first set to a value T1 and a P (E) loop is taken. Following this, the sample
is heated or cooled slightly to the next temperature T2 and a second loop taken, and the
process repeated until n P (E) loops have been taken at a series of temperatures Tn such
that P (T ) may be evaluated via a numerical transposition. Alternatively, P (E) loops
may be recorded continuously while temperature is ramped very slowly in comparison
to the P (E) measurement period (this latter version is preferable because it leads to
better resolution in temperature, but the former method is prevalent, possibly due to
shortcomings of industry-standard Radiant software2).
Magnetocaloric literature contains reports that the analogous ‘standard’ method for
magnetocalorics3 fails for first-order transitions with thermal hysteresis of TC, and thus
irrepeatable hysteresis of isothermal ∆S near TC [92–94]. For such systems, the
‘standard’ method can lead to a spurious ‘spike’ in isothermal ∆S, localised about TC,
and often in excess of the zero-field ∆S. The origin of this ‘spike’ relates to the fact
that if there is irrepeatable hysteresis in M(H), each M(H) loop is affected by the
previous M(H) loop, and no longer approximates a true isotherm.
For magnetic systems, a ‘resetting’ procedure has been proposed and demonstrated as a
remedy to the problems with the ‘standard’ indirect method for systems showing
irrepeatable hysteresis of isothermal ∆S [92]. In between each successive M(H) or
analogous P (E) loop, the sample is ‘reset’ via a thermal excursion away from the phase
transition.
To evaluate isothermal ∆S for a ferroelectric on application of a field, it is necessary to
‘reset’ the sample to the paraelectric phase by heating above TC, in between each
successive measurement. The Maxwell analysis is performed on initial or ‘virgin’
branches of the resulting P (E) loops (Figure 2.7). One could also devise a procedure for
evaluating isothermal ∆S on removal of a field: between each successive loop the
sample could be reset to a poled state in the ferroelectric phase (below TC) and then
heated at field to the measurement temperature.
2These have been overcome in the present work. See full discussion in Chapter 3.
3For ferromagnets, (∂M/∂T )
H
= (∂S/∂H)
T
.
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The ‘resetting’ procedure has been demonstrated for magnetic systems, but has not
hitherto been applied to electrocaloric materials.
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Path of measurement
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of the ‘resetting’ method for collecting P (E) loops as a function of temperature, suitable for evaluating
isothermal ∆S near a thermally hysteretic first-order phase transition. The arrows show the path taken in E − T space for each
successive loop. For illustration purposes, the phase coexistance interval on heating or cooling is not shown.
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2.5 Calorimetry, interconversion of adiabatic ∆T
and isothermal ∆S
Ideally, the adiabatic temperature change ∆T would be measured directly, but in
practice this is often not possible, so conversion routes between ∆T and isothermal ∆S
are of interest. The ‘indirect method’ gives isothermal ∆S(E) for various T . However it
is not possible to directly draw adiabats from such a dataset, as the curves for
isothermal ∆S(E) are all ‘floating’, i.e. they all correspond to different starting values
of entropy because entropy is a function of temperature at zero field.
To provide all of the isothermal ∆S(E) curves with a common reference, it is necessary
to measure isofield entropy change as a function of temperature, i.e. ∆S(T ). This is
normally done indirectly via a heat-capacity measurement in a calorimeter. Once
isothermal ∆S(E) for various T are known via the Maxwell relation, and zero-field
∆S(T ) via calorimetry, a two-dimensional ‘entropy map’ may be evaluated in E − T
space, in which adiabats are readily found by tracing lines of constant S. Such a map
could alternatively be compiled via a single curve for isothermal ∆S(E) for any
convenient T , and a series of curves for isofield ∆S(T ) for various E, but in practice
the former method is usually more convenient, as few calorimeters have the facility to
apply voltages over samples (a notable exception is the one used by Moya et al. to
measure electrocaloric effects in BaTiO3 single crystals [10]).
For the present work a commercial differential scanning calorimeter (type DSC Q2000,
TA Instruments) was used to resolve mass-normalised heat flow φ in samples as a
function of time t, during a linear ramp of temperature. Specific heat capacity at
constant field follows cE = φdt/dT , and zero-field entropy change may then be
evaluated as ∆S =
∫ T
T0
[cE/T
′]dT ′. Samples were measured in an N2-filled aluminium
pan (type TZeropan, TA Instruments) of mass ∼50 mg. The mass of the pan and the
sample were measured to within a few µg, using a precision balance (type Ultramicro,
Sartorius). The measured values of φ were subject to a calibration offset which was
removed by forcing curves taken on heating and on cooling to coincide at a temperature
away from TC (the temperature used will be specified when results are presented).
These measurements were performed by Robert Cornell.
For cases where a calorimetry dataset is not available, it is sometimes possible to make
use of the expression dT = [TdS/cE], where dT and dS are infinitesimal changes in
adiabatic temperature change and isothermal entropy respectively, and cE is specific
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heat capacity at constant field. In these circumstances the adiabatic path for
integration and the form of cE(E) are generally unknown. However, by assuming that
cE(E) = cE=0 for the relevant range of E and T , and integrating along an isothermal
path in lieu of the unknown adiabatic path, reasonably accurate results can be obtained
for systems with diffuse phase transitions. This method fails close to first-order phase
transitions as latent heat causes cE to diverge at TC.
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Chapter 3
Apparatus for measurements in
77-700 K
Three bespoke cryostats were assembled to cater for different kinds of samples and
temperature ranges (Table 3.1). These systems — a cryogenic probe, a
high-temperature stage and a benchtop cryogenic stage — will be discussed
consecutively. Bespoke measurement software will also be discussed.
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System Cryogenic probe High-temperature stage Cryogenic stage
Lowest temperature (K) 77 (in liq. N2) 298 110
5 (in liq. He)
Highest temperature (K) 420 700 400
Temperature stability (mK) 5 15 ∼1000 (5 min hold time)
Min stable temp. ramp (K min−1) 0.1 0.1 5
Max stable temp. ramp (K min−1) 5-10 1 10
Area for sample (cm x cm) 1.6 x 6 (head 1) 3.6 x 2 3 x 3
1.5 x 1.5 (head 2)
Max sample height (cm) 0.5 (head 1) 20 3
3 (head 2)
Max voltage (kV) 2.5 2.5 0.2
Min parasitic capacitance (pF) 1.8 0.8 0.4
Sample contact Silver paint/ Silver paint/ Micropositioner
pogo pin (head 2) pogo pin
Sample environment Vacuum/ Vacuum/ 1 atm dry N2
1 atm dry N2 1 atm air
Table 3.1: Comparison between the three bespoke cryostats that were assembled. The maximum voltage and the minimum parasitic
capacitance are mutually exclusive for the cryogenic probe and the high-temperature stage, as each requires a different type of wire.
Furthermore, for these two systems the temperature stability and ramp statistics pertain to operation in vacuum.
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3.1 Cryogenic probe
This apparatus has a pole-like geometry for insertion into a cryogenic dewar of liquid
nitrogen or liquid helium. Figures 3.1-3.3 show the design of the probe. Custom
metalworking was mostly outsourced to the departmental metal workshop. The hollow
stainless-steel inner pole (length 71 cm and diameter 1.3 cm), stainless-steel vacuum
jacket (length 85 cm and diameter 2.3 cm) and vacuum fittings were taken from a
pre-existing probe in the laboratory. Two probe heads were fabricated to cater for
different kinds of samples.
3.1.1 Probe head 1
Probe head 1 (Figures 3.1 and 3.3b) was fashioned from a solid copper cylinder of
length 8 cm and diameter 1.8 cm, which acted as the heat reservoir. Two parallel flat
surfaces of dimensions 6 cm x 1.6 cm were cut into the cylinder surface to act as the
sample space, leaving a short cylindrical section of length 2 cm for the tape heater.
There was a vertical clearance of ∼ 0.5 cm above the sample space. The tape heater
was a 100 Ω wire of 15 µm-thick constantan (Scientific Wire Company) wrapped
between two strips of adhesive, insulating kapton tape (3M). A hole was drilled to
closely accommodate a cylindrical Pt-100 RTD (type KN 0815, Heraeus), which had
been dipped in thermally conductive grease (type ‘N’, Apiezon). Grooves were made
along the sides of the cylinder to accommodate wiring and electrical contact pads. A
copper cuboid of dimensions 6.5 cm x 1.3 cm x 1.3 cm was adapted to serve as the
mechanical attachment of the probe head to bottom of the inner pole. This block was
attached to the probe head via a solid stainless-steel pole of length 6 cm and diameter
0.6 cm. A silver-solder process was used to braze the metal components together.
3.1.2 Probe head 2
Probe head 2 (Figure 3.2 and 3.3c) was adapted from an existing probe head in the
laboratory. The design was similar to that of probe head 1, with the following principle
differences:
• The plane of the sample space was perpendicular to the long-axis of the probe
head, leading to a more limited area for samples of approximately 1.5 cm x 1.5 cm,
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but removing the 0.5 cm height limit for samples mounted in probe head 1.
• As a result of the extra sample height, improvised sample holders (with electrical
access) could be attached via a screw thread near the sample space. These
fixtures could include pogo pin contacts, useful for making contact to small
electrode pads on a thin-film sample.
• Electrical access to the sample space was via grooves cut in the copper cylinder,
underneath the tape heater. Ceramic tubes were used for electrical insulation
where necessary.
• The geometry and dimensions differed as shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3c.
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Figure 3.1: Design of cryogenic probe showing probe head 1. Scale bars are accurate to
within 10 %.
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Figure 3.2: Probe head 2. Scale bars are accurate to within 10 %.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3.3: Photographs of probe. (a) Top: probe head 1. Middle: main part of probe
with probe head 2 mounted. Bottom: outer vacuum jacket. (b) Close-up of probe head 1
(not wired up). (c) Close-up of probe head 2 (wired up).
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3.1.3 Wiring
Various wires were threaded down the inner pole to the probe head. At the top of the
probe, the wires were soldered to a vacuum-tight 25-wire glass-metal feedthrough
flange, which was wired to electrical sockets set in an aluminium box of dimensions
10 cm x 14 cm x 7.5 cm (Onecall Farnell) as shown in Figure 3.1. At the probe head,
the wires were soldered (here and elsewhere, using Pb0.4Sn0.6) to contact pads (cut from
copper printed circuit board) glued to the sides of the sample space. Wires and contact
pads were secured to the probe head using adhesive (GE varnish, Oxford Instruments),
kapton tape and teflon tape. The following wires were used:
• 2 x 10 µm-thick copper enamelled wires for heater connection.
• 4 x 10 µm-thick copper enamelled wires for thermometer connection.
• 2 x 35 µm-thick copper enamelled wires, threaded for the entire length through
highly insulating alumina tubes (type ALM308, outside diameter 3 mm, inside
diameter 2x0.8 mm, Almath Crucibles). These wires were for applying high
voltages across samples.
• 4 x 10 µm-thick copper enamelled wires for use with an optional extra
thermometer or thermocouple mounted on the sample.
• 2 x 1 mm-thick miniature coaxial wires (type SC, teflon insulation, copper inner
and outer conductors, Lakeshore Cryotronics). These shielded wires were for
low-level dielectric measurements.
The shields of the coaxial wires were isolated from chassis ground so that they could be
connected to the guard terminal of the Agilent 4294A impedance analyser, resulting in
an effective parasitic capacitance of ∼1.8 pF.
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3.1.4 Vacuum
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of Paschen curve.
The probe was evacuated
through a thick-walled rubber hose
using a rotary vacuum pump (type E2M8, 8
l capacity, Edwards). The vacuum attained
was approximately 0.04 mbar (measured
near the mouth of the pump with a type
PR10-K Pirani, Edwards), which dropped
to 0.02 mbar when the probe was inserted
into an LN2 dewar, due to cryopumping. To
achieve thermal equilibrium, an exchange
gas of N2 or He could be admitted via a
rubber bladder. However, high voltages were more likely to arc when exchange gas was
used. This was consistent with Paschen’s law1 for breakdown voltage Vb as a function of
pressure p (Figure 3.4), as point A in the Figure corresponded to 1 atm of air, point B
to exchange gas, and point C to vacuum. To alleviate these problems, thin and flexible
copper strips were attached to the probe head to form a weak thermal connection to the
vacuum jacket, thus avoiding the need for exchange gas and the associated arcing.
3.1.5 Temperature control
A standard calibration curve for the Pt-100 RTDs was used (Lakeshore Cryotronics).
Temperature control could be automatic or manual. Manual control was via a current
source (type ITC4, Oxford Instruments) for the heater and a digital multimeter (type
196, Keithley Instruments) for monitoring of temperature. Automatic control was via a
proportional integral derivative (PID) controller (type 336, Lakeshore Cryotronics).
Appropriate values for the P, I and D control parameters were obtained by trial and
error (the final values were P = 100, I = 15 and D = 0 in the standard units). Using
the PID controller it was possible to stabilise temperature within a few millikelvin
about a setpoint, or maintain a steady temperature ramp at a rate between
1Paschen’s law states that breakdown voltage Vb across a distance d in a gas at pressure p follows
Vb = apd/[ln(pd) + b], where a and b are constants that are extremely sensitive to small defects of the
electrodes and impurities of the gas [95]. In practice Paschen’s law is not reproducible from one system
to another, even if the gases used and the values of d and p are the same, unless the systems are very
precisely constructed.
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0.1± 0.01 K min−1 and 3± 0.2 K min−1 (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5: Performance of cryogenic probe. (a) For the case of automatic PID control,
the temperature response to a series of setpoint ramps up and down, and of varying
speeds, is plotted. Two sections of the plot are magnified. (b) The temperature versus
time curve corresponding to the time range ‘B’ from (a) is plotted, with binning apparent.
In 110 s, the maximum deviation from the setpoint was 3 mK.
3.1.6 Collaborative experiments on Lawsonite
The first experiments using the probe measured improper ferroelectricity in a
polycrystalline sample of the mineral Lawsonite. This collaborative work was led by
Ekhard K. H. Salje (Earth Sciences, University of Cambridge) and was published in the
Journal of Physics: Condensed Matter [96].
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3.2 High-temperature stage
This stage featured a solderless copper heater in a vacuum chamber for experiments in
298-700 K.
The lower part of the apparatus (Figures 3.6 and 3.7) was a stainless-steel vacuum
fitting (upper connector: conflat DN63 [outside diameter 114 mm], lower connector:
conflat DN40 [outside diameter 70 mm], height 50 mm, VG Scienta), set into an
aluminum box of dimensions 25 cm x 25 cm x 10 cm (Onecall Farnell). Three
stainless-steel legs (M3 shafts) supported a stainless-steel circular table, of diameter
5.8 cm and thickness 0.5 cm, that sat 7 cm above the base of the vacuum fitting. The
table was divided into two parts by a thin vertical sheet of stainless steel (2.5 cm high),
with one side dedicated to the heater stage and the other to electrical contacts, and the
dividing sheet acting as a reflective heat shield to protect the electrical contacts from
thermal damage. The heater stage was made from a copper block of dimensions
3.6 cm x 2.0 cm x 0.8 cm, and mounted on 1.6 cm-high ceramic standoffs (military
specification NL523W01-005) for thermal isolation from the table. The heater stage was
powered by two cartridge heaters, each of length 2.5 cm and diameter 0.63 cm
(E1A53-L12 firerods, Watlow), inserted in close-fitting holes drilled along the length of
the stage. A flat Pt-100 RTD (type M213, area 1.7 mm x 1.25 mm, height 1 mm,
Heraeus) was clamped to the bottom of the heater stage with a screw.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of high-temperature stage. Scale bar accurate to within 10 %.
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Figure 3.7: Photograph of high-temperature stage. Left: upper vacuum fitting. Right:
main part of high-temperature stage.
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3.2.1 Wiring
At the base of the lower vacuum fitting was a vacuum-tight 25-wire glass-metal
feedthrough flange which, on the room-pressure side, was wired to electrical sockets set
in the top of the aluminium box as shown in Figure 3.1, and on the vacuum side, was
wired via holes in the stainless-steel table to the heater stage and electrical contacts.
Electrical contacts (other than the high-voltage lines) were made from standard printed
circuit boards (PCBs) mounted above the table on ceramic standoffs. The following
wires were used:
• 2 x 10 µm-thick copper enamelled wires for heater connection (spot welded at the
heater end to enable operation at high temperatures).
• 4 x 10 µm-thick copper enamelled wires for thermometer connection (also spot
welded).
• 2 x 35 µm-thick copper enamelled wires, threaded for the entire length through
highly insulating alumina tubes (type ALM308, Almath Crucibles LTD). These
wires were for applying high voltages across samples. Rather than terminating at
a PCB, the wire ends were left protruding slightly through the ends of the
alumina tubes, to reduce the possibility of electrical arcing.
• 4 x 10 µm-thick copper enamelled wires for use with an optional extra
thermometer or thermocouple mounted on the sample. These were terminated at
the PCBs.
• 2 x 1 mm-thick miniature coaxial wires (type SC, Lakeshore Cryotronics) for
precise low-level electrical measurements. These were terminated at the PCBs.
3.2.2 Vacuum
The upper part of the vacuum chamber was a 16 cm-high fitting (upper connector:
conflat DN40 [outside diameter 70 mm], lower connector: conflat DN63 [outside
diameter 114 mm], VG Scienta) which mated with the conflat DN63 fitting at the top of
the lower part of the chamber. A viton rubber gasket was used (VG Scienta). The
system was evacuated from the top of the upper vacuum fitting via a stainless steel
flexible vacuum hose (3.5 cm outside diameter). Evacuation via a thick-walled rubber
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hose was found to cause arcing during high voltage experiments, due to the poorer
vacuum (see discussion of Paschen’s law in Section 3.1.4).
3.2.3 Temperature control
The same instruments were used for temperature control as for the cryogenic probe
(Section 3.1.5). Although it was possible to stabilise temperature within around 15 mK
about a setpoint throughout the temperature range 298-700 K, below ∼400 K in
vacuum the stabilisation process could take a long time (30-60 minutes)2. This was not
a problem in practice because the cryogenic probe could be used at temperatures up to
420 K. Above 400 K in vacuum, appropriate values for the P, I and D control
parameters were obtained by trial and error (the final values were P = 15, I = 5 and
D = 100 in standard units). Thermal performance near 500 K is shown in Figure 3.8.
Stabilisation times were significantly longer than for the cryogenic probe due to the low
cooling rate of this system.
2It was possible to operate the heater stage in 1 atm of air below 400 K, and thermal stabilisation
within 30 mK of a setpoint could be attained within 10-15 minutes.
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Figure 3.8: (a) For automatic PID control, the temperature response to a two setpoint
ramps is plotted. (b) Temperature versus time, for the time range ‘B’ from (a), is plotted,
with binning apparent. In 200 s, the maximum deviation from the setpoint was 15 mK.
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3.2.4 Previous configuration
The high-temperature stage in its present form superceded an earlier version which will
now also be described, partly to highlight the problems that led to its eventual
rejection, and partly because it was used in collaborative experiments to measure
electrocaloric effects in a single-crystal sample of BaTiO3 (work led by Xavier Moya and
published in Advanced Materials [10], which cited this dissertation).
The earlier version of the apparatus (Figure 3.9a) differed from the present version in
the following principle ways:
• Instead of the stainless-steel table, a large ceramic hollow pillar (height 8 cm,
outside diameter 5 cm, ‘pyrophyllite’ ceramic [aluminium silicate sintered at
1100 ◦C for two hours] was mounted on the stainless-steel legs. Machineable
pyrophyllite Ceramic supplied by Ceramic Substrates and Components Ltd.
• The hollow pillar contained the heater stage, which was an adapted copper
cylinder (height 4.5 cm, outside diameter 4 cm). The heater stage was powered by
four cartridge heaters, each of length 2.5 cm and diameter 0.63 cm (E1A53-L12
firerods, Watlow), inserted vertically upwards in close-fitting holes.
• The thermometer was a cylindrical Pt-100 RTD (type KN 0815, length 8 mm,
diameter 1.5 mm, Heraeus) inserted in a hole in the side of the heater stage.
• Electrical contacts comprised copper foils, which were stuck around the sides of
the ceramic pillar with cement (type OB-500, Omega Engineering).
The apparatus suffered from various problems:
• Temperature stability within 15 mK could be attained, but because of the large
thermal mass of the heater and lack of significant outward conduction pathways
for heat, the stabilisation time was unacceptably long, at several hours near
400 K, and around one hour at 500 K.
• Because of the large thermal mass of the heater, the entire vacuum chamber
became hot when operating at temperatures above 450 K for longer than a few
hours. This resulted in thermal stress to parts of the apparatus which were not
supposed to become hot (such as the glass-metal wiring feedthrough at the
bottom of the vacuum chamber).
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• Due to the differing thermal expansivities of the electrical contacts and the
ceramic pillar to which they were stuck, the contacts tended to become unstuck
after several thermal cycles.
The apparatus was accordingly modified (Figure 3.9b):
• A secondary heating stage was added at the top of the main heating stage. This
secondary heating stage was a ‘T’ shaped copper block with a hole for a single
cartridge heater, and an M4 screw shaft to raise it above the main heating stage.
Thus the main heating stage could be used for ‘coarse’ temperature control, and
the secondary heating stage for ‘fine’ control. The secondary heating stage used a
type KN 0815 Pt-100 RTD, inserted in a purpose-drilled hole.
• Contacts for wiring were relocated to PCB boards hung on wires attached to the
stainless steel legs below the ceramic pillar.
• 3 mm-thick solid copper pipes were attached to the main heating stage and
positioned to make direct contact with the wall of the upper vacuum chamber,
increasing outward heat flow and reducing the thermal time constant.
In this modified configuration the apparatus functioned and was actively used for
experiments such as the published work of Moya et al. [10]. However it proved to be
‘high maintenance’ and a decision was reluctantly taken to rebuild it in its present
configuration (Section 3.2), with a single medium-sized heater stage to replace the
unnecessarily complex two-stage design.
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Copper heating stage
Ceramic housing pillar
Hole for thermometer
Holes for heaters (x4)
Surface for electrical contacts
Stainless steel support shafts (M3)
Surface for samples
(a)
(b)
View from front View from top
Copper rods added to
increase outward heatflow
Secondary heater stage added with holes for heaterM4 shaft
and thermometer
Surface for samples
3 cm
Figure 3.9: (a) Schematic of the initial design of the high-temperature stage. Scale bar
accurate to within 10 %. (b) Improved design showing modifications.
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3.3 Cryogenic stage
The cryogenic probe provided precise temperature control in the 77-420 K range, but it
had a weakness relating to the mounting of thin films with contact pads of diameter
∼200 µm or less. Use of small electrical pads is often essential to obtain high-quality
ferroelectric data on thin films. For closed systems such as the cryogenic probe,
methods such as wire bonding and spring-loaded pogo pin contacts are often employed
to make contact with electrical pads, in research fields such as superconductivity.
Unfortunately, wire bonding is not ideal for ferroelectric thin films employing
top-bottom electroding, as the bonding process can create localised weaknesses in the
film, destroying performance. For small electrical pads, pogo pins are not ideal either,
as the slightest mechanical disturbance can break contact.
Micropositioners with thin tungsten tips may be used to make light contact with small
electrodes on a thin film, at temperatures accessible via a benchtop heater.
Temperature control is inevitably worse than in a vacuum system, but this may be an
acceptable compromise for ferroelectric films showing diffuse phase transitions. The
objective of the present work was to build a benchtop apparatus to enable cryogenic
temperatures to be accessed via existing micropositioners in the laboratory (type
S-725-PLM, Signatone). The main challenge was the tendency of water from the air to
condense in the sample space, as a result of the low temperatures. The solution was to
construct an enclosure for the sample that was sufficiently open to allow the tungsten
tips of the micropositioner free movement around the sample, whilst being sufficiently
enclosed to sustain a slight positive pressure of dry N2, which was supplied as a
continuous flow of gas from the laboratory N2 line. A slight positive pressure of dry N2
was, over time, sufficient to displace the air from the sample space, enabling the sample
stage to be cooled with liquid nitrogen with no condensation issues.
The cryogenic stage was assembled from disused components in the laboratory. Olatz
Idigoras and Abhijeet Sangle are acknowledged for help with machining.
Central to the design (Figures 3.10-3.11) was a dumbbell shaped piece of copper,
comprising two disks of diameter 5 cm, and thickness 1 cm, connected by a solid rod of
diameter 1 cm. The dumbbell was mounted vertically on a small aluminium platform of
area 16.5 cm x 15 cm and height 12.5 cm, such that the upper disk of the dumbbell
formed the sample table and the lower disk was suspended underneath to be immersed
in a polystyrene bucket filled with liquid N2. Perspex sheeting supported the sides of
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the aluminium platform to enclose the bucket. A PVC tube was threaded through the
top of the platform into the bucket to enable liquid N2 to be poured in without having
to lift the platform. A nozzle was also added to the top of the aluminium platform to
attach the dry N2 line. To monitor the level of liquid in the bucket, six K-type
thermocouples were attached onto a 7 cm-long PCB strip, forming an equally spaced
array that extended almost the full depth of the bucket. Contacts were placed on top of
the aluminium platform to enable the operator to monitor each thermocouple with a
voltmeter and thus deduce the level of liquid.
Above the aluminium platform, a strip heater was fabricated with constantan heater
wire and kapton tape, and placed around the circumference of the upper disk of the
dumbbell (i.e. the sample table), enabling electronic control of temperature. A flat
Pt-100 RTD (type M213, area 1.7 mm x 1.25 mm, height 1 mm, Heraeus) was also
mounted on the sample stage. To keep the sample space free from moisture, a small
open-bottomed perspex box of dimensions 8.5 cm x 6.0 cm x 2.7 cm was placed over. A
hole of dimensions ∼0.7 cm x ∼1.5 cm was made in the roof of this box to permit
access for the tungsten tips of the micropositioners. When the flow of dry N2 was
switched on, gas would flow around the sample and out of this hole, such that there was
no back-flow of air into the sample space, which remained free of ice (Figure 3.11b).
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Figure 3.10: Schematic of cryogenic stage. Scale bars are accurate to within 10 %.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.11: (a) Photograph of cryogenic stage, showing all components. (b) Close-up
photograph of cryogenic stage under low-temperature operation. Moisture has condensed
around the exterior of the enclosure, but the sample space remains free of ice due to the
slight positive pressure of dry N2. Two micropositioner tips are visible in (a) and (b).
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3.3.1 Temperature control
Addition of liquid N2 into the bucket would cause rapid cooling to the base temperature
of ∼110 K within a few minutes. A full bucket would start to boil off after 5-10 minutes,
so this was the maximum time the sample stage could be stabilised at base temperature
without adding extra liquid N2 though the PVC tube. When adding liquid N2 in this
way, some mechanical disturbance of the micropositioner tips was almost inevitable.
After cooling to base temperature, it was possible to maintain a temperature ramp from
110-400 K, at a rate of 5± 1 K min−1 or greater, by supplying a current to the strip
heater around the sample stage. Liquid N2 would boil off during this process and tend
to increase the rate of heating, but the Lakeshore PID controller was able to
automatically compensate for this by reducing heater power. Stabilisation within ∼1 K
for ∼3− 10 mins was also possible, using the strip heater and the PID controller.
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3.4 Software
Both control and data-processing software were written in Labview (v9f3, National
Instruments) for Microsoft Windows.
A bespoke binary file format with the extension .ect was developed for storage of data.
An unlimited number of .ect-format files could be stored in a single master file. Each
individual file could contain an unlimited number of data curves, and could also be
‘stamped’ with singular pieces of information, such as the measurement type, the date,
the sample name or a physical quantity such as temperature or bias field. By storing
multiple measurement files in a single master file, it was straightforward to apply
identical mathematical operations on all measurements in the master file consecutively,
without prompting. This saved a great deal of time at the data-processing stage,
particularly with large datasets of P (E) loops that were used to estimate isothermal
electrocaloric ∆S via the Maxwell relation (∂P/∂T )E = (∂S/∂E)T .
3.4.1 Measurement control
The measurement software (Figure 3.12) used multithreading3 to isolate the subroutines
responsible for interfacing with instruments, for file input/output, and for the user
interface. Various measurement definitions were supported as ‘high-level’ threads. The
purpose of the ‘high-level’ threads was to send commands to the ‘low-level’ threads
which were in direct communication with instrumentation. Thus the ‘high-level’ threads
associated with particular types of measurement were not directly concerned with
interfacing to instrumentation, making debugging much easier and improving the
scalability of the program. Figure 3.13 shows a screenshot of the measurement software
running. The following instruments were supported, each in their own ‘low-level’ thread:
• Direct current and voltage sourcemeters (type 2400 and 2410, Keithley
Instruments) via GPIB.
3In a single-threaded program, the subroutines run in series which means that if one part of the
program encounters a delay, all the remaining parts of the program must wait for the problem to be
resolved. In a multi-threaded program, the subroutines each run in their own individual ‘thread’, with
available computing resources divided between the threads such that each functions independently of the
others.
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• PID temperature controller (type 336, Lakeshore Cryotronics) via TCP/IP. A
pre-programmed series of temperature ramps could be uploaded, and optionally
repeated in a loop until terminated by the user.
• Lock-in amplifier (type 7265, Amatek INC, 19312 Pennsylvania) via GPIB.
• Digital multimeter (type 196, Keithley Instruments) via GPIB.
• Heater current source (type ITC4, Oxford Instruments) via RS232.
• Digital-analogue and analogue-digital converter (type 3116, Keithley Instruments)
via USB.
• K-type thermocouple reader (type 3216, Eurotherm LTD, RH10 9SJ UK) via
RS232.
• Impedance analyser (type 4294A, Agilent Technologies INC, 95051 California) via
GPIB.
• Ferroelectric tester (type Precision Premier II, Radiant Technologies) by
interfacing with Radiant ‘Vision’ software4.
4The manufacturer of the Precision Premier II have provided no meaningful programmatic control of
this instrument. To work around this, Vision would be configured to write data to a text file, and the
present measurement software would query the computer file system to see if this text file had appeared.
When the query was raised, the measurement software would interpret the file to recover the data from
the Radiant, and then delete the file, to prevent it being read multiple times by accident. Programmatic
triggering of Vision measurements was possible by programmatically simulating mouse clicks.
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Figure 3.12: Schematic of measurement software showing the multithreaded design.
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Figure 3.13: Screenshot of measurement software running.
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3.4.2 Data processing
Data processing software was written to read .ect master files directly, avoiding the
need for time-consuming interpretation of ASCII text files. Measurements from multiple
files could be concatenated, merged, and have spurious sections removed with a few
mouse-clicks. The data processing capabilities included:
• All mathematical functions that appear on standard scientific calculators.
• Normalisation of data, i.e. subtraction of the mean value.
• Statistical operations on data arrays, such as taking the average value, nth value,
standard deviation, etc.
• Interpolation of data arrays, e.g. to synchronise arbitrary P (E) datasets so that
the E values are identical, for later transposition to P (T ).
• Smoothing of data arrays by fitting a cubic spline to the data. The number of
nodes was adjusted by eye to achieve the desired balance between smoothness and
fidelity.
• Numerical differentiation and integration.
Use was made of standard Labview mathematical functions and algorithms. A large
P (E) dataset of several hundred loops could be processed into an estimate for
electrocaloric isothermal entropy change via the Maxwell relation
(∂P/∂T )E = (∂S/∂E)T , within five to ten minutes, depending on the speed of the
computer.
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Chapter 4
Electrocaloric effects in inorganic
salts
Single crystals of (NH4)2SO4, KNO3 and NaNO2 were obtained. This Chapter begins
with a discussion of the large zero-field ∆S often seen in order-disorder ferroelectrics
such as these. Electrical and electrocaloric measurements on each material will then be
described consecutively.
Isothermal electrocaloric entropy change ∆S is a factor in the amount of isothermal
heat Q ∼ TC∆S that could be pumped by an electrocaloric cycle. Although Q is of
greater practical interest than ∆S, it is ∆S that has been quoted more in literature,
particularly since the publication of the paper of Neese et al. (2008) whose key result
was that ∆S for 1 µm-thick PVDF-TrFE was ∼55 J K−1 kg−1 [21] — far higher than
the corresponding value for 350 nm-thick Zr-rich PZT of ∼8 J K−1 kg−1 [20], despite
the corresponding adiabatic temperature change for both materials being similar at
∆T ∼ 12 K. It was later noted that these two systems showed less disparate values of
volume-normalised entropy change: 62 J K−1 dm−3 and 106 J K−1 dm−3
respectively [54]. Nonetheless, these examples demonstrate that a large value of ∆S is
no guarantee of a large value of ∆T for a given driving field. Accurate interconversion
between the two is only possible by mapping entropy in the relevant section of E − T
space, as described in Section 2.5. As entropy is not a measurable quantity, such a map
can only be constructed indirectly.
Many of the most entropic ferroelectric phase transitions occur in systems with
order-disorder transitions, often inorganic salts. Some examples (along with some
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common displacive ferroelectrics) are tabulated in Table 4.1, which is adapted primarily
from Scott [39]. Table 4.1 contains zero-field entropy changes normalised by mole, by
mass and by volume. Normalisation by mole can be convenient for discussing transition
mechanisms because each ordering event has an associated entropy per mole of −R ln Ω
(the Boltzmann formula for entropy), where R is the molar gas constant and Ω is the
number of states of the formula unit that become thermally randomised.
Normalisations by mass and by volume are more relevant when considering cooling
applications. The inverse right-hand side of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation has also
been evaluated in Table 4.1. This quantity approximates, the size of the electric field
which would be required to drive the paraelectric-ferroelectric transition.
At 17.6 J K−1 mol−1, (NH4)2SO4 (ammonium sulphate) shows the largest molar
entropy change, near its 223 K transition. Normalising by mass or by volume, this
entropy change becomes 133.2 J K−1 kg−1 or 235.7 J K−1 dm−3 respectively, which is
still larger than all the other values in Table 4.1 except the 98 K transition of HCl
(∆S = 367 J K−1 kg−1 or 514 J K−1 dm−3 ). However, NaNO2
(∆S = 76.8 J K−1 kg−1 or 170.0 J K−1 dm−3 ) shows the second largest
mass-normalised, and largest volume-normalised zero-field transition heat1 Q ∼ TC∆S,
due to its large Curie temperature of 433 K. Another factor favouring NaNO2 is its
larger spontaneous polarisation, granting it a relatively small value of
dE/dT = ∆S/PS = 21.25 [kV cm
−1] K−1, implying that the transition might be driven
more readily with lower fields.
Other noteable materials from Table 4.1 include KNO3 (∆S = 53.4 J K
−1 kg−1 or
112.7 J K−1 dm−3 ) and NH4HSO4 (∆S = 67.8 J K
−1 kg−1 or 117.2 J K−1 dm−3 ). The
latter is one of the few inorganic salts to have been investigated for electrocaloric
effects, but it was found to be unpromising due to large ionic conductivity in the sample
studied [77].
As predictors of electrocaloric performance, the data in Table 4.1 are indirect and
incomplete. For example, electrocaloric materials must support large driving fields
without breaking down or transmitting too much leakage current. The purpose of the
present work was to obtain data with special relevance to electrocalorics on some of
these materials.
1Zero-field Q is approximately equal to zero-field TC∆S as all transitions occur, to some extent, over
a finite range of T .
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Barium titanate (perovskite) BaTiO3 0.60 2.6 6.1 15.7 393 1 6.2 26 0.6
Potassium niobate KNbO3 0.28 1.6 4.59 7.14 435 0.7 3.1 30 0.24
Potassium nitrate KNO3 5.4 53.4 2.11 112.7 401 21.4 45 8.1 13.9
Cadmium niobium oxide (pyrochlore) Cd2Nb2O7 0.43 0.8 6.24 5.13 185 0.15 0.95 5.5 0.93
Antimony sulphoiodide SbSI 0.87 3.1 5.19 16 295 0.9 4.7 25 0.64
Potassium dihydrogen phosphate KH2PO4 4.01 29.5 2.34 69 123 3.6 8.5 5 13.8
Triglycine sulphate (NH2CH2COOH)3·H2SO4 2.31 7.15 1.69 12 323 2.3 3.9 2.8 4.3
Ammonium sulphate (NH4)2SO4 17.6 133.2 1.77 [97] 235.7 223 29.7 52.6 0.62 380.2
Ammonium hydrogen sulphate (NH4)HSO4 7.8 67.8 1.73 117.2 270 18.3 31.6 0.8 146.6
Sodium trihydroselenite NaH3(SeO3)2 4.1 14.6 3.20 46.87 194 2.8 9.1 3 15.6
Rochelle salt KNaC4H4O6·4H2O 0.034 0.12 1.83 0.22 296 0.03 0.07 0.025 8.8
Sodium nitrite NaNO2 5.3 [75] 76.8 2.16 170.0 433 [98] 33.3 73.6 8 21.25
Methylammonium aluminium alum CH6AlNO8S2·12H2O 9.7 20.8 1.59 33 174 3.6 5.7 1 33
Hydrogen chloride HCl 13.4 [71] 367 1.4 [71] 514 98 [72] 36 50.4 1.2 [72] 428
Table 4.1: Properties of selected ferroelectric phase transitions, where ∆S is the zero-field entropy change for the entire transition
(measured via e.g. differential scanning calorimetry), ̺ is density, TC is Curie temperature, Q ∼ TC∆S is zero-field transition heat
and PS is spontaneous polarisation. Except where stated otherwise, data are adapted from the compilation of Scott [39].
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4.1 (NH4)2SO4
Ammonium sulphate [(NH4)2SO4] is a common inorganic salt which has mass-market
application as a fertiliser for agriculture. German and Japanese studies from the 1930s
observed a calorimetric anomaly near 223 K [99,100]. Shomate (1944) conducted the
first accurate determination of the zero-field entropy change ∆S
(16.7 J K−1 mol−1) [101]. In 1956, Matthias and Remeika [102] reported that the
low-temperature phase was a uniaxial ferroelectric with PS = 0.25 µC cm
−2. A more
detailed study by Hoshino et al. in 1958 gave revised values of PS (0.45 µC cm
−2) and
zero-field ∆S (17.6 J K−1 mol−1), and also measured ε′(T ), revealing a relatively low
peak value of ε′ ∼ 165 at TC with a Curie-Weiss constant of several 10s of K. Unruh
(1970) revised PS to 0.62 µC cm
−2 by measuring pyroelectric charge2, and further
revealed that PS decreases as the temperature is reduced from ∼ (TC − 10) K, taking a
negative value below ∼ 80 K [103]. This observation (carefully confirmed by Sawada
et al. [104]) led to the hypothesis by Unruh and Rudiger [105] that the low-temperature
phase of (NH4)2SO4 is ferrielectric. This was confirmed by the observation of faint triple
P (E) loops just below TC by Sawada et al. in 1980 [106]. A noteably detailed
calorimetric study also took place in the 1980s, by Higashigaki and Chihara [107]
(albeit on a deuterated sample, but the deuteration was shown to make little difference)
who reported that ∼40 % of the zero-field entropy change occurs at a single
temperature, with the remainder evolving continuously over a few 10s of K below TC.
The process of reconciling the complex phenomenology of (NH4)2SO4 with structural
and spectroscopic measurements began well before the discovery of ferrielectricity in
1970. The first X-ray study was in 1916 [108]. The room-temperature structure is
orthorhombic with a = 7.782 A˚, b = 10.636 A˚ and c = 5.993 A˚, and space group Pnam
(Figure 4.1). The crystal structure below 223 K is orthorhombic with a = 7.837 A˚,
b = 10.610 A˚ and c = 5.967, A˚ and space group Pna21 with the polar axis in the
c-direction. In the ferroelectric phase the two ammonium groups are not in equivalent
positions. Schlemper and Hamilton (1966) suggested a displacive mechanism based on
hydrogen bonding [109], but this proved inconsistent with NMR experiments of O’Reilly
and Tsang that indicated an order-disorder transition involving all three ionic groups in
the molecular formula [110]. O’Reilly and Tsang pointed out that a triple-ion
order-disorder model has an entropy change 3R ln 2 = 17.2 J K−1 mol−1, in good
agreement with experimental values. Around this time, (NH4)2SO4 was also considered
2High coercive fields precluded P (E) data at temperatures lower than a few 10s of K below TC.
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in the framework of improper ferroelectricity3 due to the anomalously small Curie-Weiss
constant [111,112].
3Ferroelectrics in which the order parameter of the transition is not P .
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Figure 4.1: Room-temperature paraelectric (NH4)2SO4 has an orthorhombic cell (dotted
line) with a = 7.782 A˚, b = 10.636 A˚ and c = 5.993 A˚. One of the four formula units
per unit cell is shown. The remaining formula units follow via symmetry operations
of the space group Pnam (a subset of these operations is shown). The sulphate
is centred at (0.244, 0.419, 0.250) [fractional coordinates], ammonium A (left) at
(0.6895, 0.4025, 0.250) and ammonium B (right) at (0.9677, 0.7050, 0.250) [109]. The
in-plane displacements of the tetrahedral H and O species inform the out-of-plane
displacements. The c-direction becomes polar on cooling below ∼223 K.
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After the discovery of ferrielectricity the focus shifted to two-sublattice
models [104,105]. Dvorak and Ishibashi [113] gave a modified Landau free-energy
expansion for such a system:
G =
1
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a1P
2
1 +
1
4
b1P
4
1 +
1
6
c1P
6
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+
1
2
a2P
2
2
+ γ1P1P2 + γ2P
3
1P2
− EP (4.1)
where the subscripts ‘1’ and ‘2’ refer to the first and second sublattices and γ1 and γ2
are inter-sublattice coupling constants. Thus sublattice 1 is assumed to drive the
transition, and as a result, high-order terms in P2 are not required, and only the a1
Landau coefficient has a temperature dependence. Such a free energy was qualitatively
consistent with the small Curie-Weiss constant and negative value of PS observed at low
temperatures [103]. In an alternative treatment by Onodera, the two sublattices were
each given separate order parameters [114,115].
Disagreements in the literature persist to the present day. In the 1980s, some argued
that an instability of the sulphate group was responsible for driving the phase
transition [116,117], whereas others were in favour of a more passive role for the
sulphate group [104,118–121]. For example, a 1988 study by Kozlov et al. found
spectroscopic evidence supportive of both models, and was unable to reach a firm
conclusion [122]. In the 1990s De Sousa Meneses argued that one of the two competing
components of polarisation has an order-disorder mechanism, and the other
displacive [123], with the order-disorder component driving the transition and involving
all three ionic groups. Thus the excellent agreement with between the entropy of a
triple-ion disordering via the Boltzmann formula, and the experimental zero-field
entropy change, first noted by O’Reilly and Tsang in the 1960s [110], is preserved in the
De Sousa Meneses model.
The electrocaloric properties of (NH4)2SO4 have not been studied, and predicting them
is not straightforward as the ferroelectric properties of this material are complex and
still not fully understood. Summarising what is known:
• The molar zero-field entropy change of the phase transition at 223 K is
17.6 J K−1 mol−1 [124], the largest of any known ferroelectric material. However
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only ∼ 40% of this occurs at a single temperature [107], the remainder being
evolved continuously over a few 10s of K below TC. The large zero-field ∆S is
consistent with disorder of all three ionic groups, by the Boltzmann formula [110].
• The material is ferrielectric and has a complex phase transition whose order
parameter is strongly coupled to PS. Many mechanisms have been suggested
without any clear consensus emerging.
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4.1.1 Crystal growth
Growth of (NH4)2SO4 single crystals was performed by Thirumurugan Alagarsamy in
the group of Anthony K. Cheetham (Materials Science, University of Cambridge).
Crystals were grown at room temperature in H2O with precursors of sulphuric acid
(> 95%) and ammonium hydroxide (aq. 35%). Crystals were of mixed morphologies,
with some thin and rod-like, and others plate-like. Crystals were up to ∼1.5 mm thick
in the polar c-direction of interest.
4.1.2 Device preparation
An eleven-step process was used to fabricate capacitors of (NH4)2SO4 with thicknesses
in the tens of µm range, from the bulk single crystals (Figure 4.2).
i A large uncut single crystal was picked out and indexed with a parallel-beam X-ray
diffractometer (type D8 Advance, Bruker) by holding 2ϑ at 29.56◦, the value for the
004 Bragg reflection, and rotating the crystal until a signal was observed.
ii A plane normal to the c−axis was flattened out by dry polishing. This polishing
used 1200 grade sandpaper (type 734, 3M) to remove significant amounts of
material, then 4000 grade sandpaper (type P4000, Buehler) to achieve a smooth,
shiny finish. During this process, the sample was normally superglued to a glass slide
to ensure that the resulting polished surface was flat. The superglue was removed
with acetone, which did not attack the (NH4)2SO4 as H2O would have done.
iii A ∼ 70 nm-thick layer of platinum was deposited onto the flattened face of the
sample using an automated commercial sputter deposition system (type K575,
Emitech) with a sputter current of ∼40 mA.
iv A substrate was prepared by cutting a thin slab of copper metal with dimensions
approx 1 cm x 1 cm by 1 mm. One surface was covered with electrically insulating
kapton tape, and a smear of silver epoxy adhesive (type 186-3616, Radiospares) was
added. The viscosity of the silver epoxy was adjusted by adding variable amounts of
isopropanol.
v The sample was placed on the substrate, platinised surface facing down. The
substrate was heated to ∼ 100 ◦C to cure the silver epoxy and permanently join the
sample with the substrate.
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vi Because the cured silver epoxy had far superior adhesive properties than ordinary
silver dag, it was now possible to polish down the (001) face of the crystal without
the crystal detaching from the substrate. Polishing followed the same process as for
the first face, except that this time great care was required not to overpolish and
destroy the crystal. Despite frequent checking for cracks in an optical microscope, it
was very difficult to judge when a sample was near breaking point, and many
samples (∼ 50 %) did not make it to stage vii.
vii An improvised deposition mask for the top electrode was formed from the top lid of
an ordinary laboratory membrane storage box (type AGG3319, Agar Scientific).
The storage box was dismantled with a power drill in such a way as to form a
free-standing membrane of thick clingfilm in a rigid plastic frame. The frame would
ensure that the membrane was held taut against the top of the sample, which was
important to achieve a sharply-defined edge for the electrode. The clingfilm
membrane was pierced with a hot stainless-steel sewing needle to form a neat hole in
the centre with typical dimensions of 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm (in practice, several sample
boxes were often wasted before a suitable hole could be made in this way). The
purpose of using small electrodes was to ensure that the largest possible fields could
be applied with the smallest chance of breakdown. Unlike opaque metallic masks,
this mask was transparent and could be accurately positioned over the sample, to
ensure that there would be significant clearance between the edge of the top
electrode and the edge of the crystal.
viii Platinum was again sputtered, through the improvised membrane-mask, to form the
top electrode. The sample was annealed at ∼ 100 ◦C, as is standard practice after
the deposition of platinum electrodes.
ix A thin copper wire was attached to the top electrode using silver epoxy, which was
then cured at ∼ 100 ◦C. This step was delicate due to the small wire and small top
electrode, and the need to prevent silver epoxy from leaking over the edge of the top
electrode. The top electrode was to be the high-voltage electrode, with the bottom
electrode at ground.
x The as-prepared sample would be ready for testing, but the tendency for arcing and
breakdown could be dramatically reduced by coating both the sample surface, and
the end of the high-voltage wire, with electrically resistive vacuum grease. A
suitable grease (type N, Apiezon) was liberally applied around the top of the sample.
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xi To achieve a smooth continuous coating of grease, the substrate was heated again to
∼ 100 ◦C. This caused the grease to become liquid and coat the entire surface of the
sample uniformly. Thus the high-voltage electrode was entirely encased in
electrically resistive grease.
The thickness of the (NH4)2SO4 films, and the area of each top electrode, were
measured in an optical microscope (type Optiphot, Nikon) with a computer interface.
Because the (NH4)2SO4 crystals were transparent with a finely polished upper surface,
it was possible to focus on both the lower and upper surfaces by moving the sample
stage of the microscope up and down. Thus the thickness of the samples could be
deduced by reading off the travel involved, and multiplying it by the 1.53 refractive
index of (NH4)2SO4 [125] (Figure 4.3a). For the electrode area calculation, an image of
the entire top electrode could be taken in the microscope, and an irregular polygon
drawn around the electrode in a vector graphics program (Inkscape, open-source
software) [Figure 4.3b].
After the samples were prepared and their geometries measured, they were mounted in
probe head 2 (Section 3.1) for electrical measurements at cryogenic temperatures.
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Figure 4.2: Procedure for thinning of (NH4)2SO4 crystals to obtain devices with
thicknesses in the 10s of µm range.
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(a)
(b)
60 µm
Upper surface Lower surface
250 µm
Image Polygon fit of electrode
Figure 4.3: (a) Measuring thickness of a mounted, transparent crystal of (NH4)2SO4.
The focal plane of a microscope was used as a reference point and moved between the
upper and lower surfaces. The travel distance between the two images, multiplied by the
refractive index of the crystal, was equal to the crystal thickness. These images show
part of the top electrode in the lower left corners. (b) Measuring the area of the top
electrode of the same (NH4)2SO4 crystal. An irregular polygon (right) was drawn around
the image of the electrode (left), and its area was computed by an algorithm built into
the Inkscape vector graphics editor. A polarising filter was used to obtain this image, in
order to reduce the reflectivity of the platinum top electrode to zero and thus enhance
contrast.
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Data are presented on three samples, A, B and C. Crystal A was 50 µm thick and had
an electrode area of 0.47 mm2. Crystal B was 53 µm thick and had an electode area of
42.5 mm2. Crystal C was 37 µm-thick and had an electrode area of 0.45 mm2.
4.1.3 Dielectric constant
Figure 4.4a shows the dielectric constant of Crystal A as a function of temperature at
1 kHz, using the equivalent parallel capacitance model (Section 2.2). The temperature
was ramped down then up at ±0.2 K min−1. The data showed a peak at TC = 220.5 K.
This peak was asymmetric, decaying faster above the transition than below it, as also
observed by Hoshino et al. [124]. However the highest value of ε′ ∼ 75 was lower than
the corresponding value of Hoshino et al. (∼150). A thermal hysteresis of ∼2 K between
heating and cooling was apparent. The Curie-Weiss constant above TC on heating
(ignoring the non-linear region immediately above TC) was ∼67 (Figure 4.4b), which is
larger than the literature value of ∼26. However the present value was very approximate
as the impedance measurement was very close to the noise level above TC. Dielectric
losses were unmeasurably small above the transition temperature, and ∼0.05 just below
the transition, rising to ∼0.2 as temperature was reduced to 200 K (Figure 4.4c).
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Figure 4.4: Dielectric data derived from an impedance dataset for (NH4)2SO4 Crystal A.
The amplitude and frequency of the driving field were 1 V RMS and 1 kHz respectively.
A known parasitic capacitance of 1.8 pF was subtracted from the measured equivalent
parallel capacitance, which was ∼2.2 pF at high temperatures. Data for heating
and cooling are indicated by arrows. The magnitude of the thermal ramp rate was
∼0.2 K min−1. (a) Dielectric constant, (b) reciprocal dielectric susceptibility, and (c)
loss tangent, as functions of temperature.
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4.1.4 Zero-field ∆S
Heat-flow vs temperature measurements were performed on heating and cooling an
uncut 9.429 mg single crystal of (NH4)2SO4 at ±2 K min
−1 as described in Section 2.5.
Measurements were performed by Robert Cornell. Figure 4.5a shows specific heat
capacity as evaluated from raw data, which contained an offset in heat flow between
heating and cooling. The specific heat capacity was therefore estimated by forcing cE
on heating and cooling to be equal at 233 K, giving an offset of 928 J K−1 kg−1, which
was added to the heating curve and subtracting from the cooling curve (Figure 4.5b-c).
The specific heat capacity above the transition temperature was ∼1000 J K−1 kg−1,
slightly smaller than the ∼1250 J K−1 kg−1 value measured by Hoshino et al. [124]. Due
to latent heat, the specific heat capacity showed a very large peak value of
∼20000 J K−1 kg−1 at the transition temperature (Figure 4.5c). The entropy change in
the immediate vicinity of the transition was ∼50 J K−1 kg−1 (Figure 4.5d), and the
specific heat capacity did not return to the high-temperature value below TC, indicating
that transitional entropy was still evolved in this temperature range. These
observations were both in in agreement with the data of Higashigaki on (ND4)2SO4,
which showed that of the 133 J K−1 kg−1 zero-field entropy change associated with the
transition, around 40 % (i.e. 53.2 J K−1 kg−1) occurs at a single temperature, and that
the remainder evolves over a few 10s of K below TC [107].
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Figure 4.5: Calorimetry results for (NH4)2SO4 taken on heating and cooling at ±2 K
min−1. (a) Specific heat capacity cE for (NH4)2SO4 evaluated from raw heat flow data,
which contained an offset between heating and cooling data. (b) Specific heat capacity
with offset averaged out. In (a) and (b), the y-axis has been cropped to better show the
values away from TC. (c) Specific heat capacity with offset averaged out, showing full
height of peak at TC. (d) Zero-field ∆S(T ) with respect to the initial entropy at 210 K.
Derived from the specific heat capacity plot with offset averaged out.
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4.1.5 P (E) loops
Due to the small dielectric constant of (NH4)2SO4, the intrinsic linear parasitic
capacitance of the ceramic-insulated wiring of the probe was large in comparison with
that of the samples. For experiments on Crystal B, this parasitic contribution was
subtracted, leading to noisy data. For Crystal C, a superior wiring configuration
permitted the high-voltage line to be used only for applying the driving voltage, and
one of the coaxial lines to be used for the signal-return wire from the sample. This
configuration was only employed for one sample because it presented the danger that if
a sample were to break down, the expensive coaxial return line would be exposed to
high voltages, causing damage. The probe chassis was carefully grounded to eliminate
AC pickup.
Figures 4.6a-e show P (E) loops at selected temperatures taken on Crystal B, with a
driving frequency of 10 Hz and a field amplitude of 380 kV cm−1. The equivalent
parallel resistivity ̺ was extracted from the P (E) loops using the method described in
Section 2.3, and was found to have an almost constant value of ∼0.33 GΩ m throughout
the temperature range (Figure 4.6f). For each temperature in Figure 4.6, both raw and
compensated data are shown. The compensated data had the spurious contribution
from ̺ subtracted (̺ was conservatively set at 0.4 GΩ m for all loops). Major
(switching) and minor (non-switching) loops are shown. The major P (E) loops from
below TC ∼ 223 K appeared very slim because the coercive field of ∼10 kV cm
−1 was
small in comparison with the driving field amplitude of 380 kV cm−1. The major and
minor loops below TC featured high-field discontinuities in dP/dE at around
±200 kV cm−1 which combined with the main loop at the origin to form a ferrielectric
triple loop (Figures 4.6a-b). In literature, only the 1980 paper of Sawada et al. reported
a ferrielectric triple loop in (NH4)2SO4 [106]. In that study, the triple loops were
observed at 60 Hz, measured at 11 kV cm−1, within a narrow 10 mK window below the
Curie temperature. In contrast, the triple loops here were observed at 10 Hz, measured
at 380 kV cm−1, over a broad range of temperatures.
The high-field discontinuities in dP/dE observed in Crystal B persisted in a
near-identical form above the transition temperature, even after the main ferroelectric
loop had vanished (Figures 4.6c-e and 4.7). Double loops corresponding to a
field-induced phase transition are commonly observed just above first-order transitions,
but these double loops are different, as they persisted below TC, and did not evolve with
temperature as expected for a field-induced transition obeying the Clausius-Clapeyron
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equation. This observation may be of interest for future discussions of the transition
mechanism.
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Figure 4.6: (a)-(e) P (E) loops at 10 Hz for (NH4)2SO4 Crystal B. Major (switching),
and minor (non-switching) loops are shown. For the major loop, raw data is shown,
in addition to data compensated for an equivalent parallel resistivity of 0.4 GΩ m. (f)
Equivalent parallel resitivity ̺ extracted from the P (E) measurement.
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Figures 4.8a-d show P (E) loops at various temperatures for Crystal C with a driving
frequency of 10 Hz and a field amplitude of 400 kV cm−1. No parasitic resistivity could
be measured here. Ferroelectric P (E) loops were observed below TC = 223 K, and
linear paraelectric behaviour above TC. Thus, the ferrielectric triple loops of Crystal B
were not reproduced for Crystal C.
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4.1.6 Isothermal |∆S|
The differences between the ‘standard’ and ‘resetting’ methods for accessing isothermal
∆S via P (E) loops and the Maxwell relation (∂P/∂T )E = (∂S/∂E)T have been
described in detail in Section 2.4. In the ‘standard’ method, P (E) loops are obtained
sequentially during a temperature ramp, whereas for the ‘resetting’ method,
temperature is ‘reset’ to well above the transition temperature, in between each
successive loop. To summarise what was written in Section 2.4, certain magnetocaloric
materials with thermally hysteretic, entropic, first-order transitions cannot be
characterised using the ‘standard’ method [92], as a spurious, large4, sharp and
symmetric peak appears in isothermal ∆S at TC. For such systems the ‘resetting’
method should be used, leading to a lower, broader peak that may decay gradually to
zero above TC. An analogous situation is expected for thermally hysteretic, entropic,
first-order ferroelectric transitions, such as that of (NH4)2SO4.
To evaluate isothermal ∆S via the ‘standard’ indirect method, major and minor P (E)
loops were obtained every ∼15 s during temperature ramps at around ±0.2 K min−1.
The minor loops were transposed to P (T ), and cubic splines were fitted to eliminate
spurious fluctuations (Figure 4.9 [Crystal B] and Figures 4.11a-b [Crystal C]). The
fitted splines were differentiated with respect to T , yielding ∂P/∂T at various fields E,
which was numerically integrated to give volume-normalised and mass-normalised values
of isothermal |∆S| via the Maxwell relation (∂P/∂T )E = (∂S/∂E)T and the literature
value for density of 1770 kg m−3 [97] (Figure 4.10 [Crystal B] and Figures 4.11c-d
[Crystal C]). Due to sample failure only data on heating were obtained for Crystal C.
A dataset was also obtained for Crystal C using the ‘resetting’ method (Figure 4.12).
The resetting temperature was 228 K, and the crystal was cooled to the measurement
temperature at -1 K min−1. The thermodynamic analysis was performed on the initial
branch of the loop only, as required by the ‘resetting’ method (Section 2.4).
Crystal B: ‘standard’ method
Figure 4.9 shows the P (T ) for Crystal B from transposing P (E) data obtained via the
‘standard’ method, for selected fields only. Plots are shown for heating, cooling,
applying a field (i.e. derived from the lower branch of the minor P (E) loops) and
removal of a field (from the upper branch of the minor loops). The raw data points and
4Often greater than the zero-field ∆S.
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the spline fit are both shown. The plots suggested a transition region of ∼ 217− 224 K
on cooling and ∼219− 225 K on heating. Figure 4.10 shows the corresponding values of
isothermal |∆S| as a function of temperature and field, again for heating, cooling,
applying a field and removing a field. The plots in E − T space are mirrored to show
low-field behaviour more clearly. The plots show peaks in isothermal |∆S| slightly
above TC = 223 K. The maximum isothermal |∆S| on cooling (∼28 J K
−1 kg−1) was
smaller than that on heating (∼43 J K−1 kg−1), but for temperatures slightly below this
peak both datasets showed a similar ‘shoulder’ feature (∼20− 25 J K−1 kg−1).
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Figure 4.9: Selected P (T ) plots derived from P (E) loops taken with the ‘standard’ method for (NH4)2SO4 Crystal B. The four
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Crystal C: ‘standard’ method
Figures 4.11a-b show the P (T ) for Crystal C from transposing P (E) data obtained via
the ‘standard’ method, for selected fields only, and for heating only. Figure 4.11a
corresponds to applying a field and Figure 4.11b to removal of a field. The raw data
points and the spline fit are both shown. The plots suggest a transition region of
∼ 215− 224 K which is broader than that observed for Crystal B (Figure 4.9). Figures
4.11c-d show the corresponding values of isothermal |∆S| as a function of temperature
and field. The plots show peaks in isothermal |∆S| slightly above TC = 223 K, as was
also observed for Crystal B (Figure 4.10). However, the maximum isothermal |∆S|
(∼22 J K−1 kg−1) was almost 50 % smaller than the corresponding value for Crystal B
on heating (∼43 J K−1 kg−1). The low-temperature ‘shoulder’ to the peak observed in
Crystal B was observed again here, but the magnitude of isothermal |∆S| was
∼10− 15 J K−1 kg−1 as opposed to ∼ 20− 25 J K−1 kg−1 for Crystal B.
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Crystal C: ‘resetting’ method
Figure 4.12a shows the P (T ) for Crystal C from transposing P (E) data obtained via
the ‘resetting’ method, for selected fields only, and for cooling only. The raw data
points and the spline fit are both shown. The plot suggests a transition region of at
least ∼ 214− 224 K (the lower limit cannot be confirmed without P (E) data for
T < 214 K, which were not obtained). This range is slightly larger than that observed
on Crystal C using the ‘standard’ method (Figures 4.11a-b) but broader than that
observed for Crystal B (Figure 4.9). Figure 4.12b shows the corresponding values of
isothermal |∆S| as a function of temperature and field. The peak in isothermal |∆S|
slightly above TC = 223 K that was previously observed in plots for the ‘standard’
method (Figure 4.10 and 4.11c-d), is almost absent here. Instead, isothermal |∆S| is
almost uniform from 214 K to 225 K, at ∼10 J K−1 kg−1.
Given that the ‘resetting’ dataset lacked the peak of isothermal |∆S| at TC that was
present in all of the ‘standard’ datasets, and furthermore, given that the peak in the
‘standard’ datasets was large and sharp and thus qualitatively consistent with the
spurious results from magnetocalorics measured with the ‘standard’ method, it may be
concluded that the ‘resetting’ dataset is correct, and the ‘standard’ datasets at least
partially spurious.
The plot for isothermal |∆S| of Figure 4.12b in the region 222 < T < 225 shows a slope
in E − T space that could represent the lower reach of the paraelectric-ferroelectric
phase boundary. To investigate this on a preliminary basis, the gradient was read off
approximately (as shown by the dotted line in Figure 4.12b), and found to be
dE/dT ∼ 193 [kV cm−1] K−1, which is in order-of-magnitude agreement with the
Clausius-Clapeyron prediction of dE/dT = ̺|∆S|/PS ∼ 148 (using
PS = 0.62 µC cm
−2 [103], ̺ = 1770 kg m−3 [97] and ∆S = 50 J K−1 kg−1 [Figure 4.5]).
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Comparison of the ‘standard’ and ‘resetting’ data
Figure 4.13 shows four plots — three via the ‘standard’ indirect method and one via the
‘resetting’ method — corresponding to isothermal |∆S(T )| for the maximum field
change of 380 kV cm−1. These plots were compiled using the same datasets as
previously shown in Figures 4.10-4.12. It is again apparent that, in the immediate
vicinity of TC, the ‘standard’ curves showed a large peak in |∆S|, but this peak was
largely absent for the ‘resetting’ curve. However, the ‘standard’ datasets could
nonetheless be valid in the temperature region 215 < T < 220 K, below the temperature
of the main (spurious) peak, suggesting that isothermal entropy changes of
∼20 J K−1 kg−1 were driven in Crystal B.
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4.1.7 Adiabatic |∆T |
Having evaluated zero-field ∆S for (NH4)2SO4 (Figure 4.5d), and having independently
evaluated isothermal |∆S(E)| at various temperatures via the Maxwell analysis on
P (E) data (Figures 4.10-4.12), it was possible to to construct a map of ∆S in E − T
space by subtracting the isothermal |∆S(E)| from the zero-field ∆S(T ). This was
performed on the ‘standard’ indirect dataset for Crystal B for isothermal ∆S for
applying a field on heating (Figure 4.10c), and the ‘resetting’ dataset for Crystal C for
removing a field on cooling (Figure 4.12b). Small systematic errors in T were expected
when combining data taken with two different cryostats. To account for this error, the
temperature scale of the zero-field ∆S was shifted such that the peak point of specific
heat capacity lay at the peak dielectric constant had been measured in probe head 2
(Figure 4.4). For heating, the temperature axis of the zero-field ∆S was reduced by
0.5 K, and for cooling it was reduced by 1 K.
Figure 4.14a shows zero-field ∆S on heating, Figure 4.14b shows isothermal |∆S| via
the ‘standard’ indirect method on heating Crystal B, and Figure 4.14c shows adiabats
that result from combining these two datasets. The region of greatest change in T is
∼218 < T < 222 K, which is away from the spurious peak in isothermal |∆S| at
∼224 K. The adiabats just above ∼222 K are unsafe as they coincide with the spurious
peak in isothermal |∆S|.
Figure 4.15a shows zero-field ∆S on cooling, Figure 4.15b shows isothermal |∆S| via
the ‘resetting’ indirect method on cooling Crystal C, and Figure 4.14c shows adiabats
that result from combining these two datasets. The adiabats show less variation in T
than the dataset for Crystal B (Figure 4.14), however they were not affected by any
spurious peak in isothermal |∆S|, owing to the use of the ‘resetting’ method for
acquiring P (E) loops.
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Adiabatic application of an electric field ∆E will drive the system along an adiabatic
path, resulting in a temperature change ∆T . The adiabatic paths for Crystal B (from a
‘standard’ dataset on heating) and Crystal C (from a ‘resetting’ dataset on cooling)
were plotted in Figure 4.14c and Figure 4.15c. Figure 4.16 shows the corresponding
adiabatic temperature change |∆T | for Crystal B and C as a function of temperature,
for the case of a field E ∼ 380 kV cm−1 for Crystal B and ∼400 kV cm−1 for Crystal C.
The maximum adiabatic |∆T | was ∼ 4 K in Crystal B and ∼ 1.25 K in Crystal C.
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4.1.8 Conclusions
(NH4)2SO4 has many unusual properties, such as a very large entropy change of
133.2 J K−1 kg−1 near TC = 223 K, and ferrielectricity. Electric fields of up to
400 kV cm−1 were applied across samples with thicknesses of a few tens of microns.
Such large fields are associated with ‘giant’ electrocaloric effects in other materials such
as Zr-rich PZT [20]. The ‘resetting’ indirect method revealed an electrically driven
entropy change of ∼10 J K−1 kg−1 or 17.7 J K−1 dm−3 under a field of 400 kV cm−1,
with the ‘standard’ method spuriously predicting up to 45 J K−1 kg−1 under a similar
field (Figure 4.13). The ‘standard’ method did, however, predict entropy changes of
∼20 J K−1 kg−1 or 35.4 J K−1 dm−3 just below TC, away from the temperature where
the ‘standard’ method results were spurious. The entropy change of ∼20 J K−1 kg−1
was larger than the ∼8 J K−1 kg−1 of Zr-rich PZT thin films, however the corresponding
electrocaloric heat Q would be less disparate because the Curie temperature of Zr-rich
PZT is ∼490 K, approximately double that of (NH4)2SO4. The maximum predicted
adiabatic temperature change |∆T | was ∼4 K over a narrow temperature range
∼220.5 < T < 222.5 K for the ‘standard’ method on heating. The ‘resetting’ method on
cooling predicted a maximum value of |∆T | ∼ 1.25 K, but on a different crystal.
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4.2 KNO3
Potassium nitrate (KNO3) is a common inorganic salt known historically as ‘saltpetre’,
the oxidant of gunpowder. Bulk samples of KNO3 are ferroelectric only on cooling, from
395 K to ∼ 380 K. The high-temperature paraelectric phase is normally labelled I, the
low-temperature phase II and the ferroelectric phase III (Table 4.2). Kracek’s 1929
study [126] was the first to report the latent entropy for all three phase transitions, with
the more modern study of Westphal et al. (1993) [127] giving slightly revised values
(Table 4.3). Of these transitions, only I-III occurs on both heating and cooling and is
thus of interest for electrocalorics.
Phase II Phase I Phase III
Type Paraelectric Paraelectric Ferroelectric
Space group Pnma R3A R3A
Lattice Orthorhombic Hexagonal Hexagonal
a (A˚) 5.414 5.425 5.487
b (A˚) 9.166 = a = a
c (A˚) 6.431 9.836 9.156 (polar)
Table 4.2: Phases of bulk KNO3 at atmospheric pressure. Data from Nimmo and Lucas
(1976) [128].
Transition Temperature Entropy change Entropy change Occurrence
(K) (J K−1 kg−1) (J K−1 dm−3)
II → I 401 123.6 260 Heating only
I ↔ III 395 65.3 137.5 Heating and
cooling
III → I ∼380 52.4 110.3 Cooling only
Table 4.3: Transitions of bulk KNO3 at atmospheric pressure. Data from Westphal et al.
(1993) [127].
The structure of the ferroelectric phase III of KNO3 is shown in Figure 4.17. The
permanent dipole is due to the NO−3 ion being displaced along the c-axis by δ ∼ 0.4 A˚
from the centre of the unit cell. Sawada et al. (1958) [98] were the first to measure a
ferroelectric P (E) loop in this material, on a polycrystalline sample prepared from melt.
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The same authors presented a detailed ferroelectric and dielectric study on a
single-crystal sample in 1961 [129]. The spontaneous polarisation was 8 µC cm−2 as
measured by P (E) loops, and 10 µC cm−2 as measured by pyroelectric current. An
order-disorder transition was suggested such that above TC, the NO
−
3 ions oscillate
about the centre of the unit cell due to thermal excitation, leading to a net dipole
moment of zero. Order-disorder has been confirmed by spectroscopic
measurements [130] and also via crystallography [128,131]. Measurements of the
temperature of the lower transition from phase III to phase II show poor agreement,
and this transition has been shown to be sensitive to factors such as moisture [132]. It is
well established that the ferroelectric phase III remains stable down to room
temperature in thin films of KNO3. This was initially linked to strain, but Scott
et al. [133] showed it to be due to surface electric fields.
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4.2.1 Crystal growth
Single crystals of KNO3 were prepared by Wei Li in the group of Anthony K. Cheetham
(Materials Science, University of Cambridge). Crystals were grown at room
temperature in H2O via slow evaporation. The crystals were rod-like with lengths of
order 1 cm and cross-sectional areas of order 1 mm2. The ferroelectric axis pointed
along the length of the rod.
4.2.2 Device preparation
KNO3 crystals were prepared for measurement on copper substrates with Pt electrodes
using the same 11 step process as described described in Section 4.1.2 for (NH4)2SO4.
However, it was not possible to prepare samples with thicknesses in the 10s of µm
range, because the crystals of KNO3 were fragile and prone to disintegration on
polishing. Thus, once samples were glued to the copper substrate, they were polished to
a thickness of a few 100s of µm. Thicknesses were measured with a digital calliper, and
electrode areas with a microscope image as described in Section 4.1.2.
Data will be presented on two samples, A and B. Crystal A was ∼310 µm-thick and had
an electrode area of 0.28 mm2. Crystal B was ∼250 µm-thick and had an electode area
of 0.54 mm2. The two crystals showed slightly different transition temperatures between
phases I and III — Crystal A showed a 395 K transition on cooling and Crystal B
showed a 400 K transition on cooling.
Dielectric measurements were conducted in the bespoke high-temperature stage
(Section 3.2). Measurements of P (E) were conducted in probe head 2 (Section 3.1).
4.2.3 Dielectric constant
Figure 4.18a shows the dielectric constant of Crystal A as a function of temperature at
1 kHz, as deduced using the equivalent parallel capacitance model (Section 2.2). The
sample was mounted on the bespoke high-temperature stage and temperature was
ramped at around ±0.5 K min−1. The phase transition sequence of this material was
revealed by anomalies in the dielectric constant corresponding to the II→I transition at
∼400 K on heating, the I→III transition at ∼395 K on cooling and the III→II
transition at ∼380 K on cooling. The Curie-Weiss constant above TC on cooling
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(ignoring the non-linear region immediately above TC) was ∼4900, which agreed with
the literature value of 5600 within error (Figure 4.18b) [39]. Losses were small (<0.1) in
phase II and ∼0.2 in both phase III and phase I below 400 K (Figure 4.18c). Losses
increased to ∼0.4 for phase I at 410 K. When Crystal A was measured multiple times
on cooling at ∼0.2 K min−1, the temperature of the III→II phase transition was
observed to vary from ∼385 K to ∼376 K (Figure 4.19). In contrast, the temperature of
the I→III transition did not change from run to run.
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Figure 4.18: Dielectric data derived from an impedance dataset on KNO3 Crystal A.
The amplitude and frequency of the driving field were 1 V RMS and 1 kHz respectively.
A known parasitic capacitance of 0.7 pF was subtracted from the measured equivalent
parallel capacitance of ∼0.85 pF at low temperatures. Data for heating and cooling are
indicated by arrows. The thermal ramp rate was around ±0.5 K min−1. The sections of
the plots corresponding to phases I, II and III are labelled. (a) Dielectric constant, (b)
reciprocal dielectric susceptibility, and (c) loss tangent, as functions of temperature.
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4.2.4 Zero-field ∆S
Heat-flow vs temperature measurements were performed as described in Section 2.5 on
heating and cooling a 1.527 mg single crystal of KNO3 at ±2 K min
−1. These
measurements were performed by Robert Cornell. Figure 4.20a shows specific heat
capacity as evaluated from the raw heat-flow data which contained an offset. The true
specific heat capacity was estimated by forcing cE on heating and cooling to be equal at
419 K, yielding an offset of 3597 J K−1 kg−1 which was added to the heating curve and
subtracting from the cooling curve (Figure 4.20b). The specific heat capacity above the
transition temperature was ∼2000 J K−1 kg−1. The value measured by Westphal et al.
(who measured powder samples) was ∼1300 J K−1 kg−1, i.e. ∼35% smaller [127]. The
II→I and I→III transitions both showed clear signals in the specific heat capacity traces
on heating and cooling respectively, but there was no unambiguous anomaly with which
to identify to the III→II transition (Figure 4.20c). Due to latent heat, the specific heat
capacity at the I→III transition showed a very large peak value of ∼60000 J K−1 kg−1.
The entropy change in the immediate vicinity of the I→III transition was
∼62 J K−1 kg−1 (Figure 4.20d), in good agreement with the literature value of
65.3 J K−1 kg−1 [127]. However, the evaluated zero-field ∆S was not conserved at
370 K following the thermal excursion to 420 K. This problem, and possibly also the
discrepancy between the present data and those of Westphal, could reflect poor
measurement accuracy due to the small size of the sample used, or could indicate some
irreversible thermodynamic ageing process. Owing to the uncertainty, the results of
Figure 4.20 should be regarded as preliminary.
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Figure 4.20: Calorimetry results for KNO3 taken on heating and cooling at ±2 K min
−1.
(a) Specific heat capacity cE for KNO3 as evaluated from raw heat-flow data, which
contained an offset between heating and cooling data. (b) Specific heat capacity with
offset averaged out. In (a) and (b), the y-axis has been cropped to better show the values
away from TC. (c) Specific heat capacity with offset averaged out, showing full height of
peak at TC. (d) Zero-field ∆S(T ) with respect to the initial entropy at 370 K. Derived
from the specific heat capacity data with offset averaged out.
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4.2.5 P (E) loops
Figures 4.21a-d show P (E) loops taken on Crystals A and B using a driving field
frequency of 10 Hz and amplitude of 47 kV cm−1. Uncompensated and compensated
major loops are shown, along with compensated minor loops. Compensation was
performed using an estimate of equivalent parallel resistivity ̺, simultaneously obtained
from the raw data as described in Section 2.3.
Figure 4.21 (a) and (b) show P (E) loops on Crystal B, in phases I and III respectively.
Ferroelectric hysteresis is visible in phase III (b) but not in phase I (a). The
spontaneous polarisation of phase III was ∼9.6 µC cm−2, somewhat larger than the
value of 8 µC cm−2 reported by Sawada et al. from P (E) loops, but similar to the value
of 10 µC cm−2 measured by the same authors via pyroelectric current [129].
Figure 4.21c, like Figure 4.21b, shows P (E) data on Crystal B in phase III, but (c) was
taken ∼16 hours after (b) during which time several additional loops had been taken
(not shown), and several thermal excursions through the I↔III phase transition had
taken place. One or more of these temporal, thermal or electrical stresses led to
significant changes in the form of the loops. The ‘aged’ loops in (c) showing a less sharp
ferroelectric switching transition and a lower susceptibility than the the less ‘aged’ loops
in (b). Similar ‘ageing’ behaviour was observed in Crystal A (Figure 4.21d).
Once settled in the ‘aged’ state, the P (E) behaviour continued to degrade, but much
more slowly. After Crystal A had been subjected to a large number of thermal and
electrical cycles, no ferroelectric loop at all could be observed on cooling.
All of the P (E) loops in Figures 4.21a-d were significantly affected by electrical losses.
The equivalent parallel resistivity ̺ showed a small anomaly at TC ∼ 396 K and was
lower in phase I (∼1− 2 MΩ m) than phase III (∼2.5 MΩ m) [Figure 4.21e]. Resistivity
in phase I became lower as temperature was increased, as might have been anticipated
from the increased dielectric loss (Figure 4.18c).
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Figure 4.21: (a)-(d) P (E) loops at 10 Hz for KNO3 Crystals A and B at various
temperatures near the Curie temperature. Major (switching), and minor (non-switching)
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data taken on cooling.
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4.2.6 Isothermal |∆S|
To evaluate isothermal |∆S| via the ‘standard’ (ramping) method, P (E) loops were
obtained on Crystal A every ∼15 s during temperature ramps at around ±0.2 K min−1.
These loops were not compensated for losses, and were processed into P (T ) data, and
thus a prediction of isothermal ∆S in the same way as for (NH4)2SO4 (Section 4.1),
using the CRC value of 2105 kg m−3 for the density of KNO3 [97]. Figure 4.22 shows
P (T ), and Figure 4.23 shows mass-normalised isothermal |∆S| as a function of E for
various T . The maximum value of isothermal |∆S| evaluated from these ‘standard’
datasets was ∼450 J K−1 kg−1, an order-of-magnitude larger than the 62 J K−1 kg−1
zero-field ∆S of the phase transition (Figure 4.20b). Furthermore, the anomalies in
isothermal |∆S| were highly localised and symmetric about TC, and thus matched the
expected profile of spurious datasets from an invalid application of the ‘standard’
indirect method (Section 2.4). It was therefore concluded that the results of Figure 4.23
were spurious, exemplifying the failure of the ‘standard’ indirect method near entropic
and thermally hysteretic first-order phase transitions.
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Plots for P (T ) and isothermal |∆S| were also evaluated using the ‘resetting’ method,
whereupon the sample was reset to a temperature known to lie above TC (in this case
410 K) before cooling to the measurement temperature for each P (E) loop, as described
fully in Section 2.4. For this dataset, the thermodynamic analysis was performed on the
initial branch of the loop. A temperature ramp rate of ±1 K min−1 was used to move
between 410 K and the measurement temperature. The resulting P (T ) (Figure 4.24a)
were somewhat noisy just above TC, as certain datapoints (circled) corresponded to
P (E) loops (not shown) similar to those observed in the paraelectric phase (i.e. similar
to Figure 4.21a), despite occurring at temperatures lower than the start of the nominal
transition. The origin of this noise could be the fact that thermal stabilisation was not
attained at measurement temperatures, as stabilisation necessarily involved a small
thermal excursion to a few 100s of mK below the measurement temperature, which was
considered unacceptable for such a sharp transition.
In comparison with the values of isothermal |∆S| obtained using the ‘standard’ indirect
method (Figure 4.23), the values obtained via the ‘resetting’ method (Figure 4.24b)
showed an anomaly that was broader and asymmetric, as it extended further above TC
than below. Furthermore, the maximum predicted value of isothermal |∆S| for the
‘resetting’ dataset was ∼75 J K−1 kg−1 (Figure 4.25), which is still larger than the
zero-field value of ∼62 J K−1 kg−1, but possibly consistent within error. Nonetheless,
these results should be regarded as preliminary due to the underlying noisy P (T ) curves.
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4.2.7 Conclusions
Preliminary and indirect experiments on bulk single crystals of KNO3 suggested an
isothermal entropy change of ∼75 J K−1 kg−1 or ∼158 J K−1 dm−3 could be driven with
an electric field of ∼31 kV cm−1, at a temperature just above the TC ∼ 400 K. This
entropy change was somewhat larger than the calorimetric value for the zero-field
entropy change of this transition of ∼62 J K−1 kg−1, but possibly consistent within
error. The calorimetric dataset obtained was of preliminary quality, and furthermore the
values of isothermal |∆S| could have been affected by ageing effects, so adiabatic |∆T |
was not evaluated for the present work. KNO3 appears to exemplify the danger of using
the ‘standard’ indirect method near an entropic, hysteretic first-order phase transition.
Thinner devices would be desirable to achieve larger fields. This could be accomplished
by growing large single crystals which would have sufficient mechanical strength for
thinning, by developing a system for thin-film deposition, such as that used in [133].
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4.3 NaNO2
Sodium nitrite (NaNO2) is a common inorganic salt with various industrial applications.
It is added in small quantities to meat, although it is toxic if ingested in large
quantities. It is ferroelectric with a Curie temperature of 436.5 K. The ferroelectric
phase has an orthorhombic crystal structure in space group Im2m. The b-axis is
ferroelectric due to alignment of the polar NO2 groups (Figure 4.26). In the paraelectric
phase (space group Immm), the orientation of the polar NO2 groups becomes
rotationally disordered [75]. Ferroelectricity was first observed in NaNO2 by Sawada et
al. (1958) [98], who measured a sharp peak in ε′(T ) at TC and a P (E) loop showing
ferroelectric hysteresis. The value of PS at room temperature was measured to be
7 µC cm−2 using a pyroelectric method, and 6.4 µC cm−2 using a P (E) loop. Several
studies around the early 1960s reported double P (E) loops just above the transition
temperature, which was originally attributed to a field-driven transition [98,135].
However, it was soon shown that the double loops were the result of an incommensurate
antiferroelectric phase, which is stable in a ∼1 K interval above TC [75, 136].
Nomura (1961), Sakiyama et al. (1965), Hatta and Ikushima (1973) and Kourkova et al.
(2009) performed thermal measurements on NaNO2 [75, 137–139]. The results all show
a specific heat capacity anomaly stretching from ∼360 K to ∼448 K, with a major peak
at the ferroelectric-incommensurate transition temperature of ∼436.5 K and a minor
peak at the incommensurate-paraelectric transition temperature of ∼437.3 K. The total
zero-field molar ∆S (given by Sakiyama et al.) is 5.3 J K−1 mol−1 which is close to
R ln 2, i.e. consistent with monoaxial rotational disordering of the NO2 group. Neutron
diffraction studies confirmed rotational disorder about the a-axis as the driving
instability of the phase transition [140]. The mass and volume-normalised zero-field ∆S
of 76.8 J K−1 kg−1 or 170.0 J K−1 dm−3 is among the largest of all known ferroelectrics
(Table 4.1). The ferroelectric-incommensurate transition is weakly first-order, i.e.
thermal hysteresis is small [138,139].
Chemical decomposition of the liquid state of NaNO2 is slow, enabling devices to be
prepared from melt. An interesting study by Kutnjak et al. (2005) used a glass matrix
to constrain the volume of a sample prepared from melt, with the result that the
transition became broad and second-order with a lower value of TC of ∼420 K, such
that the incommensurate phase was no longer observed [141].
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4.3.1 Crystal growth
Single crystals of NaNO2 were prepared by Wei Li and Anthony K. Cheetham
(Materials Science, University of Cambridge). Crystals were grown at room
temperature in H2O via slow evaporation. The crystals were rod-like with lengths of
order 2.5 mm and cross-sectional areas of order 2 mm2. The ferroelectric b-axis pointed
along the length of the rod.
4.3.2 Device preparation
As for the case of the KNO3 crystals, the small size and fragility of the NaNO2 crystals
prevented preparation samples with thicknesses in the 10s of µm range, as had been
accomplished for (NH4)2SO4. Electrodes of silver dag was applied directly to the crystal
surfaces, without a layer of platinum. This was because the small cross sectional area of
the crystals made deposition of platinum electrodes of a well-defined area difficult. To
measure the electrode area, a photograph was taken of the sample with a ruler in the
frame for calibration, and a polygon fit was made in a vector graphics program
(Inkscape). In all other respects, sample preparation was the same as previously
described for KNO3.
Electrical measurements were performed in the bespoke high-temperature stage
(Section 3.2). One crystal was tested, with an electrode area of ∼0.5 mm2 and thickness
of 620 µm. The crystal showed high equivalent parallel conductivity, such that P (E)
loops could be obtained only at frequencies of ∼1 kHz. This was likely due to problems
with the sample as studies on this material from literature did not report such
issues [98, 135]. All the data presented here should thus be considered preliminary.
4.3.3 Dielectric constant
Figure 4.27a shows dielectric constant for the NaNO2 crystal, evaluated at 1 kHz using
the equivalent parallel capacitance model (Section 2.2), on heating and cooling at
around ±1 K min−1. On both heating and cooling, the ferroelectric-incommensurate
transition was observed as a large peak in ε′ at ∼437 K, and the
incommensurate-paraelectric transition as a smaller shoulder to that peak at ∼439 K.
The Curie-Weiss constant above TC was ∼6300 K, in order-of-magnitude agreement
with the literature value of 5000 K (Figure 4.18b) [39]. Dielectric loss was large, ranging
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from 0.4 at low temperatures to 1.5 at TC. The observed thermal hysteresis could be
the result of the relatively fast ramp rate of ±1 K that was used for this preliminary
measurement.
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Figure 4.27: Dielectric data derived from an impedance dataset on the NaNO2 crystal.
The amplitude and frequency of the driving field were 1 V RMS and 1 kHz respectively.
A parasitic capacitance of 0.7 pF was subtracted from the evaluated equivalent parallel
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functions of temperature.
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4.3.4 P (E) loops
Figures 4.28a-d show P (E) loops for the NaNO2 crystal, taken at 1 kHz, at various
temperatures. Uncompensated and compensated major loops are shown, along with
compensated minor loops. Compensation was performed using an estimate of equivalent
parallel resistivity ̺, simultaneously obtained from the raw data as described in
Section 2.3. The spontaneous polarisation at 431 K was ∼4.4 µC cm−2, somewhat
smaller than the literature value of ∼6.4 µC cm−2 [98]. The coercive field of
∼10 kV cm−1 was large on account of the high driving frequency that was used to
reduce the effect of losses on the data. Double loops corresponding to the
antiferroelectric incommensurate phase were not seen. Equivalent parallel resistivity ̺
ranged from 10− 35 kΩ m (higher in the paraelectric phase) which was approximately
two orders of magnitude smaller than the values measured for KNO3 in Section 4.2.3.
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4.3.5 Isothermal |∆S|
To evaluate isothermal |∆S| via the ‘standard’ method (Section 2.4), P (E) loops were
obtained for the NaNO2 crystal every ∼15 s during a temperature ramps at around
±0.5 K min−1. These loops were not compensated for losses, and were processed into
P (T ) plots for evaluation of isothermal ∆S in the same way as for (NH4)2SO4
(Section 4.1), using the CRC value of 2170 kg m−3 for the density of NaNO2 [97]. It
was not possible to perform the ‘resetting’ method due to time constraints, but because
the phase transition of NaNO2 is only weakly first-order and not strongly thermally
hysteretic, the ‘standard’ method was considered likely to be valid.
The P (T ) plots (Figure 4.29) showed a gradual decline of P with temperature in the
transition region. The largest value of isothermal |∆S| was ∼14 J K−1 kg−1 or
34.7 J K−1 dm−3 under a relatively small applied field of 15 kV cm−1, representing an
electrocaloric strength of ∼0.9 J K−1 kg−1 [kV cm−1]−1. The peaks of isothermal |∆S|
were not highly symmetric and localised about TC, as might be expected when applying
the ‘standard’ indirect method to transitions that are thermally hysteretic, e.g. as seen
for KNO3 (Figure 4.23).
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4.3.6 Conclusions
Preliminary and indirect experiments on a lossy bulk single crystal of NaNO2 suggest
an isothermal |∆S| of ∼14 J K−1 kg−1 or ∼30 J K−1 dm−3 could be driveable with an
electric field of ∼15 kV cm−1 at temperatures near TC ∼ 435 K. This corresponds to a
‘giant’ electrocaloric strength of ∼0.9 J K−1 kg−1 [kV cm−1]−1. An electrocaloric
strength of ∼0.5 J K−1 kg−1 [kV cm−1]−1 in single crystals of BaTiO3 was recently
hailed by Moya et al. [10]. The initial focus of any future research on this material
should be on growth of a sample with lower electrical conductivity.
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Chapter 5
Electrocaloric effects in
PbSc0.5Ta0.5O3 ceramics
Oxides containing lead with perovskite-based crystal structures (or simply ‘lead-based
perovskites’) have been a key focus in ferroelectrics since the 1950 discovery of
ferroelectricity in PbTiO3 [29]. The PbZrxTi1−xO3 (PZT) system has seen mass-market
commercial exploitation in devices such as transducers, pyroelectric sensors and
ferroelectric memories. Bulk PZT was one of the first materials to be measured for
electrocaloric effects. Adiabatic temperature changes of ∆T = 1.6 K were reported by
Thacher (1968) [31] and ∆T = 2.4 K was reported in a Nb- and Sn-doped bulk ceramic
sample by Tuttle and Payne (1981) [34]. The first report of ‘giant’ electrocaloric effects
of 12 K by Mischenko et al. (2006) was in 350 nm-thick films of PbZr0.95Ti0.05O3
(Zr-rich PZT).
Perovskites have a molecular formula of ABX3, with A- and B-site cations, and anion
X (often oxygen). The cubic perovskite structure (Figure 5.1) is normally drawn with
the A-site cations in the corner positions, the B-site cations in the cube centre and the
anions in centres of the cube faces [3]. This structure has a centre of inversion at the
cube centre, so it corresponds to the paraelectric phase. The structure of the
ferroelectric is traditionally considered to be a displacive distortion of the cubic
structure [3]. The cubic structure is sometimes referred to as the ‘prototype’
structure [3]. Perovskite ferroelectrics can be poled locally along any high-symmetry
axis of the unit cell.
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Figure 5.1: Many (but by no means all) ferroelectric materials have the cubic perovskite
crystal structure (pictured) above TC [3]. The ferroelectric phase is traditionally
considered to be a displacive distortion of this ‘prototype’ cubic perovskite structure.
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A key drawback of all lead-containing materials is toxicity. There is now a broad global
concensus, increasingly reflected in legislation, that superior properties of
lead-containing materials rarely, if ever, justify the impact or potential for impact on
public health. With recent studies proposing a link between pre-school blood lead levels
and the level of social violence, this trend is unlikely to reverse [142] [143].
5.1 Lead scandium tantalate
Stenger et al. (1979-80) [144–146] were the first to provide a full description of the
ferroelectric properties of lead scandium tantalate (PbSc0.5Ta0.5O3, ‘PST’) for various
levels of cation ordering. A widely-cited paper of Setter and Cross (1980) [147]
reporting similar findings, followed shortly after. PST has a perovskite structure at high
temperatures, with Pb as the A-site cation, O as the anion and Sc and Ta distributed in
equal proportions over the B-sites. A distribution where Sc and Ta are each arranged in
alternating B-site positions throughout the lattice is termed ‘cation ordered’, whereas a
random distribution is termed ‘cation disordered’. Cation ordering Ω is quantified as
2n− 1, where n is the fractional occupation of alternating B-sites with a particular
cation, Sc or Ta. Thus Ω = 1 corresponds to full ordering, and Ω = 0 to minimum
ordering. Cation-ordered PST is a ferroelectric with a first-order displacive transition at
∼295 K, whereas lower levels of cation ordering lead to relaxor behaviour [147]. The
value of Ω is readily measured via X-ray diffraction [15,144]. PST has been extensively
studied as a prototypical relaxor ferroelectric because it is straightforward to modify the
degree of cation ordering with annealing.
The electrocaloric properties of PST were studied in a series of papers from 1988 to
2001 by L. A. Shebanovs and coworkers. Their paper of 1988 [35] described the
field-driven paraelectric-ferroelectric phase transition for Ω = 0.8 observed via X-ray
diffraction. Adiabatic |∆T | was directly measured, showing a peak value of 1.7 K with a
field change of |∆E| = 25 kV cm−1 near the transition temperature1. The Shebanovs
paper of 1992 [36] reported the effect on electrocaloric properties of substituting ∼5 %
of the Ta ions in Ω = 0.85 PST with various dopants — In, Ga, Mn, Ni, Fe, Co, Zn, Y,
V, Sb, Nb, Ti, Zr, Hf and Sn. The best performing dopant was Sb, giving |∆T | ∼ 2 K
1There is an apparent contradiction with respect to [35] in that the transition temperature given of
∼275 K corresponds to cation disordered PST, but the X-ray and electrocaloric data suggested that the
sample was highly cation ordered. This issue was not addressed in the paper and could imply an error.
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for a field change of 50 kV cm−1. Electrocaloric effects in relaxor PST with nominal
values of Ω = 0.34 and Ω = 0.0 were also investigated and found to show broader,
smaller peaks in |∆T (T )| than for Ω = 0.85 (the largest effects were |∆T = 0.6 K for
Ω = 0.34 and |∆T = 0.25 K for Ω = 0.0). In the Shebanovs paper of 1995 [37], effects of
|∆T | ∼ 2.3 K were reported in a pure Ω = 0.85 sample that was subjected to a field
change of 50 kV cm−1. In the final Shebanovs paper of 2001 [38], the |∆T | ∼ 2.3 K
effects were also observed in Co- and Sb-doped PST ceramics, and multilayer capacitors
with a dielectric layer thickness of ∼70 µm and Pt electrodes (|∆E| = 138 kV cm−1).
Thin films of PST have also been studied for electrocaloric effects. Correia et al. [50]
reported effects of up to |∆T | = 6.9 K at ∼390 K evaluated via the indirect method, in
350 nm-thick films of polycrystalline Ω = 0.32 PST under a large field change of
774 kV cm−1 and at a temperature of ∼ 100 ◦C. The corresponding results at room
temperature showed |∆T | ∼ 3.5 K.
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5.2 Samples
Ceramic samples of Ω = 0.65 PST were provided by Roger W. Whatmore. The samples
were made in the 1980s and 90s by Osbond and Whatmore (GEC Marconi). The
following description of the fabrication process was given by Whatmore:
‘The PST ceramic samples were fabricated using the mixed-oxide method described by
Osbond and Whatmore (1992) [148]. Sc2O3 and Ta2O5 powders were milled together
and then pre-reacted at 900 °C to form a wolframite ScTaO4 phase. This was then
reacted with PbO at 900 °C to form a single-phase perovskite powder, which was
subsequently hot-pressed in Si3N4 tooling and an alumina grit packing medium at
40 MPa and 1200 °C for 6 hours.’
The dielectric properties of comparable PST ceramics for various DC bias fields were
reported by Shorrocks, Whatmore and Osbond [149]. The permittivity at zero DC bias
rose to ∼10000 at the Curie temperature of ∼298 K. Application of a DC bias
broadened and lowered the peak, and shifted it to higher temperatures as expected for a
first-order phase transition obeying the Clausius-Clapeyron equation dT/dE = PS/|∆S|.
The PST ceramic samples had a plate-like geometry with thickness of order ∼1 mm and
area of several square centimeters. The rough surface was opaque and light
yellow-green, but samples became almost transparent if polished flat with 4000 grade
sandpaper. Samples with a thickness of several 100s of microns were fabricated by
polishing by hand with 1200 grade sandpaper, with the sample superglued to a glass
slide (after polishing, samples were freed with acetone). Rough surfaces were used
because they were observed to be more resistant to electrical arcing at high voltages. Pt
electrodes were deposited by sputtering as described in Section 4.1.2. The thickness of
the samples was measured using a digital caliper. A clearance of at least 0.5 mm was
left between the edge of the top electrodes and the edge of each sample to suppress
arcing. A typical electrode area was ∼0.25 cm2.
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5.3 Measurement strategy
Electrical and electrocaloric data will be presented on four samples. Sample A had a
thickness of 420 µm and an electrode area of 0.29 cm2. Sample B had a thickness of
450 µm and an electrode area of 0.27 cm2. Sample C had a thickness of 390 µm and an
electrode area of 0.35 cm2. The collaboration of Olatz Idigoras is acknowledged in
preparing and electroding samples B-C.
For electrical and electrocaloric measurements, an insulating layer of kapton tape was
laid on the surface of probe head 2 (see Section 3.1), and samples were mounted flat on
top with silver paste adhesive and electrically resistive grease around the upper
high-voltage electrode to suppress arcing. Arcing nonetheless imposed an upper limit on
the voltages that could be applied. For qualitative measurements of ∆T , a K-type
thermocouple was used as described in Section 2.1. For quantitative measurements of
∆T , scanning thermal atomic force microscopy (SThM) and infra-red thermometry
were used.
SThM was performed in collaboration with Sohini Kar-Narayan. The use of SThM for
direct electrocaloric measurements on multilayered capacitors has been described by
Kar-Narayan et al. [52]. The tips for SThM (type DM-GLA-1, Anasys Instruments)
were supplied patterned with a ∼1 µm-scale platinum thermometer. Because of the
small size and small thermal mass of these thermometers, SThM has been suggested for
direct thermometry of micro or nano-scale electrocaloric devices [52]. A Wheatstone
bridge (type nano-TA2, Anasys Instruments) was used to monitor the ∼270 Ω resistance
of the SThM tip. The tip was mounted in a tip-scanning AFM (type Dimension with
Nanoscope V controller, Veeko). The SThM tip was pre-calibrated using a Pt-100
thermometer as a simultaneous thermometer and heater, as described in [52].
Infra-red thermometry was also suggested and demonstrated for electrocaloric
measurements by Kar-Narayan et al. [52]. Infra-red sensors can deduce the temperature
of a black body by measuring the intensity of its radiation at various wavelengths. The
temperature of non black-bodies can also be measured via an emissivity correction. The
instrument described in the relevant part of [52] was an infra-red camera which
provided spatially-resolved thermal images of a sample. In contrast, the device used for
the present work was a point-detector (type CS LT 15, Optris GmbH). The detector
was supplied in a rod-shaped metal enclosure of length 9 cm and diameter 12 mm. The
spectral range was 8-14 µm in wavelength. A close-focus lens was fitted (type
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ACCTCF, Optris) giving a spot size of diameter 0.8 mm on the sample which lay at the
focal point, 1 cm from the lens. Data acquisition was via a USB interface supplied with
the sensor. The surface of each PST sample was coated in silver paint, and therefore,
for calibration purposes, the copper heat reservoir of the bespoke high-temperature
stage (Section 3.2) was also coated with silver paint and heated to 330 K in air. The
temperature of this surface was then measured with the infra-red sensor, allowing the
calibration factor for silver paint to be deduced.
5.4 Dielectric constant
Figure 5.2a shows the dielectric constant of Sample A as a function of temperature,
measured at 1 kHz using the equivalent parallel capacitance model (Section 2.2). The
sample was mounted in probe head 2 (Section 3.1) and temperature was ramped at
around ±0.5 K min−1. The data reveal a ∼4 K thermal hysteresis on heating or cooling
through TC. The peak value of ε
′ was ∼11, 000, in agreement with published data on
these samples from the 1990s [149]. The Curie-Weiss constant above TC was ∼300 kK
(Figure 5.2b). The dielectric loss tangent was very small above ∼320 K, rising to a peak
value of ∼0.05 at TC, and then falling to ∼0.04 as temperature was further reduced to
240 K (Figure 5.2c).
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Figure 5.2: Dielectric data on PST Sample A (equivalent parallel capacitance model).
The amplitude and frequency of the driving field were 1 V RMS and 1 kHz respectively.
Data for heating and cooling are represented as indicated by arrows. The thermal ramp
rate was around ±0.5 K min−1. (a) Dielectric constant as a function of temperature.
(b) Reciprocal of dielectric susceptibility as a function of temperature. (c) Loss tangent
as a function of temperature.
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5.5 Zero-field ∆S
Heat-flow vs temperature measurements were performed on heating and cooling a
13.249 mg sample of ceramic PST at 5 K min−1 as described in Section 2.5.
Measurements were performed by Robert Cornell. The specific heat capacity anomaly
on heating was integrated to give a transition heat Q of 924 J kg−1, and associated
transition entropy ∆S of 3.13 J K−1 kg−1 or 28.4 J K−1 dm−3, using the value for
density of 9071 kg m−3 given by Shebanov et al. [35] (Figure 5.3a). Figure 5.3b shows
specific heat capacity data that contained an offset in heat flow. The specific heat
capacity was therefore estimated by requiring cE on heating and cooling to be equal at
330 K, giving an offset of ∼136 J K−1 kg−1 which was added to the heating curve and
subtracting from the cooling curve (Figure 5.3c). The specific heat capacity above the
transition temperature was ∼400 J K−1 kg−1. Figure 5.3d shows the calculated entropy
change with respect to the entropy at 280 K on heating and cooling. The latent entropy
of the transition is barely discernable over the background.
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Figure 5.3: Calorimetry results for PST taken on heating and cooling at ±5 K min−1.
(a) Specific heat capacity anomaly cE on heating, which was integrated to give the total
transition heat. (b) Specific heat capacity cE for PST evaluated from raw heat-flow
data that contained an offset. (c) Specific heat capacity with offset averaged out.
(d) Zero-field ∆S(T ) with respect to the entropy at 280 K, derived from the specific
heat capacity curve with offset subtracted. Transition seen in (c) is barely perceptible in
(d).
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5.6 P (E) loops
Figure 5.4 shows P (E) data on the 420 µm-thick PST Sample A taken at 1 Hz and at
various temperatures near TC. At 280 K an open major loop was observed, which
became slightly slimmer when temperature was increased to 292.5 K. At 295 K offset
subloops became noticeable in the minor loop, corresponding to a transition partially
driven by field to completion. By 297.5 K, the subloops were also visible in the major
loop. Just above 300 K, in the paraelectric phase, the subloops represented a completely
driven paraelectric-ferroelectric phase transition, and formed the dominant feature of
both the major and minor loops. As temperature was increased further, the offset of the
subloops progressed to higher fields as expected from the inverse Clausius-Clapeyron
equation dE/dT = |∆S|/PS. At 320 K, only a linear paraelectric signal remained.
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Figure 5.4: P (E) loops at 1 Hz for PST Sample A (420 µm-thick) at various temperatures. For each temperature, both major and
minor loops are shown.
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5.7 Isothermal |∆S|
To evaluate isothermal |∆S| via the ‘standard’ indirect method, P (E) loops were
obtained for Crystal A, as described in Section 5.6, every ∼15 s during temperature
ramps at around ±0.5 K min−1. These data were transposed to P (T ) (Figure 4.9), and
cubic splines were fitted to eliminate spurious fluctuations (Figure 5.5). The fitted
splines were differentiated with respect to T , yielding ∂P/∂T at various fields E, which
was numerically integrated to give volume-normalised and mass-normalised values of
isothermal |∆S| via the Maxwell relation (∂P/∂T )E = (∂S/∂E)T and the literature
value for density of 9071 kg m−3 [35].
Figure 5.6 shows the evaluated isothermal |∆S| as a function of T and |E| for applying
a field (i.e. using the lower branch of the minor loops) and removing a field (i.e. the
upper branches of the minor loops) for P (E) data obtained on heating and cooling. A
finite-width line in E − T space corresponding to a paraelectric-ferroelectric phase
boundary obeying the Clausius-Clapeyron equation dE/dT = |∆S|/PS was observed, in
all cases. The field-driven transition broadened as temperature was increased from
TC ∼ 295 K. The gradient of the field-driven transition line was
dE/dT ∼ 1.2 kV cm−1 K−1, in reasonable agreement with the value of
|∆S|/PS ∼ 28.4/32 ∼ 0.9 kV cm
−1 K−1.
From ∼300 K to ∼312 K under a 26 kV cm−1 driving field, the evaluated isothermal
|∆S| showed a sloped plateau from ∼3.25 J K−1 kg−1 to ∼2.25 J K−1 kg−1 (or
∼30 J K−1 dm−3 to ∼20 J K−1 dm−3 ) before falling off more steeply at higher
temperatures (Figure 5.7a). The maximum isothermal |∆S| of ∼3.25 J K−1 kg−1
showed good agreement with the zero-field entropy change of 3.13 J K−1 kg−1
(Figure 5.3). A small hysteresis in |∆S(E)| was observed. The hysteresis was ∼2.5 kV
cm−1 at 305 K (Figure 5.7b). It was unsurprising to observe hysteresis in E when the
transition was driven electrically, given that the transition was hysteretic in T when
driven thermally (Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.5: Selected P (T ) derived from P (E) loops for PST Sample A. The four graphs correspond to applying and removing a field
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5.8 Adiabatic |∆T | (via indirect method)
Having evaluated zero-field ∆S for PST (Figure 5.3d), and having independently
evaluated isothermal |∆S(E)| at various temperatures via the Maxwell analysis on
P (E) data (Figure 5.6), it was possible to to construct a map of ∆S in E − T space by
subtracting the isothermal |∆S(E)| from the zero-field ∆S(T ). This was performed on
the ‘standard’ indirect datasets of isothermal |∆S| for applying a field on heating
(Figure 5.6c), and removing a field on heating (Figure 5.6d). Small systematic errors in
T were expected when combining data taken with two different cryostats. To account
for this error, the temperature scale of the calorimetric dataset was shifted up by 5 K
such that the peak point of specific heat capacity lay at 300 K, i.e. the temperature at
which the peak in dielectric constant on heating had been measured in probe head 2
(Figure 5.2).
Figure 5.8 shows lines of constant S — adiabats — in E − T space from the compiled
∆S(E, T ) dataset. Adiabatic application of an electric field ∆E will drive the system
along a path that results in temperature change ∆T . The adiabats diverged slightly
from isotherms below TC, and this divergence became more pronounced above ∼293 K.
Above ∼300 K, the transition required a non-zero ‘critical field’ to drive it. This
‘critical field’ was an almost linear function of temperature, as previously observed for
isothermal |∆S(E)| (Figure 5.6) and again consistent with a field-driven transition
obeying the Clausius-Clapeyron equation.
For the maximum field change of 26 kV cm−1, the evaulated |∆T (T )| is shown in
Figure 5.9. A plateau was observed from ∼ 298 K to ∼ 310 K, corresponding to the
regime in which the full paraelectric-ferroelectric transition was driven with the applied
field. The value of |∆T | was ∼2.2 K in this range of temperatures. Outside of the
plateau region, smaller values of |∆T | were observed corresponding to partial driving of
the phase transition.
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Figure 5.8: Adiabats in E − T space for PST Sample A (420 µm-thick) for (a)
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|∆S(E)| (Figure 5.6c-d) evaluated via the Maxwell relation from a dataset of P (E) loops
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5.9 Adiabatic |∆T | (via direct method)
Various direct measurements of nominally adiabatic ∆T were performed. Sample B was
mounted flat on probe head 2, and ∆T was measured as a function of applied field and
starting temperature via a K-type thermocouple, as described in Section 2.1. Due to
flat-mounting on copper and also the fact that only ∼40 % of Sample B was electroded,
the measurement was affected by unknown heat leaks. Thus, the measured values of
∆T were reduced by an unknown factor, and are accordingly quoted in ‘arbitrary units’.
Quantitative measurements were performed via scanning thermal atomic force
microscopy (SThM) and infra-red (IR) thermometry, on Samples A and C, at room
temperature. The SThM and IR measurements complemented those of the flat-mounted
experiment which had the advantage of high resolution in T and E.
The plots shown in Figure 5.10, corresponding to the flat-mounted experiment for PST
Sample B, were each compiled in a three-step cycle:
• Temperature was ramped to 320 K, thus ‘resetting’ the sample to the paraelectric
phase.
• Temperature was stabilised at the measurement temperature indicated on the
inner y-axis.
• ∆T (shown on the outer y-axis, in arbitrary units) was monitored as a function of
time (inner x-axis), while a 24 kV cm−1 driving field was applied for 30 s and
removed for 30 s, twice in succession (outer x-axis).
The data showed that small electrocaloric temperature changes occurred at the highest
starting temperature of 320 K, but the maximum changes occurred from ∼ 298 K to
∼ 310 K. Below ∼298 K, the initial field change resulted in a larger temperature change
than subsequent field changes, as these temperatures corresponded to the zero-field
phase-coexistence regime, and the initial field-driven paraelectric-ferroelectric transition
was not fully reversible in field.
Figure 5.11, compiled from the same dataset as Figure 5.10, shows the temperature
dependence of the directly measured |∆T | (in arbitrary units) for a field change of
magnitude 24 kV cm−1. The |∆T | below ∼298 K was larger for applying a field than for
removing a field, as the initial field-driven paraelectric-ferroelectric transition was not
fully reversible. Above ∼297 K, the data were in good qualitative agreement with the
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corresponding data obtained indirectly (Figure 5.9). A future ‘resetting’ indirect
measurement might be able to observe the asymmetry of |∆T | on applying and
removing a field, seen at T < 297 K in direct data (Figure 5.11).
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Figure 5.10: Nominally adiabatic ∆T for PST Sample B (450 µm-thick). The sample was
flat-mounted on probe head 2 and stabilised at the starting temperature T given on the
inner y-axis, after having reset the sample via an excursion to 320 K. The applied field
was changed to the values indicated (outer x-axis) at the arrowed times (inner x-axis).
The units of ∆T (outer y-axis) were not calibrated due to the difficulty of quantifying
heat leaks.
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Figure 5.11: Directly measured, nominally adiabatic |∆T | for PST Sample B (450 µm-thick) on applying or removing a field of
24 kV cm−1. The units of ∆T have not been calibrated due to the difficulty of quantifying heat leaks.
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The plots shown in Figure 5.12, corresponding to a second flat-mount experiment on
PST Sample B to probe both field and temperature-dependence of |∆T |, were each
compiled in a two-step cycle:
• Temperature was stabilised at the measurement temperature indicated on the
inner y-axis, without ‘resetting’ the sample into the paraelectric phase.
• As a function of time (inner x-axis), ∆T (outer y-axis, in arbitrary units) was
monitored. During this time, electric fields of variable magnitude were applied
and subsequently removed. The initial field that was applied was 1.1 kV cm−1, and
for each subsequent application the field was increased by 1.1 kV cm−1 up to a
maximum value of 24 kV cm−1 (outer x-axis).
As the sample was not reset to the paraelectric phase prior to each measurement,
irreversible driving of the phase transition from the phase coexistance regime was not
probed (this was a purpose of the previous Figure 5.10).
Thus, Figure 5.10 represents a map of nominally adiabatic ∆T as a function of both
∆E and starting temperature T , at least for T > TC. The data showed excellent
qualitative agreement with the adiabatic map that was measured indirectly (Figure
5.8). The temperatures in which a field of < 24 kV cm−1 was able to drive the phase
transistion was ∼ 298 K to ∼310 K in both datasets. A small remanent ∆T was
observed away from the transition region, at 320 K and 290 K, in both datasets. The
temperature dependence of the ‘critical field’ to drive the transition was qualitatively
very similar in both datasets.
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Figure 5.12: Temperature and field dependence of electrocaloric ∆T for PST Sample B (450 µm-thick). The sample was flat-mounted
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The values of |∆T | measured on Sample B in probe head 2 were uncalibrated and
quoted in arbitrary units. For calibrated thermometry, Sample C was flat-mounted on a
thermally insulating glass slide. The temperature of the grounded top electrode was
then measured via an SThM tip at a height of ∼20 µm, while fields were successively
applied and removed. Sample A was similarly flat-mounted on a glass slide and its
temperature monitored via the infra-red temperature sensor, as described previously in
Section 5.3. These experiments were conducted at room temperature due to limitations
of the equipment. The SThM experiment was conducted in collaboration with Sohini
Kar-Narayan.
The maximum temperature changes were ∼2 K for both the SThM (Figure 5.13a) and
IR (Figure 5.13a) experiments, which was in good agreement with the indirect results
(Figure 5.9). Both the SThM and IR experiments exhibited a ‘critical’ field change of
∼9.5 kV cm−1 to drive temperature changes > 0.5 K. The SThM experiment detected a
small temperature change of < 0.4 K for a field change of 5 kV cm−1, but the IR
experiment detected no response to the comparable field change of 4.8 kV cm−1.
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Figure 5.13: Nominally adiabatic ∆T for PST at room temperature. The applied field
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(a) Sample C, temperature monitored via scanning thermal microscopy (SThM). This
measurement was conducted in collaboration with Sohini Kar-Narayan. (b) Sample A,
temperature monitored by infra-red thermometry.
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5.10 Thinned PbSc0.5Ta0.5O3
A 95 µm-thick device of ceramic PST on a copper substrate was fabricated using the
same 11-stage method as for (NH4)2SO4 (Section 4.1.2). The sample was polished with
4000 grade sandpaper until it had a smooth, transparent surface. Thickness was
measured (retrospectively) by demounting the sample and embedding it vertically in
plasticine, such that its edge could be viewed in a microscope. The platinum electrode
in the centre of the sample initially had an area of 0.66 mm2, but the first P (E) loops
showed a series of sudden drops consistent with electrode damage due to high voltages.
These drops ceased after a few cycles, enabling experiments to continue, with electrode
area re-evaluated at the end. However due to the high-voltage damage, the final
measured area of 0.28 mm2, and thus all measurements of polarisation, should be
regarded as approximate.
There was some evidence of ageing in this sample, with ferroelectric switching becoming
noticeably more diffuse in E. Due to this, and the fact that the electrode area was only
approximately measured, the results for the thinned sample should be regarded as
preliminary.
5.10.1 P (E) loops
The P (E) loops for the 95 µm-sample, measured out to 160 kV cm−1 at 10 Hz
(Figure 5.14), were markedly different from those shown previously for the 420 µm-thick
sample measured out to 26 kV cm−1 at 1 Hz (Figure 5.4). For the previous data, the
major loops showed clear ferroelectric hysteresis below TC ∼ 295 K, and double loops
above TC corresponding to a field-driven transition. In contrast, for the present data,
major loops appear nominally ‘ferroelectric’ well above the nominal Curie temperature
of 295 K, and show a steady decay of spontaneous polarisation and coercive field. There
was a hint of the field-driven transition in the minor loops for the thinned sample, but
the offset sub-loops were slimmer and more diffuse than those for the unthinned sample.
The suggested explanation for the difference between the two samples relates to different
degrees of mechanical clamping. The 420 µm-thick PST sample was electroded over a
much larger area fraction than the 95 µm-thick sample (Figure 5.15). A small electrode
area for the PST sample thinned to 95 µm was used in order to maximise the fields that
could be applied without breakdown or arcing. Therefore the electrically-addressed
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material in the 95 µm-thick sample was placed under greater mechanical stress during
the field-driven transition (which involves a change in unit cell volume), i.e. it was more
strongly clamped. This hypothesis should be confirmed via further work focussing on
measuring high-field electrocaloric effects in an unclamped thinned sample of PST.
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Figure 5.14: P (E) loops at 10 Hz for the PST sample thinned to 95 µm at various temperatures. Both major and minor loops are
shown.
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Figure 5.15: Illustration of the approximate relative geometries for the 420 µm-thick
PST sample and the sample thinned to 95 µm. A smaller electrode area was used for the
95 µm-thick sample to mitigate the risk of arcing or dielectric breakdown.
5.10.2 Isothermal |∆S|
To evaluate isothermal |∆S| via the ‘standard’ indirect method, P (E) loops were
obtained on the PST sample thinned to 95 µm, as described in Section 5.10.1, every
∼15 s on heating at 0.5 K min−1 from 280 K to 400 K. These data were transposed to
P (T ) for processing into isothermal |∆S|, as described in Section 5.7.
Figure 5.16 shows P (T ) for the thinned sample, for (a) applying a field (i.e. using the
lower branches of the minor loops) and (b) removing a field (upper branches). For the
lowest field shown of 2 kV cm−1, the greatest variation in P (T ) occurred near the
expected TC of 295 K. For the highest field shown of 155 kV cm
−1, the variation of
P (T ) was relatively unchanged throughout the temperature range shown.
Figure 5.17 shows the evaluated isothermal |∆S| as a function of E and T for the
thinned sample, for (a) applying a field and (b) removing a field. The maximum
entropy change was ∼4.5 J K−1 kg−1, slightly higher than the value of
∼ 3.25 J K−1 kg−1 obtained for the previous 420 µm-thick sample with a field change
of 26 kV cm−1 (Figure 5.6). However, this entropy change of ∼4.5 J K−1 kg−1 occurred
only for large fields > 100 kV cm−1. As such, the electrocaloric strength |∆S|/|∆E| was
much smaller for the thinned sample (0.028 J K−1 kg−1 [kV cm−1]−1) than for the 420
µm-thick sample (0.125 J K−1 kg−1 [kV cm−1]−1). This could relate, again, to differing
degrees of mechanical clamping.
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Figure 5.16: Selected P (T ) derived from P (E) loops for 95 µ-m thick PST sample, for
(a) applying a field (i.e. lower branches of minor P (E) loops) and (b) removing a field
(upper branches). The three plots of each graph correspond to 155 kV cm−1 (upper
line), 75 kV cm−1 (middle line), 30 kV cm−1 (middle line) and 2 kV cm−1 (lower line) as
indicated in (a). Points: raw (measured) data, lines: cubic spline fit.
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Figure 5.17: Evaluated isothermal |∆S| derived from P (T ) plots (Figure 5.5) for the PST
sample thinned to 95 µm, for (a) applying a field (i.e. lower branches of the minor loops)
and (b) removing a field (upper branches). Data for negative E: ‘mirror image’ of those
for positive E.
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5.11 Conclusions
Samples of PST can vary from first-order ferroelectric materials to relaxor-like systems,
depending on the degree of cation order [147]. The P (E) experiments to ±26 kV cm−1
on a 420 µm-thick sample of PST ceramic with ∼65 % order revealed a sharp first-order
phase transition, with clear double loop features corresponding to a field-driven phase
transition just above TC, and no evidence of relaxor-like behaviour (Figure 5.4).
Performing the indirect Maxwell analysis on these data, and mapping isothermal
electrocaloric entropy change |∆S| in E − T space, confirmed a Clausius-Clapeyron
relation for the phase boundary (Figure 5.6). Combining these data with a
determination of zero-field ∆S via calorimetry enabled the mapping of adiabats in
E − T space (Figure 5.8), and these showed excellent qualitative agreement with direct
measurements of field and temperature-resolved adiabatic |∆T | (Figure 5.12). The
magnitude of adiabatic |∆T | for the full field-driven transition was ∼2 K when
measured via adiabatic mapping, and ∼2 K when measured directly via SThM and
infra-red thermometry (Figure 5.13). Owing to the clear, high-resolution and consistent
data obtained, the PST ceramic with a thickness of several 100s of microns represents a
case study in the thermodynamics of electrocaloric effects associated with field-driven
first-order ferroelectric phase transitions.
In contrast, when a thinned 95 µm-thick sample was tested at much larger fields of
160 kV cm−1, P (E) loops showed a diffuse decay of ferroelectric character on changing
temperature (Figure 5.14). The isothermal |∆S| evaluated from a subsequent Maxwell
analysis showed that the field-driven phase transition was also more diffuse in E
(Figure 5.17). It was suggested that the diffuse transition of the thinned sample could
be linked to greater levels of mechanical clamping. The maximum isothermal entropy
change was slightly larger for the thinned sample (∼4.5 J K−1 kg−1) than the
420 µm-thick sample (∼3.25 J K−1 kg−1) but the quantitative results for the thinned
sample were preliminary and approximate. The temperature range of the electrocaloric
effect was larger for the thinned sample, as a result of the much larger field that could
be applied. However, the electrocaloric strength |∆S|/|∆E| was ∼4.5 times smaller for
the thinned sample. Future work should focus on fabricating samples with thicknesses
in the 10s of µm range, and conducting a systematic investigation into the effect of
mechanical clamping, with the aim of confirming the above hypothesis.
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Chapter 6
Electrocaloric effects in strained
epitaxial films of SrTiO3
6.1 Electrocaloric effects in thin films
A key milestone in the field of electrocalorics was the paper of Mischenko et al. (2006)
reporting, for the first time, indirect observation of ‘giant’ electrocaloric effects of
|∆T | ∼ 12 K in 350 nm-thick films of ceramic PbZr0.95Ti0.05O3 near TC ∼ 490 K [20].
This was the first electrocaloric report on a thin-film sample, and the ‘giant’ effects were
a direct result of the high breakdown fields of thin films (100s to 1000s of kV cm−1),
enabling the electrocaloric effect to be driven far harder than had been possible in bulk
materials. Neese et al. (2008) followed up with a report of |∆T | ∼ 12 K effects in a
1 µm-thick film of poly(vinylidene flouride-trifluoroethylene) (55/45 mol %)
[PVDF-TrFE] near TC ∼ 350 K [21]. These seminal papers inspired further indirect
measurements on thin films of various ferroelectric materials (see Chapter 1). At the
time of writing, the largest |∆T | claimed was 45 K, in 350 nm-thick films of the relaxor
ceramic Pb0.8Ba0.2ZrO3 near room temperature [53].
6.2 Epitaxial films
Epitaxial films are thin single-crystal films grown on polished single-crystal substrates.
The in-plane lattice parameters of the film are strained to fit the lattice parameters of
the substrate material, at least for the first few 10s of nm. For epitaxial growth to
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occur, the native lattice parameters of the film material should match those of the
substrate material within a few percent. Thicker films and larger lattice mismatches
tend to lead to strain relaxation via lattice defects [150]. Nonetheless, epitaxial strain
can greatly exceed the maximum strain in bulk without fracture, so many exciting
discoveries have been made in the last few decades relating to new or transformed
physical properties caused by epitaxial strain. For example:
• Choi et al. (2004) [151] grew BaTiO3 epitaxially on DyScO3 and GdScO3
substrates. As a result of epitaxial compression, the out-of-plane spontaneous
polarisation was enhanced by a factor of 2.5 over values for bulk single crystals,
and the Curie temperature was increased from the bulk value of 120 ◦C to 540 ◦C.
• Haeni et al. (2004) [59] grew 50 nm-thick SrTiO3 epitaxially on DyScO3
substrates. Bulk SrTiO3 is an incipient ferroelectric. As a result of epitaxial
strain, the SrTiO3 film showed in-plane ferroelectricity with a Curie temperature
of ∼295 K.
• Moya et al. (2013) [152] grew La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (a material which shows small
magnetocaloric effects in bulk near its Curie temperature of 259 K) epitaxially on
BaTiO3 substrates. As a result of strain-mediated feedback between the film and
the interfacial regions of the BaTiO3 substrate, giant magnetocaloric effects were
observed in the film near the 190 K structural phase transition of the substrate.
Various deposition methods may be used to fabricate epitaxial films, such as pulsed
laser deposition, sputter deposition, chemical vapour deposition and molecular beam
epitaxy. A much larger variety of materials have been used as films than substrates, as
substrates must be prepared as large single crystals with atomically flat surfaces [150].
Furthermore, in order to optimise growth conditions, a large supply of substrates must
be available. A small industry has developed around the mass/batch fabrication of a
limited range of substrates for laboratories working on epitaxial films. A few such
laboratories are themselves actively involved in substrate fabrication, or the
development of new substrate materials.
The effect of epitaxial strain on electrocaloric effects has not been investigated
experimentally. The high levels of crystalline perfection associated with epitaxial films
could lead to enhanced electrocaloric properties. Furthermore, epitaxial films are
oriented and can thus enable fields to be applied exclusively across the polar axis. The
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objective of the present work was to grow epitaxial films of SrTiO3 with in-plane
compressive strain, in order to investigate the electrocaloric properties of the
strain-induced ferroelectric phase transition first observed by Haeni et al. [59]. The
substrate was (001)-oriented NdGaO3, with an epitaxial layer of the conductive
perovskite oxide La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 as a bottom electrode. The fabrication method was
pulsed laser deposition.
6.3 Materials
6.3.1 SrTiO3
SrTiO3 has a perovskite structure with cubic cell parameter a = 3.901 A˚ [153]. The
epitaxial SrTiO3 films of SrTiO3 of Haeni et al. [59] were grown on substrates of
(110)-oriented DyScO3 which is orthorhombic with cell parameters a = 5.449 A˚,
b = 5.726 A˚ and c = 7.913 A˚ [154]. The [001] and [110] directions lie in plane and define
the ‘pseudo-cubic’ cell of DyScO3 (110), which has a lattice parameter of a = 3.952 A˚
(Figure 6.1). Thus fully strained epitaxial films of SrTiO3 grown on (110) DyScO3
experience a ∼1.3 % tensile in-plane strain1.
[100]
[001]
[110]
(110)
[010]
Figure 6.1: Part of orthorhombic unit cell of DyScO3, showing pseudo-cubic cell (shaded
area). Not to scale.
1Haeni et al. [59] report a 1 % in-plane strain, but quoted different lattice parameters for DyScO3.
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The dielectric constant of bulk strontium titanate (SrTiO3) rises to some tens of
thousands at liquid helium temperatures, as has been known since at least the early
1950s [155,156]. Spectroscopic studies in the 1960s showed that the frequencies of the
zone-centre soft phonons soften but remain finite at low temperatures [157]. An
antiferrodistortive transition occurs at ∼110 K, which coincides with the softening of
< 111 > zone-boundary phonons [158–160]. Small amounts of uniaxial stress [161,162],
applied electric field [163,164] or chemical impurities [165,166] are sufficient to induce
the ferroelectric phase at low temperatures. Thus, SrTiO3 is a system in which
ferroelectric, antiferroelectric and paraelectric phases are in close thermodynamic
proximity at low temperatures. Weakly hysteretic ‘ferroelectric’ P (E) loops have been
observed below 45 K [167], and ‘antiferroelectric’ double loops have been observed
below 50 K on samples annealed to reduce internal stresses [168].
The observation of room temperature ferroelectricity in strained epitaxial SrTiO3 films
was anticipated by a Landau-Ginsburg-Devonshire theoretical treatment of Pertsev
et al. [169,170] which predicted a rich phase diagram in strain-temperature space, shown
here as Figure 6.2. Four orthorhombic ferroelectric phases were predicted FOI-IV, two
tetragonal ferroelectric phases FTI-II, two ‘structural’ (non-ferroelectric) phases ST and
SO, and a paraelectric high temperature phase HT. The transition observed by Haeni
et al. [59], via an in-plane dielectric trace at 10 GHz, was nominally FOI↔HT.
Biegalski et al. [171] grew epitaxial SrTiO3 films under ∼1 % tensile strain on
DyScO3 (101) substrates, and measured P (E) loops, and dielectric constant at kHz
frequencies, as a function of temperature. A large peak in ε′ was observed at ∼250 K,
and a hysteretic P (E) loop was measured at 77 K. The dielectric measurements showed
a frequency dispersion, suggesting that the SrTiO3 film was behaving as a relaxor
ferroelectric, possibly due to surface ferroelectricity in the substrate, inhomogenous
strain, a small structural coherence length, or point defects.
Yamada et al. [172] grew epitaxial films of SrTiO3 with a ∼1 % compressive in-plane
strain, on NdGaO3 (110) substrates. Infra-red spectroscopy provided evidence for a
ferroelectric phase transition at ∼150 K. However, Nuzhnyy et al. [173] grew similar
films but found no evidence for this transition, or any ferroelectric transition between
5 K and 300 K, in infra-red spectroscopy using polarised light. The authors postulated
that the phonon mode observed by Yamada et al. (who used unpolarised light) was an
artifact related to substrate anisotropy. It was further suggested that substrate
anisotropy could suppress the ferroelectric phase transition expected from theory [173].
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Electrocaloric properties of bulk SrTiO3 were measured at cryogenic temperatures in
the 1960s [174] and 1970s [33]. The measured effects were small, with |∆T | in the range
of 10s-100s of mK for a field change in the range of 10s of kV cm−1. Thin films of
SrTiO3 have not been studied experimentally for electrocaloric properties. However,
such properties have been predicted in theoretical papers by Qiu (2009) [175] and
Zhang (2012) [176]. With reference to the phase diagram of Pertsev (Figure 6.2), the
Qiu study predicted adiabatic |∆T | ∼ 2.2 K for the FT1↔HT transition (2 %
compressive in-plane strain), and |∆T | ∼ 3.0 K for the FOI↔HT transition (2 % tensile
in-plane strain), for field changes of 300 kV cm−1. The Zhang study predicted
|∆T | ∼ 4 K at room temperature for the FT1↔HT transition (2 % compressive
in-plane strain), and |∆T | ∼ 5 K at room temperature for the FOI↔HT transition
(1.5 % tensile in-plane strain), for field changes of 1000 kV cm−1.
Strain (%)
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0
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FOIII
Figure 6.2: Phase diagram of epitaxial SrTiO3, according to theoretical calculations
of Pertsev et al. [169, 170]. FOI-IV: orthorhombic ferroelectric phases, FTI-II:
tetragonal ferroelectric phases, ST and SO: ‘structural’ (non-ferroelectric) tetragonal and
orthorhombic phases, HT: high-temperature paraelectric phase. Figure: after Pertsev
et al. [170].
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6.3.2 NdGaO3
NdGaO3 (001) is a commercially-available substrate with an orthorhombic structure
with cell parameters a = 5.4276 A˚, b = 5.4979 A˚, c = 7.7078 A˚ [177]. The [110] and
[110] directions lie in plane and define the ‘pseudo-cubic’ cell of NdGaO3 (001) with
lattice parameter of a = 3.863 A˚ (Figure 6.3). Thus SrTiO3 with a unit cell parameter
of 3.901 A˚ [153] was expected to grow epitaxially with a 1 % compressive strain
(Figure 6.3) with a polar axis parallel to the out-of-plane direction.
(001)
(100)
(010)
Figure 6.3: Orthorhombic unit cell of NdGaO3, showing pseudo-cubic cell (shaded area).
Not to scale.
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6.3.3 Electrodes: La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 and Pt
A thin bottom electrode of the conductive perovskite oxide material La0.67Sr0.33MnO3
(LSMO) was deposited between the substrate and the film, and top electrodes of
platinum were sputtered through a hard mask, to form electrode pads of 100 µm,
200 µm and 500 µm diameter.
As explained by Scott [9], band structure can profoundly influence the performance of
ferroelectric thin-film capacitors, as it determines whether undesirable charge injection
into the conduction band of the ferroelectric will occur from the Fermi level of the
electrode [9]. The energy difference between the vacuum level and the Fermi level of a
metal is the work function Φ. The energy difference between the vacuum level and the
conduction band of a ferroelectric is the electron affinity χ. Unfortunately, determining
whether charge injection will occur is not a simple matter of comparing these quantities
numerically, due to factors such as an expected difference between the vacuum levels of
the two materials, charge depletion layers in the interfacial regions of the ferroelectric,
and the presence of donors or acceptors in the ferroelectric (for full details see [9]). It is
safe, however, to state that ‘good’ electrodes such as Pt and SrRuO3 have large work
functions, in these cases 5.3 eV and 4.8 eV respectively [9]. For this reason, SrRuO3 has
been widely used as a bottom electrode for epitaxial ferroelectric thin films. However,
the deposition of SrRuO3 presented difficulties for the present work, due to a structural
phase transition at ∼680 ◦C which places an upper limit on the deposition temperature
of the SrTiO3 film [178]. Furthermore, SrRuO3 only grows uniformly on substrates
which have a single chemical termination, usually achieved via an HF etching
process [178], which is challenging and unpleasant.
LSMO was used for the bottom electrode as a result of the issues with SrRuO3. LSMO
was chosen because it is known to form smooth, epitaxial films on NdGaO3 (001)
substrates, in the deposition system used for the present work [179]. LSMO has a
resistivity of ∼10−3 Ω m at room temperature (approximately ten times less than
SrRuO3 [180]) which increases to ∼10
−2 above the magnetic transition temperature at
∼370 K [181]. However, the temperature range of interest was expected to lie
significantly below this temperature. No information concerning the work function of
LSMO could be found, but it has previously been used successfully as a bottom
electrode for epitaxial ferroelectric BiFeO3 [182]. The side of the LSMO pseudocubic
unit cell is 1.11 % larger than for NdGaO3 [179].
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6.4 Pulsed laser deposition
Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is a popular method of fabricating epitaxial thin films.
Posadas et al. [150] have written a useful review focussing on PLD of ferroelectric
materials. In PLD, high-intensity laser pulses may be used to heat the surface of a
‘target’ material to plasma temperatures. At low ambient pressures, a plasma plume is
created. The substrate is normally positioned on a heating stage with a direct line of
sight to the plasma plume, allowing the plasma to condense on the surface of the
substrate to form the film. A key strength of PLD is that the stoichiometry of the
target material is usually preserved in the film. The target can be a high-density
sintered ceramic or a single crystal. Because PLD is a relatively simple deposition
process, multilayers are usually straightforward to fabricate by mounting multiple
targets on a carousel and switching between them. Close control over film thickness is
straightforward, as thickness is a linear function of the number of laser pulses fired at
the target.
For the present work, the ‘Mark X’ (Mk X) PLD system was used, which was assembled
in Cambridge during the 1990s. The system features a ∼25 l high-vacuum chamber,
tubomolecular vacuum pump (type Ext250M 100CF, Edwards), two-stage 18 l rotary
vane pump (Edwards), six-target carousel (Neocera) and a 2 inch diameter 25-950 ◦C
inconel substrate heater (Neocera). The laser is a KrF gas excimer (type Compex 201,
Lambda Physik) with a maximum pulse energy of ∼700 mJ at the laser aperture,
wavelength of 248 nm, pulse duration ∼25 ns, beam dimensions 24 mm (vertical) by
∼12 mm (lateral), beam divergence ∼3 mrad (vertical) and ∼1 mrad (lateral) and pulse
frequency 1-10 Hz.
Figure 6.4 is a scale drawing showing the geometry of the beam path and interior of the
deposition chamber. The laser beam passes via two mirrors, 1 and 2, whose purpose is
to rotate the beam profile by 90◦, such that the long axis lies horizontal. The purpose of
mirrors 3 and 4 is to direct the beam into the deposition chamber. The beam path
containes two optical boxes which are empty by default, but may be used for placing
optical components. A lens outside the chamber focusses the beam through a window in
the chamber onto a small spot of area ∼6.5 mm2 at the target. The optical path
between the laser aperture and the lens extends ∼200 cm, and the distance between the
lens and the target extends ∼40 cm. The mirrors, lens and window reduce the energy of
the laser pulses by ∼55 %, of which ∼10 % is due to the window. The exact
transparency of the window varies due to steady build-up of film material, which is
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removed by occasional cleaning (1-2 times per year). The mirrors and lens also degrade
with pulses, but at a much slower rate. Before and after each deposition, the energy of
the laser pulses at the target is calibrated by placing the window into optical box 1, and
measuring the laser energy after the lens with an energy meter (type LM-P10,
Coherent).
Within the chamber, the target carousel is suspended from the top flange, and the
substrate heater is positioned 6.5 cm vertically below the target surfaces. Targets are
rotated via a motor attached to the carousel, so that the laser spot is distributed over
the target surface. A metal shutter can be positioned between the target and the
substrate, enabling targets to be ‘cleaned’ with laser pulses without depositing on the
substrate. The shutter and the target carousel are manipulated via mechanical
feedthroughs on the top flange. Substrates are attached to the heater using silver paste,
and removed by careful prising with a razor blade.
For the present work, the laser beam profile of ∼24 mm x ∼12 mm was cropped to a
smaller central section of dimensions 15 mm x 4.5 mm to achieve a more uniform
fluence, which is standard practice for gas excimer lasers [150]. The cropping was
accomplished by placing an improvised mask of Cu tape stretched over a steel frame in
optical box 1 (Figure 6.4). The use of the mask resulted in a 2.6-fold reduction in the
total pulse energy, and a ∼1.7-fold reduction in the laser spot size to ∼3.8 mm2 at the
target. As a result, longer deposition times were required with the mask in place, but
this was not unduly onerous as the films were thin.
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Vacuum chamber
Lens
Mirror 4
Optical box 2
Optical box 1
Mirror 3
Mirrors 1-2
Excimer laser
Laser beam
Target
Mask
Shutter
Substrate heater
Ablation plume
Target carousel
20 cm
10 cm
Window
Target-substrate distance: 6.5 cm
(width exaggerated)
Figure 6.4: Schematic of the ‘Mark X’ system for pulsed laser deposition. Scale bars accurate to within 10 %.
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Figure 6.5 is a diagram of the principle vacuum components of the Mk X system.
Where known, the manufacturer of each component is shown in the table. The
turbomolecular pump P1 can be isolated for short periods of time by closing gate valve
V5 and diaphragm valve V6, so it is never necessary to power down this pump. The
chamber can be vented to air by opening valves V8 and V9. Once loaded, the chamber
can be evacuated to rough vacuum with rotary vane pump P2, by opening valves V7
and V8. Subsequent evacuation to high vacuum is accomplished by closing valves V7
and V8 and connecting the turbomolecular pump by opening valves V5 and V6. The
evacuation process can be monitored using Pirani gauges G5 and G6. Base pressure can
be accurately measured using a small mass spectrometer G3. A typical base pressure
after overnight pumping is 2 ∗ 10−6 atm. The O2 reservoir can be evacuated to rough
vacuum by isolating the turbomolecular pump, and opening valves V7 and V10.
Prior to deposition, 105 kPa of O2 gas (ultrapure grade, Air Products) is admitted to
the O2 reservoir by opening valve V1. The pressure of the O2 reservoir can be
monitored with a resolution of 0.1 kPa using Baratron gauge G2. Needle valve V2 and
gate valve V5 are opened slightly to allow a small flow of O2 from the O2 reservoir to
the turbomolecular pump via the deposition chamber. By manual adjustment of these
two valves, the pressure of flowing O2 inside the deposition chamber can be
manipulated in the range ∼1− 30 Pa with an accuracy of ∼0.1− 0.5 Pa. The pressure
inside the deposition chamber is monitored using Baratron gauge G4. For
post-deposition annealing in ∼55 kPa of O2, valves V2, V4 and V5 are closed, and valve
V3 opened to equilibriate the pressure in the O2 reservoir and the deposition chamber.
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Chamber
G3
Air
O2 reservoir
O2 bottle
Component Description Manufacturer
V1 Right-angle valve
V2 Needle valve
V3 Right-angle valve
V4 Right-angle valve
V5 Gate valve VAT
V6 Diaphragm valve Edwards
V7 Diaphragm valve Edwards
V8 Right-angle valve
V9 Leak valve
V10 Right-angle valve
G1 Pirani gauge VG Scienta
G2 Baratron gauge MKS
G3 Mass spectrometer VG Arga
G4 Baratron gauge MKS
G5 Pirani gauge Edwards
G6 Pirani gauge Edwards
P1 Turbomolecular pump Edwards
P2 2-stage rotary vane pump Edwards
G1 G2
V1
V2
V3 V5
G4
V8
V6
V7
V9
V10
G5G6
P1
P2
V4
Figure 6.5: Vacuum diagram of the ‘Mark X’ system for pulsed laser deposition showing vacuum components. Where known, the
manufacturer of each component is given.
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6.5 Atomic force microscopy and X-ray diffraction
Once grown, films were characterised with atomic force microscopy and X-ray
diffraction.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) probes the surfaces of samples by bringing a small tip
very close to them or into contact with them. The deflection of the cantilever-mounted
tip due to atomic-scale forces is measured via the reflection of a laser beam from the
cantilever as the sample or tip is scanned in-plane, enabling a topolographical image of
the sample surface to be constructed. Tips can operate in ‘contact mode’ or ‘tapping
mode’. For the latter, the tip displacement oscillates just above the sample surface and
phase-sensitive detection is used to deduce topography [183]. The AFM used for the
present work was a sample-scanning model, i.e. the tip was stationary above the
sample, which was scanned to generate the topographical image. Topography was
measured in tapping mode. The AFM controller was a Nanoscope V (Bruker).
X-ray diffraction (XRD) may be used to explore reciprocal space in crystals and
polycrystals [184]. The scattering vector s for a particular plane is defined in terms of
the angles 2ϑ and ω (Figure 6.6). If s coincides with a reciprocal lattice vector q for the
crystal, diffraction occurs and intensity is measured at the X-ray detector. X-rays
penetrate up to several microns into a crystalline material, so when a thin film is
characterised by XRD, the reciprocal lattices of both substrate and film may be
detected. As arg(s) is specified by ϑ− ω (Figure 6.6) and |s| = 2 sin(ϑ)/λ (Bragg’s law),
a scan at constant arg(s) requires simultaneous variation of ϑ and ω, often referred to
as a 2ϑ− ω scan. Two-dimensional scans in any two of 2ϑ, ω and 2ϑ− ω are known as
‘reciprocal space maps’ [185]. These are particularly useful for characterising epitaxial
films, as the relative positions of the film and substrate peaks in the map allow the level
of epitaxial strain to be quantified. For the present work, reciprocal space maps were
measured by Mary E. Vickers using a Panalytical PW3050/65 X’Pert PRO
diffractometer. The incident beam was from a Cu Kα (λ = 1.5418 A˚) radiation source.
It was first passed through a graded mirror to produce a parallel beam, and then passed
via a Ge (220) 4-bounce monochromator to remove parasitic wavelengths. The
diffracted beam was measured with a scintillation counter, via a 3-bounce analyser
crystal that removed diffracted X-rays not in 2ϑ± 0.006◦.
At small values of 2ϑ between ∼0.5◦and ∼5◦, X-rays reflected from a substrate-film
interface can interact with those reflected from the top surface of the film to produce
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interference fringes, from which film thickness can be deduced [185]. Such a
measurement is termed a ‘reflectivity’ measurement as it is not strictly a diffraction
process. For the present work, these measurements were performed with a Bruker D8
Advance diffractometer with a parallel Cu Kα incident beam and scintillation counter
detector with automatic absorber. The incident beam was cropped with a
0.05 mm-thick slit to reduce the illuminated area of the sample at low angles, and thus
improve resolution. Simulated data was fitted to the measured data using Panalytical
Reflectivity software.
Sample
2ϑω
Incident X-rays Diffracted X-rays
s
|s| = 2 sin(ϑ)/λ
arg(s) = ϑ− ω
Figure 6.6: Geometry for X-ray diffraction (assumes parallel incident beam). The
scattering vector s is defined for a particular plane by diffraction angle 2ϑ and orientation
angle ω. The wavelength of the X-rays is λ = 1.5418 A˚ for a standard Cu Kα radiation
source.
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6.6 Film growth and characterisation
Jose´e Kleibeuker is acknowledged for providing the recipe for growth of high-quality
SrTiO3 films, and the furnace for pre-annealing substrates. The recipe for growth of
high-quality LSMO films in the Mk X PLD system had been established by Neil D.
Mathur and co-workers, over the previous decade.
The SrTiO3 target was a commercial single-crystal (Surfacenet GmbH, Germany), and
the LSMO target was a commercial single-phase stoichoimetric ceramic (Praxair). Prior
to all depositions, targets were polished with 800-1200 grade sandpaper and
isopropanol, until all laser damage from the previous deposition was barely visible.
Commercially grown single-crystal (001)-oriented NdGaO3 substrates were obtained
(Crystal GmbH). Prior to all depositions, substrates were cleaned for approximately 10
minutes in acetone and then a further 10 minutes in isopropanol, in an ultrasonic bath.
The substrates were then annealed at 950 ◦C for 90 minutes in a quartz tube-furnace
under a continuous flow of O2 at atmospheric pressure. AFM was performed on
substrates at this point to assess surface topography. For each deposition, a substrate
was mounted on the PLD heater using liberal amounts of silver paste to ensure good
thermal contact. Targets were mounted via a target holder on the target carousel. The
deposition chamber was evacuated to ∼2 ∗ 10−6 atm overnight.
Before fabricating a SrTiO3|LSMO||NdGaO3 bilayer, SrTiO3||NdGaO3 and
LSMO||NdGaO3 monolayers were deposited to demonstrate epitaxial growth of each
material individually.
6.6.1 SrTiO3||NdGaO3 monolayer
The heater temperature was ramped to 750 ◦C at 35 ◦C min−1, and a flowing O2
pressure of 10 Pa was then established as described in Section 6.4. The laser energy was
set to give a fluence at the target of 1.3 J cm−2 per pulse. The rotating target was
cleaned by firing pulses at 1 Hz for 5 minutes, with the shutter positioned between the
target and the substrate. For deposition, the shutter was withdrawn and 3600 pulses
were fired at 1 Hz. After deposition, the temperature was reduced to 600 ◦C at
-10 ◦C min−1, and O2 was admitted to the chamber to establish a pressure of ∼55 kPa
for post-annealing. The sample was left annealing under these conditions for one hour,
before cooling to room temperature at -10 ◦C min−1.
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AFM and X-ray reflectivity were performed on the deposited SrTiO3 film. AFM data on
the surface of the blank substrate showed atomically flat terracing (Figure 6.7a-b). The
topography of the SrTiO3 film was similar (Figure 6.7a-b). Simulated X-ray reflectivity
data assuming a film thickness of 35.4 nm (corresponding to an average of 101.6 laser
pulses per nm of film thickness) showed an excellent match to the data (Figure 6.7c).
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Figure 6.7: AFM and X-ray reflectivity for epitaxial SrTiO3 monolayer on an (001)-oriented NdGaO3 substrate. (a) AFM
topographical measurement of the surface of the bare substrate (measured before deposition) and the surface of the film. (b) Single
AFM traces from (a), i.e. surface height z as a function of lateral distance x for the bare substrate and the film. (c) Low-angle
X-ray reflectivity on the film and substrate. Simulated data computed for a film thickness of 35.4 nm.
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6.6.2 LSMO||NdGaO3 monolayer
LSMO was deposited on the (001)-oriented NdGaO3 substrates using the same
procedure as for SrTiO3, except that the laser fluence was 1.7 J cm
−2 per pulse, the
deposition temperature was 775 ◦C and the deposition O2 pressure was 15 Pa. These
conditions were known to be optimal for growth of LSMO in the Mk X system from
previous work by others.
As previously, AFM data on the surface of the blank substrate showed atomically flat
terracing (Figure 6.8a-b). The surface of the LSMO film was similarly flat, although the
atomic terraces appeared somewhat wider (Figure 6.8a-b). The small identical ‘white’
features in the AFM data for the LSMO film were artifacts, but they did reoccur in the
same position on rescanning, and therefore reveal surface defects of an unknown nature.
Simulated X-ray reflectivity data using a film thickness of 24.0 nm (corresponding to an
average of 150 laser pulses per nm of film thickness) showed an excellent match to the
experimental data (Figure 6.8c).
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Figure 6.8: AFM and X-ray reflectivity for epitaxial LSMO monolayer on an (001)-oriented NdGaO3 substrate. (a) AFM
topographical measurement of the surface of the bare substrate (measured before deposition) and the surface of the film. (b) Single
AFM traces from (a), i.e. surface height z as a function of lateral distance x for the bare substrate and the film. (c) Low-angle
X-ray reflectivity on the film and substrate. Simulated data computed for a film thickness of 24.0 nm.
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6.6.3 SrTiO3|LSMO||NdGaO3 bilayer
Having demonstrated the growth of epitaxial films of SrTiO3 and LSMO on NdGaO3
(001) substrates, a bilayer was fabricated with an LSMO bottom electrode and an
overlying film of SrTiO3. For each component of the bilayer, the deposition conditions
were the same as those described previously. The number of pulses was 3600 for LSMO,
and 7200 for SrTiO3. Post-annealing was performed at 750
◦C.
As previously, AFM data on the surface of the blank substrate showed atomically flat
terracing (Figure 6.8a-b). The surface of the SrTiO3/LSMO bilayer also showed
atomically flat terraces, but a superimposed ‘criss-cross’ pattern was also observed
(Figure 6.8a-b). This was likely due to a lattice interaction at the interface between the
SrTiO3 and LSMO. Simulated X-ray reflectivity data using a film thickness for SrTiO3
of 63.8 nm (corresponding to an average of 112.9 laser pulses per nm of film thickness)
and a film thickness for LSMO of 24.04 nm (corresponding to an average of 150 laser
pulses per nm of film thickness) showed the best match to the experimental data at
lower values of 2ϑ (Figure 6.8c). The expected thicknesses of the films given the
previously determined growth rates were used as a starting point for the two parameter
fit. The overall quality of the fit was questionable, however the positions of the peaks,
which are determined by film thickness, were in reasonable agreement, so the film
thicknesses quoted are credible. The growth rate of the SrTiO3 film here was lower than
the growth rate for the SrTiO3 film grown grown alone, which showed an average of
101.6 laser pulses per nm of film thickness.
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Figure 6.9: AFM and X-ray reflectivity for epitaxial SrTiO3|LSMO bilayer on an (001)-oriented NdGaO3 substrate. (a) AFM
topographical measurement of the surface of the bare substrate (measured before deposition) and the surface of the bilayer.
(b) Single AFM traces from (a), i.e. surface height z as a function of lateral distance x for the bare substrate and the bilayer.
(c) Low-angle X-ray reflectivity on the bilayer and substrate. Simulated data computed for a SrTiO3 film thickness of 63.8 nm and
a LSMO film thickness of 24.0 nm.
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X-ray diffraction was also used to investigate the SrTiO3/LSMO bilayer. These
measurements were by Mary E. Vickers. A two-dimensional scan in ω and 2ϑ− ω about
the NdGaO3 pseudo-cubic 103 reflection or 116 orthorhombic reflection (Figure 6.10)
revealed secondary peaks attributed to SrTiO3 103 and LSMO 103 pseudo-cubic
reflections.
The two-dimensional scan in ω and 2ϑ− ω was converted into reciprocal space units
(Figure 6.11). The film and substrate peaks coincide along the in-plane reciprocal space
axis Qx, confirming that the SrTiO3 and LSMO films were fully strained to the lattice
of the NdGaO3 substrate.
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Figure 6.10: XRD for epitaxial SrTiO3|LSMO bilayer on an NdGaO3 (001) substrate, showing the NdGaO3 103 pseudo-cubic or 116
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6.7 Measurement strategy
The 63.8 nm/24.0 nm thick SrTiO3/LSMO bilayer was electrically characterised via
dielectric and P (E) measurements. Fields were applied out-of-plane by sputtering Pt
electrodes on the top surface of the SrTiO3 film through a hard mask, to form electrode
pads of diameter 100 µm, 200 µm and 500 µm. An automated commercial sputter
deposition system was used (type K575, Emitech), with a low sputter current of 15 mA
for the first half of the deposition to reduce the risk of ion damage, and a higher sputter
current of 40 mA for the second half of the deposition. Evaporation would have been
preferable to sputtering as it presents no risk of ion damage, but it was not available.
After electrode deposition, the sample was annealed on a benchtop hot plate for
∼1 hour at ∼100 ◦C.
The sample was mounted on the bespoke cryogenic stage described in Section 3.3.
Contact with the bottom LSMO electrode was made via a smear of silver paste on the
side of the substrate. Contact with the top Pt pads was made via tungsten tips
attached to micropositioners. All measurements were performed during heating ramps
from 120 K at ∼5 K min−1. The data should be considered preliminary for several
reasons. Only a single sample was tested, no comparable dataset was available on
cooling (due to limitations of the cryogenic stage), the micropositioner probes
occasionally required repositioning mid-measurement causing minor damage to the top
electrode pads, ion damage from depositing the top electrode has not been ruled out,
and non-strain related mechanisms of ferroelectricity in SrTiO3 (such as oxygen
vacancies or chemical impurities) have not been fully considered or ruled out.
6.8 Dielectric constant
Figure 6.12a shows the dielectric constant of the 63.8 nm-thick epitaxial SrTiO3 film as
a function of temperature, at 1 kHz, using the equivalent parallel capacitance model
(Section 2.2). A 200 µm-diameter Pt pad was used as the top electrode. The data
showed relatively little variation in the temperature range 120 K to 320 K, with no
clear peak to identify a ferroelectric phase transition. There was a small change in the
slope of ε′ at ∼240 K (Figure 6.12b). The dielectric loss tangent was ∼0.12 at 120 K,
rising to ∼0.22 at 320 K (Figure 6.12c).
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Figure 6.12: Preliminary dielectric data derived from an impedance dataset on the
63.8 nm-thick epitaxial SrTiO3 film. The amplitude and frequency of the driving field
were 30 mV RMS and 1 kHz respectively. Data taken on heating at ∼5 K min−1.
(a) Dielectric constant, (b) reciprocal of dielectric susceptibility and (c) loss tangent,
as functions of temperature.
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6.9 P (E) loops
Figure 6.13 shows P (E) loops for the 63.8 nm-thick epitaxial SrTiO3 film, at 10 kHz
and various temperatures. A 100 µm-diameter Pt pad was used as the top electrode. In
contrast to all other P (E) datasets shown in this dissertation, these P (E) loops were
taken using a ‘traditional’ triangular driving field to yield single major loop with no
minor loop. Minor loops could be investigated in a future study.
Electric fields of ∼ 1500 kV cm−1 could be applied without breakdown. However, the
P (E) loops out to such high fields appeared asymmetric and lossy, especially at higher
temperatures. Accordingly, a lower maximum field of 780 kV cm−1 was used for
Figure 6.13. All the loops are slim, but the loops at 130 K appear nominally
‘ferroelectric’, as there is no negative curvature. As the temperature was increased, the
qualitative ‘ferroelectric’ character declined gradually and the loops became more lossy.
Asymmetry between positive and negative field was perceptible throughout, but
particularly at higher temperatures, possibly due to the different materials used for the
top and bottom electrodes.
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Figure 6.13: Preliminary P (E) loops at 10 kHz for the 63.8 nm-thick epitaxial SrTiO3
film, at various temperatures.
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6.10 Isothermal |∆S|
To evaluate isothermal |∆S| via the ‘standard’ indirect method, P (E) loops were
obtained every ∼6 s during a heating ramp at 5 K min−1. The upper positive branches
of these P (E) data were transposed to P (T ), and cubic splines were fitted to eliminate
spurious fluctuations (Figure 6.14a). The fitted splines were differentiated with respect
to T , yielding ∂P/∂T at various fields E, which was numerically integrated to give
volume-normalised and mass-normalised values of isothermal |∆S| via the Maxwell
relation (∂P/∂T )E = (∂S/∂E)T and the literature value for density of 5100 kg m
−3 [97]
(Figure 6.14b).
The evaluated isothermal |∆S| shows a broad anomaly near ∼180 K, where an applied
field of 780 kV cm−1 induces an isothermal |∆S| ∼ 8 J K−1 kg−1 or ∼41 J K−1 dm−3.
At first glance the anomaly appears consistent with a diffuse second-order phase
transition at ∼180 K, but a closer look at the P (T ) results (Figure 6.14a) reveals
localised fluctuations (possibly related to electrode damage) that could have adversely
affected the spline fit to localise a broader peak about ∼180 K.
It seems plausible that the high-temperature ‘tail’ of a phase transition with
TC < 120 K was observed, and not the transition itself. It is also possible that there is
no well defined phase transition, even at significantly lower temperatures than 120 K,
due to the anisotropy of the cell parameters of the NdGaO3 substrate, as was suggested
by Nuzhnyy et al. [173]. Either of these explanations would be consistent with the
observed dielectric data which showed no peak to correspond to a ferroelectric
transition in the temperature range 120− 320 K (Figure 6.12).
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6.11 Conclusions
Epitaxial ∼1 % compressively in-plane strained and ∼64 nm-thick SrTiO3 films were
grown on NdGaO3 (001) substrates with a 24 nm-thick La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 bottom
electrode and Pt top electrodes. The films showed atomically flat terraces, and X-ray
diffraction confirmed epitaxy and crystallinity. Dielectric data in 120-320 K did not
reveal any ferroelectric phase transition (Figure 6.12). Nominally ‘ferroelectric’ P (E)
loops were observed at low temperatures, but having failed to determine a transition
temperature, a conclusion that the SrTiO3 films are ferroelectric is premature.
The preliminary isothermal entropy change of ∼8 J K−1 kg−1 is of the same order or
magnitude as the entropy change in Zr-rich PZT [20]. The corresponding adiabatic
temperature change was |∆T | ∼ 3.5 K (using |∆T | ∼ T |∆S|/cE, where T = 180 K and
specific heat capacity cE = 410 J K
−1 kg−1, the value for a single crystal [186]), at a
starting temperature of 180 K. This is smaller than the 12 K predicted for Zr-rich PZT.
However, there are no reports of ‘giant’ electrocaloric effects at cryogenic temperatures,
and the predicted effect in the epitaxial SrTiO3 films did not appear to be saturated
(Figure 6.14b). Larger driving fields could be achieved in future, perhaps in a thinner
sample.
The question of whether there is a phase transition below 120 K, or whether the phase
transition is suppressed by anisotropy of the pseudo-cubic unit cell of the NdGaO3
substrate (as suggested by Nuzhnyy et al. [173]), could perhaps be resolved by a
follow-up measurement at liquid helium temperatures.
At ∼64 nm-thick, the SrTiO3 films are amongst the thinnest ever successfully
characterised, if on a preliminary basis, for electrocaloric properties. This was likely a
result of the high crystalline quality of the epitaxial films.
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Chapter 7
Modelling of multilayered capacitors
for cooling
Multilayered capacitors (MLCs) (Figure 7.1) were proposed as electrocaloric coolers by
Kar-Narayan and Mathur in 2010 [45], who reported serendipitous adiabatic
temperature changes of ∼ 0.5 K in commercial MLCs with 5 µm-thick Y5V1 dielectrics
and 2 µm-thick nickel electrodes. These commercial MLCs were since used to
demonstrate a prototype electrocaloric cooler [51].
MLCs are attractive for three reasons:
• The layers of dielectric are thin and thus associated with large electrocaloric
effects.
• The large number of stacked layers collectively have sufficient thermal mass to
cool macroscopic loads.
• The thermal conductivity of the MLC is large as it is dominated by the metallic
electrodes, enabling rapid input and extraction of electrocaloric heat.
1Based on doped BaTiO3.
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Terminals
Electrodes
Figure 7.1: Illustration of multilayered
capacitor. Adapted from [187].
Kar-Narayan and Mathur developed
a model based on a lumped thermal circuit
to predict cooling powers for hypothetical
MLCs with materials optimised
for electrocaloric cooling [19]. This is
superceded in the present work by a model
using the computational finite element
method. The finite element method gives
more accurate predictions for MLC cooling
power, enabling MLCs to be geometrically
optimised for electrocaloric cooling. It has
also been used to create a new lumped thermal circuit model.
The collaboration of James McGinnigle is acknowledged in developing a preliminary
FEM model of an MLC, which was superceded by the model described here.
7.1 Lumped thermal circuit model
The lumped thermal circuit model of Kar-Narayan and Mathur [19] was constructed of
interdigitated layers of electrode (thickness de, thermal conductivity κe, density ̺e and
specific heat ce) and electrocaloric material (thickness dEC , thermal conductivity κEC ,
density ̺EC and specific heat cEC) with overall length D and width w (Figure 7.2).
Each half-length of electrode was represented as a thermal resistor Re =
D
2
/[κewde] with
no thermal capacitance2. Each half-thickness of electrocaloric material was modelled as
a thermal capacitor CEC = wD[dEC/2]̺ECcEC . Thus it was assumed that EC heat
originates from points in the centre of each electrocaloric layer. The MLC terminals and
the short sections of electrically unaddressed electrocaloric material at the ends of the
layers were ignored. The time period for a complete electrocaloric cycle of the model
MLC was set at 20τ to allow a time of 5τ for each of the four stages of the cycle, namely:
• Electrocaloric heating of the MLC.
• Rejection of the heat from the MLC to a heat reservoir.
2Although an electrode thermal capacitance was discussed in the paper, it was not used for calculating
cooling powers. It was used erroneously for calculating a secondary result of the paper, the thermal time
constant of an MLC based on a Y5V dielectric and Ni electrodes.
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• Electrocaloric cooling of the MLC.
• Withdrawal of heat from a load.
Outward heat flow φ(t) was taken to follow an exponential decay of form φ = φmaxe
−t/τ .
Evaluating φmax as ∆T/Rtotal, average cooling power may be calculated as
P = (1/20τ)
∫ 5τ
0
φmaxe
−t/τdt = φmax/20. Cooling power per unit area is then given by:
PA = n∆T/20Re =
2κewden∆T
20DA
(7.1)
where A is the sheet area of the MLC.
Six model MLCs were considered. The electrocaloric materials were 6.5 µm-thick Y5V
(∆T = 0.74 K, from the commercial MLC whose electrocaloric properties were measured
experimentally [45]), 350 nm-thick PbTi0.05Zr0.95O3 (∆T = 12 K [20]) and 1 µm-thick
poly(vinylidene flouride-triflouroethylene) (55/45 mol %) [PVDF-TrFE] (∆T = 12 [21]).
The electrode materials were Ni (κ = 94 W m−1 K−1) and Ag (κ = 428 W m−1 K−1),
with the ratio of the thickness of the electrode to that of the electrocaloric material
fixed at around 1:3, the value from the commercial MLC measured in [45]. The
geometries, material parameters and predicted cooling powers of the six MLCs are given
in Table 7.1. The best-performing MLC that was modelled, PVDF-TrFE with Ag
electrodes, showed a cooling power of 2.88 kW kg−1, a 128-fold improvement on the
commercial MLC which was the worst performing. To set this number in context the
authors noted a typical cooling power for an air-conditioning unit of 20 kW.
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Figure 7.2: Lumped thermal circuit model of an MLC developed by Kar-Narayan and
Mathur [19].
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de µm 2.0 2.0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3
dEC µm 6.5 6.5 0.35 0.35 1.0 1.0
D mm 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3
w mm 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56
n 200 200 200 200 200 200
κe W m
−1 K−1 94 428 94 428 94 428
̺e kg m
−3 8907 10500 8907 10500 8907 10500
ce J kg
−1 K−1 429 235 429 235 429 235
κEC W m
−1 K−1 2.6 2.6 2.03 2.03 0.2 0.2
̺EC kg m
−3 5840 5840 7800 7800 1770 1770
cEC J kg
−1 K−1 434 434 330 330 1500 1500
∆T K 0.74 0.74 12 12 12 12
PM kW kg
−1 0.022 0.099 0.29 1.25 0.7 2.88
Table 7.1: Parameters of the MLCs modelled with the lumped thermal circuit. Data
from Kar-Narayan and Mathur [19], where d is layer thickness, D is overall layer length,
w is MLC width, n is number of layers, κ is thermal conductivity, ̺ is density, c is specific
heat capacity and the subscripts ‘e’ and ‘EC’ refer to electrodes and electrocaloric layers,
respectively. The top line gives the MLC model in the form ‘EC material-electrode
material’. Apart from the Y5V-Ni MLC, a standard electronic component available
commercially, these MLCs are hypothetical. Predicted cooling power per unit mass PM
was evaluated by taking the MLC mass as that of the MLC layers alone, i.e. ignoring
the terminals.
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7.2 Finite element model
The finite element method (FEM) is a well-established approach for modelling 2- or
3-dimensional systems of arbitrary geometry [188,189]. The physical object or system of
objects being modelled is first broken down into a mesh of small volumetric ‘elements’.
Elements can take a variety of shapes that are bounded by ‘nodes’. For example, a
simple brick-shaped (cuboid) element is defined by eight nodes, one at each corner.
Nodes are shared between adjacent elements, thus a corner node located within the bulk
of a solid object would be shared between eight adjacent brick-shaped elements. Each
element in the model is assigned physical properties, which for thermal FEM are density,
heat capacity and thermal conductivity. Each node is assigned a starting temperature.
During the simulation the model is perturbed from equilibrium, for example by
admitting heat into certain elements. The finite element ‘solver’ is a computer program
which uses physical laws to predict the dynamic evolution of the temperatures of the
nodes (with the elements as the transmittive medium) as a result of the perturbation.
The MLC model developed for the present work is illustrated in Figure 7.3a.
Geometrically, the FEM model differed from the lumped thermal circuit model in the
following ways:
• In the FEM model the electrically unaddressed electrocaloric material at the ends
of the MLC layers was included, and given a length LU.
• In the FEM model the MLC terminals were included, and given a length
LT = 0.2 mm, the value from the commercial MLC tested experimentally in [45].
The terminals were assumed to be of the same material as the electrodes.
Figure 7.3b shows how the FEM model was ‘meshed’ into FEM elements. The elements
were brick-shaped and of variable sizes, with the largest element densities occurring at
the edges of the MLC layers as those were the areas expected to show the largest
thermal inhomogeneity. The nodal structure will be discussed in Section 7.2.1.
It is emphasised that FEM is simply a way of characterising heat flow in an MLC. It
models the consequences of electrocaloric processes which happen to be occurring in an
MLC environment. It does not model the electrocaloric processes themselves. The FEM
has no knowledge or consideration of electric fields, polarisations, electrocaloric
strengths, or any other electric or electrocaloric properties, other than the amount of
electrocaloric heat that is evolved, a given parameter.
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The simulations were conducted on a standard AMD64 desktop server (type Optiplex
755, Dell). The FEM ‘solver’ was Calculix, a freely available program written by Guido
Dhondt [189]. Calculix was selected because its source code was in the public domain,
improving scientific integrity. The user interface was written for web browsers in the
PHP programming language, allowing the simulations to be controlled remotely from
any internet station (Figure 7.4). A MySQL database was created to store all the MLC
models that were simulated. Once created, models went into an automatic queue as the
solver could only simulate one model at a time. Each simulation took around 3 minutes
to complete. The simulation consisted of the following stages:
• The bespoke application make_mlc.cc, written by the author in C++, created a
mesh file from the geometric and material parameters of the MLC model.
• The mesh file was passed to the Calculix solver. The solver produced output in
the form of a text file containing the simulated heat flux at the edges of the MLC
terminals, as a function of time, after electrocaloric heating and cooling.
• The bespoke application interpret_mlc_fea.cc, written by the author in C++,
processed the output file from the solver to extract the thermal time constant τ .
Systematic mapping of cooling power P in MLC parameter space was straightforward,
because a large number of models could be generated programmatically and placed in
the queue for automatic processing over a time period of several days.
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Figure 7.3: FEM model of the an MLC. (a) Drawing showing the geometry of the
model. Only five electrocaloric layers are shown, the actual model used twenty such
layers, with electrodes at the extremes of the y-axis. The heat reservoir was held at a
fixed temperature. (b) Distribution of FEM elements along the x-axis. The dimensions
of all the FEM elements are described as a function of MLC parameters.
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Figure 7.4: Web-based interface to FEM program, showing a model MLC which has been
simulated. The results of the simulation are being viewed.
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7.2.1 Generation of mesh
The purpose of make_mlc.cc was to generate an FEM mesh file using the parameters of
the MLC model, i.e. de, dEC, L, LU, κe, ̺e, ce, κEC, ̺EC, cEC, ∆T and T (Figure 7.3 and
Table 7.1).
Brick-shaped FEM elements were used in the mesh. As previously discussed,
brick-shaped elements use at least eight nodes, one for each corner. However, Calculix
also allows 20-node brick-shaped elements with additional nodes at the centres of the
12 sides (Figure 7.5), which were used for the present work as they provide a more
accurate simulation [189].
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Figure 7.5: Illustration of 20-node
brick-shaped FEM element, showing nodes
and their labels. After [189].
The C++ code will not be discussed in
detail. To illustrate the general approach,
some aspects of the object-oriented3 design
will be briefly outlined. Special variable
types (i.e. C++ structs) were concieved
to represent FEM nodes and elements.
Nodes were specified by three numbers
representing their position in 3D space.
All the nodes in the model were stored in
an array called all_nodes. Elements were
specified by three numbers representing
κ, ̺ and c and a reference number for each
of its requisite 20 nodes (from all_nodes).
All the elements in the model were
stored in an array called all_elements.
The following procedure was used to populate the arrays all_elements and all_nodes
and thus generate the FEM mesh:
• The array all_elements was populated with all of the FEM elements required by
the model, as shown in Figure 7.3. For each element created, the four nodes at
3C++ provides variable types such as double (for floating point variables) and int (for integers).
Additionally, the programmer is able to define their own variable types via the struct or class
commands. This is an example of object-oriented programming which allows the programmer to work
in terms of variables (‘objects’) which are convenient for the problem, rather than being convenient or
efficient for the computer.
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positions 1, 9, 12 and 17, i.e. the four nodes at or near one of the element corners
(Figure 7.5), were simultaneously created in all_nodes. The remaining node
indices were left unassigned.
• Figure 7.5 shows that the node at positions 1 on an element with spatial index
(i,j,k) is the same as the node at position 5 on an element with spatial index
(i,j − 1,k), etc. So the next stage of the program was to go through all the
elements in all_elements and assign the node indices 2-8, 10-11, 13-16 and 18-20
by means of looking up the node indices in positions 1, 9, 12 and 17 in adjacent
elements. If an adjacent element could not be found (because the edge of the
model MLC had been reached), new nodes were created in those positions. By the
end of this step, all the elements and nodes in the model would have been created
and cross-referenced to each other.
• All of the nodes and elements were written out to a mesh file in the correct format
for interpretation by Calculix.
It was necessary to define a total time-frame ts for the simulation, which needed to be
large enough for the MLC to reach a state of equilibrium after the thermal perturbation
in the electrocaloric layers. As such it was set at mτs, where τs was an initial estimate
for τ using the lumped thermal circuit model of Kar-Narayan and Mathur, and m was a
user-specified multiplier set on a case-by-case basis by trial and error (the default value
was 10, which sufficed for the vast majority of simulations). The increment time of the
simulation was controlled by internal algorithms of Calculix, but constrained to lie
between 0.000002ts (the value at the start of the simulation) and 0.01ts.
The remaining task for make_mlc.cc was to define a thermal perturbation for the model
to represent the electrically driven change in temperature within the electrocaloric
layers of the MLC. The perturbation was defined in terms of FEM ‘steps’, as follows:
• All the nodes were set to an initial temperature T .
• The electrically addressed sections of the electrocaloric layers (i.e. those spanned
by L but not LU, Figure 7.3) were steadily supplied over 0.1ts with ‘electrocaloric’
heat totalling ∆TcEC̺EC per unit volume of electrocaloric layers.
• The model waited a time period of ts to allow thermal equilibrium to be
re-established.
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The justification for supplying electrocaloric heat over a finite time of 0.1ts was to avoid
discontinuities or very rapid changes in the first time-derivative of T . Such
discontinuities were found to compromise the accuracy4 of the simulation.
7.2.2 Interpretation of simulated data
The purpose of interpret_mlc_fea.cc was to extract the value of the thermal time
constant τ of the model from the output datafiles of Calculix. Following Weisstein [190],
a fit of form y = A exp(x/B) to a set of datapoints xi, yi is best performed by
minimising the function
∑
i
yi(log yi − a− bxi)
2 where a and b are approximations to
log(A) and B (the more obvious route of taking natural logarithms of both sides and
performing linear regression gives a result that is unduly weighted towards the smaller
values of yi). The fitted values of a and b are then given by:
a =
∑
i
[x2i yi]
∑
i
[yi log yi]−
∑
i
[xiyi]
∑
i
[xiyi log yi]∑
i
yi
∑
i
[x2i yi]− (
∑
i
[xiyi])2
(7.2)
b =
∑
i
yi
∑
i
[xiyi log yi]−
∑
i
[xiyi]
∑
i
[yi log yi]∑
i
yi
∑
i
[x2i yi]− (
∑
i
[xiyi])2
(7.3)
Having thus obtained estimates for the value of τ from the simulated data (which
closely followed an exponential decay curve), the predicted mass-normalised intrinsic
cooling power of the MLC was evaluated as PM = QEC/[20τM ] where QEC is the total
electrocaloric heat, i.e. ∆TcEC̺EC multiplied by the total volume of the electrically
addressed electrocaloric layers, and M is the total mass of the MLC (including the
terminals). Sheet-area normalised intrinsic cooling power was evaluated as
PA = QEC/[20τA], where A is the sheet area (the cross-section in the y − z plane of
Figure 7.3) for an MLC terminal. The intrinsic operating frequency of the MLC was
evaluated as f = 1/[20τ ], i.e. allowing a time period of 20τ for a complete electrocaloric
cycle as justified in Section 7.1. For convenience the simulated heat-flow data φ(t) were
4As assessed via a comparison of the total heat removed from the MLC (from integration of outward
heat flux) with the total heat supplied to the MLC (i.e. the electrocaloric heat). Using the specified time
period for the supply of electrocaloric heat, these numbers showed agreement within 10%, and usually
within 1%.
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plotted, along with the fit, for direct viewing via the web interface (an example of this
was shown in Figure 7.4).
7.2.3 Testing of mesh
To test the adequacy of the mesh density of the standard FEM model, a model of the
Y5V-Ni MLC was created with double the standard mesh density from Figure 7.3 in the
x and y dimensions. The time constant of model with the high-density mesh was
0.2016 s, which was very close to the value of 0.2014 s of the model with the
standard-density mesh. This agreement justified the use of the more efficient standard
mesh density for simulations.
7.3 Geometric optimisation of MLCs for cooling
7.3.1 Optimisation of de and dEC
The FEM simulation was iterated over a large number of different MLC geometries to
find the most favourable for electrocaloric cooling. The existing Y5V-Ni MLC
(Table 7.1, with L = 2.9 mm and LU = 0.15 mm) was used as a starting point.
Figure 7.6a shows the effect of varying de and dEC. The results reveal a ‘magic ratio’ of
de/dEC ∼ 0.75 corresponding to the largest values of PA. The magic ratio is the result of
a trade-off between the volumetric fractions of electrocaloric material and electrode
material: a large fraction of electrocaloric material leads to larger amounts of
electrocaloric heat QEC, but a large fraction of the more thermally conductive electrode
material leads to larger values of operating frequency f . The magic ratio varied very
slightly when dEC was increased by an order of magnitude, but remained static when
dEC was decreased by up to two orders of magnitude (Figure 7.6b). The simulation
suggests that a 1.2-fold increase in cooling power is associated with altering de from its
starting value of 2.0 µm to an optimal value of ∼ 4.9 µm.
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Figure 7.6: (a) The effect on f and PA of varying de and dEC for the Y5V-Ni MLC (black
dot). (b) The effect on PA of varying de and dEC over four orders of magnitude, for the
Y5V-Ni MLC (black dot). The locations of the optima are indicated with an arrow.
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7.3.2 Effect of electrode material on optimal de and dEC
The predicted ‘magic ratio’ was investigated on varying κe (Figure 7.7a) [note that
although the tested values of κe in this Figure corresponded to well-known electrode
materials, ce and ̺e remained constant at the values for Ni, as this simulation was
testing the effect of κe alone]. Reducing κe from 94 W m
−1 K−1 (the value for Ni) to
15.6 W m−1 K−1 (the value for Ti) reduced the magic ratio to ∼ 0.5, but increasing it
to 424 W m−1 K−1 (the value for Ag) had minimal effect. This is best explained by
imagining the effect of drastically reducing κe to 2.6 W m
−1 K−1, the value for the Y5V
electrocaloric layers. For this extreme case the electrodes would not enhance the thermal
conductivity of the MLC over that of bulk Y5V, and their presence would simply serve
to dilute the electrocaloric heat produced in the Y5V layers. Thus, the magic ratio
would be expected to tend to zero as κe tends to κEC from above in a manner consistent
with the simulated data. As might have been expected, the corresponding value of f
and hence PA ∝ f scale almost linearly with κe for κe >> κEC (Figure 7.7b).
Replacing the Ni electrodes with Ag (i.e. setting κe = κAg = 428 W m
−1 K−1,
ce = cAg = 235 J K
−1 kg−1 and ̺e = ̺Ag = 10500 kg m
−3) resulted in an increase of the
magic ratio to ∼ 0.9 (Figure 7.7c). Figure 7.7a shows that this is not due to the fact
that Ag has a higher value of κe than Ni, so the magic ratio must depend on one or
both of ce and ̺e.
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Figure 7.7: (a) ‘Magic ratios’ for various values of κe, corresponding to well-known
electrode materials, for the Y5V-Ni MLC (black dot). Although the tested values of κe in
this Figure corresponded to well-known electrode materials, ce and ̺e remained constant
at the values for Ni, as this simulation was testing the effect of κe alone. (b) The effect
on f of varying κe for the Y5V-Ni MLC (black dot). (c) Magic ratio of the Y5V-Ag
MLC.
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7.3.3 Optimisation of L
Varying MLC length L for various values of LU revealed an optimum for L which scaled
with LU for 0.015 < LU < 1.5 mm (Figure 7.8a). The simulation suggests that for
LU = 0.15 mm (i.e. the existing Y5V-Ni MLC), a two-fold increase in PA is associated
with reducing L from its starting value of 2.9 mm to the optimal value of ∼ 0.4 mm.
Figure 7.8b shows how f varies as a function of L for the same discrete values of LU as
Figure 7.8a. For L >> LU, f would be expected to to vary as 1/L
2, because thermal
resistance R ∝ L and heat capacity C ∝ L, such that f ∝ τ−1 ∝ (RC)−1 ∝ L−2. For
L << LU , f would be expected to be invariant of L, as the fixed thermal impedance of
LU would dominate the thermal time constant. This analysis is consistent with the
simulated data for f . As QEC ∝ L, PA ∝ QECf would be expected to vary as 1/L at
large values of L and to vary as L at small values of L. The observed optimal values of
L for given values of LU (Figure 7.8a) are thus rationalised.
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MLC (black dot). (b) The effect on f of varying L for various values of LU, for the
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7.4 Optimisation of realistic coolers
The FEM simulation predicted the intrinsic cooling power PA and intrinsic operating
frequency f of model MLCs, and did not consider the effect of the thermal impedance
of the other components that would necessarily be present in a practical electrocaloric
cooler, such as the thermal load and the heat reservoir. The reader will note that care
has been taken to plot both PA and f on the same axes in Figures 7.6-7.8. Presenting
the results in this way will enable the geometric optimisations to be quantitatively
modified and applied to any practical cooling device with MLCs at its heart.
The non-MLC components of a practical cooler would have their own thermal time
constant corresponding to an intrinsic operating frequency fC. This value of fC
represents an upper bound on the operating frequency. Geometric optimisation of a
realistic cooler thus amounts to applying a constraint of form f < fC to the results in
the existing Figures. As an example, the cooler demonstrated by Jia and Ju [51] used
the Y5V-Ni MLC described in Table 7.1, and operated at 0.12 Hz which for illustration
purposes shall be assumed to be a limitation imposed by the non-MLC components of
this cooler, i.e. fC = 0.12 Hz. For this system, the optimal MLC geometry may be
derived as follows:
• Considering first only de and dEC, it is noted that the intrinsic magic ratio for
de/dEC for the Y5V-Ni MLC is ∼ 0.75 (Figure 7.6b) at ∼ 0.35 Hz (Figure 7.6a).
However, the Jia and Ju cooler was operated at 0.12 Hz which limits de/dEC to 0.1
(Figure 7.6a). This corresponds to a 1.18-fold increase in the volumetric fraction
(i.e. dEC/[de + dEC] = 1/[1 + de/dEC]) of electrocaloric material in the MLC layers
from the starting Y5V-Ni MLC which had de/dEC = 0.3 (Table 7.1), and thus a
1.18-fold increase in PA.
• Considering now L at fixed LU = 0.15 mm, it is noted that the optimal value of L
for the Y5V-Ni MLC is ∼ 0.4 mm (Figure 7.8a) at 3.6 Hz (Figure 7.8b). As the
Jia and Ju cooler was limited to 0.12 Hz, the optimal value for L is instead found
by increasing L such that the intrinsic frequency f of the MLC is also 0.12 Hz
(Figure 7.8b), giving Lopt ∼ 4.5 mm. This corresponds to a 1.55-fold increase in
the amount of electrocaloric material in the MLC layers from the starting amount
(L = 2.9 mm) and thus a 1.55-fold increase in PA.
It is also straightforward to compute the effect of replacing the Ni electrodes with Ag.
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Ag electrodes provide a ∼5-fold increase in f as compared to Ni electrodes, as a result
of the ∼5-fold larger value of κe (Figure 7.7b). Given that the optimised Jia and Ju
cooler with Ni electrodes already operates at the maximum frequency of 0.12 Hz, with a
volumetric fraction of electrode material of de/[de + dEC] = 0.09, substitution with Ag
keeping f constant enables this fraction to be reduced by a factor of 5 to 0.018. But the
volumetric fraction of electrocaloric material (∝ PA) is barely changed by this, from
0.91 to 0.98, an increase of just 7 %.
In summary the FEM simulation results may be used to geometrically optimise the
MLC used in the cooling system of Jia and Ju geometrically, leading to an overall 2-fold
gain in PA, even though their cooling system was not explicitly modelled. FEM results
have also been used to show that, for this cooler, the upgrade from Ni to Ag electrodes
provides only a 7 % improvement in PA and might not be cost effective, given the much
higher cost of Ag.
7.5 Predicted cooling powers for MLCs
The FEM programs were used to predict the cooling powers of the six hypothetical
MLCs which were considered by the lumped thermal circuit model (Table 7.1).
Additionally, the cooling powers of geometrically optimised versions of those MLCs
were predicted. Optimisation of de/dEC and L was performed separately for each MLC
model. As such, an assumption was made that the optima in de/dEC and L were not
strongly coupled (this assumption was justified mathematically using an improved
version of the lumped thermal circuit model, see Section 7.6.5). The thickness of Zr-rich
PZT was 300 nm for the FEM simulation, not 350 nm as used by the lumped thermal
circuit model.
Table 7.2 shows the properties and FEM results for f , QM (electrocaloric heat per unit
mass, per cycle), PM and PA for the twelve MLCs. Operating frequencies were ∼0.25 Hz
and ∼4.5 Hz for unoptimised and optimised MLCs with Ni electrodes respectively, and
∼ 1.25 Hz and ∼26 Hz for unoptimised and optimised MLCs with Ag electrodes
respectively. In terms of PM, the optimised PVDF-TrFE-Ag MLC (PM = 25.9 kW kg
−1)
was the best, performing better than the optimised PZT-Ag MLC
(PM = 19.2 kW kg
−1), partly because of the small density of PVDF-TrFE. In terms of
PA, the optimised PZT-Ag MLC (PA = 218.2 kW m
−2) was the best, performing better
than the optimised PVDF-TrFE-Ag MLC (PA = 215.1 kW m
−2) as density has no role
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in the equation for area-normalised cooling power. Furthermore, the optimised MLCs
had a 5.1-7.1-fold advantage over unoptimised MLCs in PM, and a ∼ 2.5-fold advantage
in PA, as a change of L when optimising affects mass M but not sheet area A. The
cooling powers obtained are impressive in the context of a typical cooling power for an
air-conditioning unit of ∼ 20 kW [19].
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de µm 2.0 4.9 2.0 5.9 0.1 0.22 0.1 0.27 0.3 0.75 0.3 0.9
dEC µm 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
L mm 2.9 0.5 2.9 0.5 2.9 0.5 2.9 0.5 2.9 0.5 2.9 0.5
LU mm 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
w mm 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56
n 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
κe W m
−1 K−1 94 94 428 428 94 94 428 428 94 94 428 428
̺e kg m
−3 8907 8907 10500 10500 8907 8907 10500 10500 8907 8907 10500 10500
ce J kg
−1 K−1 429 429 235 235 429 429 235 235 429 429 235 235
κEC W m
−1 K−1 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.03 2.03 2.03 2.03 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
̺EC kg m
−3 5840 5840 5840 5840 7800 7800 7800 7800 1770 1770 1770 1770
cEC J kg
−1 K−1 434 434 434 434 330 330 330 330 1500 1500 1500 1500
∆T K 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
f Hz 0.25 4.7 1.22 25.7 0.25 4.7 1.28 26.8 0.22 4.4 1.15 25.7
QM kJ kg
−1 0.17 0.06 0.16 0.05 2.2 0.9 2.1 0.7 4.9 1.3 4.4 1.0
PM kW kg
−1 0.04 0.27 0.19 1.2 0.57 4.0 2.7 19.2 1.1 5.7 5.1 25.9
PA kW m
−2 1.0 2.5 5.1 12.6 17.0 41.6 86.0 218.2 15.7 39.7 81.7 215.1
Table 7.2: Parameters of the MLCs modelled with the FEM simulation. Material properties from Kar-Narayan and Mathur [19].
QM and PM (electrocaloric heat per unit mass and cooling power per unit mass) were evaluated by including the MLC terminals in
the mass of the MLC. As such, these cooling powers are not directly comparable to those from the lumped thermal circuit model
in Table 7.1 (see later discussion).
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7.5.1 Accuracy of predictions
The only MLC described in Table 7.2 which had been studied for electrocaloric effects
experimentally was the unoptimised Y5V-Ni MLC. The most sensitive measurements in
the literature are by Kar-Narayan et al., using scanning thermal microscopy and
infra-red imaging to measure temperature changes as a function of time for this
system [52]. For an IR camera focussed directly on the side of the MLC, and thus
probing the electrocaloric layers themselves, a thermal decay time of 0.13 s was
reported [52], slightly shorter than the 0.2 s (Table 7.2, using τ = 1/[20f ]) predicted by
FEM, but consistent within error.
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7.6 New lumped thermal circuit models
7.6.1 Recreation of previous lumped model
The lumped thermal circuit model of Kar-Narayan and Mathur [19] was recreated for
the present work, in order to assess agreement with the FEM results. For this work, the
twelve MLCs in Table 7.2 were used. As described in [19] and Section 7.1, the equation
for cooling power from the lumped thermal circuit model was:
PA =
2κewden∆T
20DA
(7.4)
Unfortunately the lumped thermal circuit and the FEM models were parameterised
differently, as the former modelled the MLC with a single lateral length D, whereas the
latter differentiated between an electrically addressed section of length L, two
electrically unaddressed sections of length LU and two terminal sections of length
LT = 0.2 mm. Two lumped thermal circuit models were initially used for the present
comparison, model C (where ‘C’ stands for ‘centre’) and model CE (where ‘CE’ stands
for ‘centre and ends’), with model C ignoring the thermal resistance of LU and LT, and
model CE including it, i.e. D = L for model C, and D = L+ 2LU + 2LT for model CE.
All other geometric parameters were the same as those from Table 7.2.
Table 7.3 shows the values of PA from the lumped models C and CE, as a fraction of
the FEM value. Agreement between the FEM and model C was poor, with model C
underestimating PA for the unoptimised MLCs by a factor of at least 2, and
overestimating PA for the optimised MLCs, also by a factor of around 2. Model CE
showed very good agreement with the FEM model for the optimised MLCs, but even
worse agreement than model C for the unoptimised MLCs.
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Y5V-Ni 1.0 0.55 0.44
Y5V-Ag 5.1 0.51 0.41
PZT-Ni 17.0 0.57 0.46
PZT-Ag 86.0 0.51 0.41
PVDF-TrFE-Ni 15.7 0.57 0.46
PVDF-TrFE-Ag 81.7 0.50 0.40
Y5V-Ni (opt) 2.5 2.38 0.99
Y5V-Ag (opt) 12.6 2.39 0.99
PZT-Ni (opt) 41.6 2.29 0.96
PZT-Ag (opt) 218.2 2.23 0.93
PVDF-TrFE-Ni (opt) 39.7 2.4 1.02
PVDF-TrFE-Ag (opt) 215.1 2.26 0.94
Table 7.3: Comparison between FEM simulation results and lumped models C and CE,
which are described in the main text.
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7.6.2 Requiring heat to flow to the nearest terminal
Electrocaloric heat
(a)
Electrocaloric heat
(b)
Figure 7.9: Illustration of heat paths in
models (a) C and CE and (b) Q.
There was a large disparity between the
results for optimised and unoptimised MLCs,
for both models C and CE. This suggested
that the accuracy of these models was a
function of L, as optimised MLCs had much
smaller values of L than unoptimised MLCs.
It was postulated that the issue lay with
the assumption of models C and CE that
electrocaloric heat would flow to the nearest
electrode, even if the terminal attached
to that electrode were at the opposite
end of the MLC to the source region of
the electrocaloric heat (Figure 7.9a). A new
model was devised which divided the single
heat source at the centre of the electrocaloric
layers into two heat sources, one at the
quarter point and the other at the three-quarter point, along the full length of L
(Figure 7.10). This model was named Q, where ‘Q’ stands for ‘quarter’. In the language
of heat-transfer engineering, the ‘characteristic length’ of the electrocaloric layers in
model Q was 0.25L, smaller than the 0.5L of models C and CE. Thus in model Q,
electrocaloric heat should flow to the nearest terminal (Figure 7.9b).
The thermal impedance of each quarter-electrode in model Q was evaluated as
Re = [
L
4
+ LT + LU]/[κewde], ignoring the thermal capacitance ce (as for models C and
CE), giving the following expression for PA:
PA =
κewden∆T
20A(L
4
+ LT + LU)
(7.5)
Table 7.4 shows the results of the model Q for each of the twelve MLCs. Model Q
tended to underestimate the cooling powers of the unoptimised MLCs by a factor of
∼ 1.4 and overestimate the cooling powers of the optimised MLCs by a factor of ∼ 1.25.
Overall, this was an improvement on the results of models C and CE, but the search
continued for a model which would give consistent results across all of the MLCs, and
thus be robust against arbitrary changes in MLC geometry.
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ElectrodeTerminal
Tload > TEC
Re
CEC
Figure 7.10: Lumped thermal circuit model Q, requiring electrocaloric heat to flow to
the nearest MLC terminal.
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Y5V-Ni 1.0 0.55 0.44 0.74
Y5V-Ag 5.1 0.51 0.41 0.68
PZT-Ni 17.0 0.57 0.46 0.77
PZT-Ag 86.0 0.51 0.41 0.69
PVDF-TrFE-Ni 15.7 0.57 0.46 0.77
PVDF-TrFE-Ag 81.7 0.50 0.40 0.67
Y5V-Ni (opt) 2.5 2.38 0.99 1.25
Y5V-Ag (opt) 12.6 2.39 0.99 1.26
PZT-Ni (opt) 41.6 2.29 0.96 1.21
PZT-Ag (opt) 218.2 2.23 0.93 1.17
PVDF-TrFE-Ni (opt) 39.7 2.4 1.02 1.28
PVDF-TrFE-Ag (opt) 215.1 2.26 0.94 1.19
Table 7.4: Comparison between FEM simulation results and lumped models C, CE and
Q, which are described in the main text.
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7.6.3 Short thermal homogenisation step
Because the electrocaloric layer thickness dEC of the MLCs was small in comparison to
the layer length L, it was postulated that the exponential decay of heat flux φ(t) from
the MLC could be preceded by a short ‘thermal homogenisation’ step of negligible
duration, whereupon the temperatures of the electrodes and electrocaloric material
equilibriate. After this homogenisation step, the MLC layers could be regarded as a
simple bulk solid with a thermal capacitance equal to the volume-weighted average of
that of its constituent materials, and a thermal resistance equal to the area-weighted
average of that of its constituent materials. Thus, following thermal homogenisation,
the heat capacity of each half of the MLC is given by:
CL = vece̺e + vECcEC̺EC (7.6)
where ve and vEC are the total volumes of electrode and electrocaloric material in half of
the MLC layers. The thermal resistance of each end-quarter of the MLC layers is given
by:
1/RL = (L/4κeAe)
−1 + (L/4κECAEC)
−1 (7.7)
where Ae and AEC are the total cross-sectional areas of electrode and electrocaloric
material in the yz plane and the factor of 4 reflects the continued assumption that the
characteristic length of the layers is L/4. The sections of the MLC spanned by LU and
LT were modelled as thermal resistances alone connected in series with the MLC layers,
again using area-weighted averages of constituent materials to calculate thermal
resistances (Figure 7.11). This model was named model H, where ‘H’ stands for
‘homogenisation’. Cooling power was evaluated as PA = QEC/[20τA], where
τ = RtotalCtotal, yielding:
PA =
1
10
L∆T (de + dEC)
−1 (L+ dEC)
−1
(
1 +
ce̺ede
cEC̺ECdEC
)
−1 [
0.25L
κede + κECdEC
+
2LU
κede + κEC(2dEC + de)
+
LT
κe(de + dEC)
]
−1
(7.8)
where the term proportional to L/(L+ dEC) adjusts to take into account the heat
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capacity of a 0.5dEC-thick slice of the ‘unaddressed’ electrocaloric material into the
model, as it would be affected in an identical manner to the MLC layers during the
short ‘thermal homogenisation’ step.
Table 7.5 shows the results of model H for each of the twelve MLCs. Model H
overestimates the cooling powers of the unoptimised MLCs by a factor of ∼ 1.1 and
that of the optimised MLCs by a factor of ∼ 1.15. Thus, there remains some L
dependence on the accuracy of model H, but it is small, and thus model H achieves the
overall aim of being robust against arbitrary changes in MLC geometry.
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Figure 7.11: Lumped thermal circuit model H, treating all the electrocaloric layers
collectively as a single thermal capacitor in series with a thermal resistor. The MLC is
treated as two separate halves for the purposes of calculating the thermal time constant
- only one half is shown in the Figure.
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Y5V-Ni 1.0 0.55 0.44 0.74 1.12
Y5V-Ag 5.1 0.51 0.41 0.68 1.08
PZT-Ni 17.0 0.57 0.46 0.77 1.12
PZT-Ag 86.0 0.51 0.41 0.69 1.07
PVDF-TrFE-Ni 15.7 0.57 0.46 0.77 1.09
PVDF-TrFE-Ag 81.7 0.50 0.40 0.67 1.06
Y5V-Ni (opt) 2.5 2.38 0.99 1.25 1.15
Y5V-Ag (opt) 12.6 2.39 0.99 1.26 1.21
PZT-Ni (opt) 41.6 2.29 0.96 1.21 1.13
PZT-Ag (opt) 218.2 2.23 0.93 1.17 1.16
PVDF-TrFE-Ni (opt) 39.7 2.4 1.02 1.28 1.15
PVDF-TrFE-Ag (opt) 215.1 2.26 0.94 1.19 1.18
Table 7.5: Comparison between FEM simulation results and lumped models C, CE, Q
and H, which are described in the main text.
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7.6.4 Geometric optimisation via lumped model
The FEM plots of PA against de and dEC (Figure 7.6) and L (Figure 7.8) were previously
used to optimise MLC geometry for cooling. Model H was used to plot PA in the same
range of parameter space. Model H reproduced the FEM results for PA against de and
dEC reasonably closely, giving a similar value for the magic ratio of de/dEC ∼ 0.75 and
generally slightly higher values of PA (Figure 7.12). For PA against L and LU, model H
gave incorrect optima for L, but for L > LU followed the FEM simulation reasonably
closely (Figure 7.13). For L < LU the assumption of a rapid ‘thermal homogenisation’
step was likely invalid, as the thermal impedance of the electrically unaddressed
electrocaloric material and the terminals would dominate over that of the MLC layers.
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Figure 7.12: (a) PA as a function of de and dEC for the Y5V-Ni MLC, using lumped
model H. (b) The effect on PA of varying de/dEC for the Y5V-Ni MLC for various values
of κe, using lumped model H. For comparison with Figures 7.6-7.7 (FEM).
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7.6.5 Analytical expression for the ‘magic ratio’
The formulae for τ and PA for model H were as follows:
τ =
L+ dEC
2
(ce̺ede + cEC̺ECdEC)
[
fL
κede + κECdEC
+
2LU
κede + κEC(2dEC + de)
+
LT
κe(de + dEC)
]
(7.9)
PA =
1
10
∆T (de + dEC)
−1 (L+ dEC)
−1
(
1 +
ce̺ede
cEC̺ECdEC
)
−1 [
fL
κede + κECdEC
+
2LU
κede + κEC(2dEC + de)
+
LT
κe(de + dEC)
]
−1
(7.10)
Where fL = 0.25L is the assumed characteristic length of the MLC layers. It might be possible to improve model H by varying
the characteristic length.
Assuming that κe >> κEC, Equation 7.10 simplifies to:
PA ∼
1
10
κe∆T (de + dEC)
−1 (L+ dEC)
−1
(
1 +
ce̺ede
cEC̺ECdEC
)
−1 [
fL+ 2LU
de
+
LT
de + dEC
]
−1
(7.11)
Taking 1/PA:
1
PA
= k (de + dEC)
(
1 + a
de
dEC
)(
fL+ 2LU
de
+
LT
de + dEC
)
(7.12)
where k = 10(L+ dEC)/[κe∆T ] and a = ce̺e/[cEC̺EC]. Letting r = de/dEC and simplifying:
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1PA
= k
[
a(fL+ 2LU + LT)r + (fL+ 2LU)r
−1 + (1 + a)fL+ 2(1 + a)LU + LT
]
(7.13)
Differentiating with respect to r:
∂
∂r
(
1
PA
)
= k
[
a(fL+ 2LU + LT)− (fL+ 2LU)r
−2
]
(7.14)
Equating to zero and solving for r:
r =
√
fL+ 2LU
a(fL+ 2LU + LT)
(7.15)
Equation 7.15 gives a magic ratio of 0.75 for the Y5V-Ni MLC and 0.9 for the Y5V-Ag MLC. These values are very similar to
those obtained via FEM (Figure 7.7). Equation 7.15 confirms that the magic ratio is a weak function of L provided
L >> 2LU +LT, justifying the assumption of the FEM simulation that the optimisations found for de/dEC and L are independent.
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7.7 Conclusions
The finite element method (FEM) has been used to optimise the intrinsic cooling power
of MLCs for electrocaloric coolers. Commercial MLCs with Y5V dielectric layers and Ni
electrodes have layer thickness ratio de/dEC ∼ 0.3, and layer length L ∼ 2.9 mm. A
‘magic ratio’ of de/dEC ∼ 0.75 and a layer length L ∼ 0.5 mm results in a ∼ 2.5-fold
enhancement of terminal area-normalised cooling power, and a ∼ 6.8-fold enhancement
of mass-normalised cooling power. Use of Ag electrodes increases the ‘magic ratio’ to
de/dEC ∼ 0.9, and the length of electrically unaddressed dielectric greatly influences the
optimal value of L. Optimal geometries for realistic coolers may be deduced without
further modelling, by applying appropriate constraints to operating frequency. For a
hypothetical MLC with PVDF-TrFE dielectric layers and Ag electrodes, FEM results
suggest an intrinsic cooling power, for optimal geometry, of 25.9 kW per kg of MLC
mass, or 215.1 kW per m2 of MLC terminal sheet area.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Outlook
The seven previous Chapters will be summarised consecutively, with selected links and
comparisons emphasised. The present work considered a wide variety of issues in
electrocalorics, from measurements, to device fabrication, to the design of hypothetical
cooling elements. This is a reflection of the present status of the research field of
electrocalorics, which has been recently reinvigorated by inspirational papers [20, 21],
and holds enough promise for commercialisation that engineering research is being
actively conducted in parallel with the more fundamental materials research. However,
the electrocalorics literature still lacks systematic measurements as seen in more mature
fields such as ferroelectrics.
The focus of Chapter 1 was a review of literature and an investigation of candidate
materials, by considering families of ferroelectrics briefly and systematically.
Electrocaloric effects have not been explored in the majority of ferroelectric materials,
despite the fact that several show promising zero-field entropy changes or pyroelectric
coefficients, e.g. SrxBa1−xNb2O6 [55], HCl [71] and NaH3(SeO3)2 [82]. Most of the
thin-film materials that have been tested for electrocaloric effects have been perovskite
oxides containing lead, and ferroelectric polymers. Thus, it was attractive here to
explore inorganic salts with entropic order-disorder transitions.
In Chapter 2, the theory of measurement of electrocaloric effects was discussed. The
majority of electrocaloric measurements for thin films have used an ‘indirect’ method,
where isothermal |∆S| is evaluated by numerically processing P (E) data via the
Maxwell relation (∂P/∂T )E = (∂S/∂E)T . ‘Standard’ indirect measurements use the
upper positive branch of major (i.e. switching) P (E) loops for analysis, but this
provides no way of observing hysteresis in field-driven phase transitions, as one assumes
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P (E, T ) to be single valued. This deficiency can be corrected by performing Maxwell
analysis on minor (i.e. non-switching) loops. A side-benefit of minor loops is that they
provide information about parasitic leakage currents. A second deficiency of the
‘standard’ indirect method, which was first described in analogous magnetocaloric
systems [92], is the appearance of spurious, sharp peaks in isothermal |∆S| at hysteretic
first-order phase transitions, if the sample is not ‘reset’ at a temperature away from the
hysteretic region in between each P (E) measurement. However, this ‘resetting’
procedure has not hitherto been applied to electrocaloric systems.
Values of adiabatic ∆T are usually evaluated via |∆T | ∼ cET |∆S|, where cE is specific
isofield heat capacity, which is generally only known at zero-field. However, first-order
transitions can show peaks in cE(T ) due to latent heat. Mapping of entropy changes
∆S(E, T ) from independent evaluations of isothermal |∆S| at various temperatures,
and zero-field ∆S, is demonstrated as a means of avoiding the highly dubious
assumption that cE(E) is uniform near a first-order phase transition. Once ∆S(E, T ) is
evaluated, adiabats are readily identified.
In Chapter 3, the construction of three bespoke temperature control systems and
associated software was described. A cryogenic probe was constructed for work in
77-420 K with ∼5 mK resolution in vacuum or exchange gas. A high-temperature stage
with vacuum enclosure provided access to temperatures up to 700 K with ∼15 mK
resolution. Operation is possible in vacuum, exchange gas or open air. Both of these
systems feature high-voltage ceramic-insulated wiring, and low-parasitics coaxial wiring,
to enable a broad variety of electrical measurements. Additionally, a table-top
low-temperature stage for 120-400 K in N2 gas was constructed, with electrical access
via micropositioner tips. Both direct and indirect electrocaloric measurements are
automated by bespoke software. Previously, P (E) loops were typically collected at a
rather limited number of temperatures, possibly due to restrictions of industry-standard
Radiant software. These restrictions have been overcome in the present work, enabling
dense datasets to be compiled systematically with minimal operator intervention.
In Chapter 4, measurements on single crystals of the inorganic salts (NH4)2SO4, KNO3
and NaNO2 were described. These crystals show order-disorder transitions with
zero-field entropy changes of 133.2 J K−1 kg−1, 53.4 J K−1 kg−1 and 76.8 J K−1 kg−1,
respectively. These values are approximately an order-of-magnitude larger than the
values for nominally displacive ferroelectrics such as BaTiO3 (zero-field
|∆S| = 2.6 J K−1 kg−1) [10] or Zr-rich PZT (zero-field |∆S| = 8 J K−1 kg−1) [20]. A
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sample preparation process was developed for (NH4)2SO4 to yield devices resistant to
arcing, with thicknesses in the 10s of micron range, enabling fields of up to 400 kV cm−1
to be applied. Isothermal |∆S| was ∼20 J K−1 kg−1 or 35.4 J K−1 dm−3, evaluated via
the indirect method near TC = 223 K. Without the ‘resetting’ indirect method,
|∆S| ∼ 45 J K−1 kg−1 would have been spuriously obtained. Adiabats were mapped in
E − T space by combining the dataset for isothermal |∆S| with zero-field |∆S| from
calorimetry, yielding |∆T | ∼ 4 K. Preliminary indirect measurements on KNO3 and
NaNO2 give isothermal |∆S| ∼ 75 J K
−1 kg−1 or ∼158 J K−1 dm−3 under
|∆E| = 31 kV cm−1 near TC = 400 K and ∼16 J K
−1 kg−1 or ∼34.7 J K−1 dm−3
under |∆E| = 15 kV cm−1 near TC = 435 K, respectively. For KNO3, a spurious result
of |∆S| ∼ 450 J K−1 kg−1 was obtained via the ‘standard’ indirect method. Thus,
KNO3 exemplifies the failure of the ‘standard’ indirect method near hysteretic, entropic
first-order phase transitions. Further work on (NH4)2SO4 could attempt to measure
unclamped, thinned crystals, which could show field-driven transitions at lower electric
fields than the clamped samples measured here. For KNO3, the next step could be to
thin down single crystals to apply larger fields. Inorganic salts with more modest
zero-field entropy changes, such as KH2PO4 (zero-field |∆S| = 29.5 J K
−1 kg−1 [39])
may also be worth investigating as they could show field-driven transitions at lower
electric fields.
For Chapter 5, ceramic samples of cation-ordered PbSc0.5Ta0.5O3 were obtained,
showing a nominally first-order transition at 295 K with a zero-field entropy change of
∼3.13 J K−1 kg−1 or ∼28.4 J K−1 dm−3. For samples with thicknesses in the 100s of
micron range, the paraelectric-ferroelectric phase transition was fully driven from
∼295− 307 K. A plot of indirectly-measured isothermal |∆S| in E − T space revealed a
phase boundary obeying the Clausius-Clapeyron equation dT/dE = |∆P |/|∆S|. This
was also visible in adiabats plotted in E − T space (Figure 8.1). The maximum value of
isothermal |∆S| was ∼3.25 J K−1 kg−1 or ∼30 J K−1 dm−3 , and |∆T | ∼ 2 K, the
latter in good agreement with direct measurements of |∆T | ∼ 2 K. Clamped samples
show broadening of the field-induced transition.
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Figure 8.1: Adiabats for PbSc0.5Ta0.5O3 (from Figure 5.8).
The high density in E and T of the measurements reported in Chapters 4-5 provides an
enhanced picture of electrocaloric effects, thus helping to understand them in terms of
the underpinning phase transitions. This achievement would not have been possible
without automation. Measurement times for high-resolution direct electrocaloric
measurements in, for example, PbSc0.5Ta0.5O3, were of the order of several days, due to
the complex series of temperature and field ramps involved, and the need to wait for
thermal stabilisation at the end of each step. Automation will undoubtedly play an
important role in systematic measurements of electrocaloric properties, in future
studies. This tool should now be employed to systematically investigate a range of bulk
materials with varying transition mechanisms to gain detailed empirical insight into
electrocaloric mechanisms.
Chapter 6 described the growth by pulsed laser deposition of epitaxial, 63.8 nm-thick
SrTiO3 films on NdGaO3 (001) substrates with a La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 bottom electrode.
The physical properties of materials can be enhanced via epitaxial growth on
single-crystal substrates [59, 151,152]. Strain-induced room-temperature ferroelectricity
in the incipient ferroelectric SrTiO3 was first demonstrated by Haeni et al. [59].
Preliminary analysis of the strained SrTiO3 films via the indirect method gives
|∆S| ∼ 8 J K−1 kg−1 or ∼41 J K−1 dm−3 and |∆T | ∼ 3.5 K, in ∼120− 200 K under
|∆E| ∼ 780 kV cm−1. The Curie temperature was not observed — either it lay below
120 K, or it was suppressed by anisotropy of the substrate lattice. These films, at
∼64 nm-thick, are among the thinnest ever tested for electrocaloric effects, but their
electrical properties remained good, perhaps due to the high level of crystalline quality
associated with epitaxy. The next step should be to investigate sub-120 K properties of
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the SrTiO3 films to establish the nature of the transition.
Chapter 7 described the development and use of a finite element model (FEM) to
optimise geometry for multilayered capacitors (MLCs) for electrocaloric cooling. MLCs
were recently suggested for electrocaloric cooling as they show the favourable
electrocaloric properties of thin films, a substantial thermal mass for cooling of
macroscopic loads, and a high thermal conductivity owing to the metallic interdigitated
electrodes [45]. A previous lumped thermal circuit model by Kar-Narayan and
Mathur [19] suggested cooling powers of 2.88 kW kg−1 could be attained in hypothetical
MLCs with PVDF-TrFE dielectric layers and Ni electrodes. The predictions of the
FEM improve this value to 5.1 kW kg−1 for an MLC of comparable geometry, and, via
geometric optimisation, further increase it to 25.9 kW kg−1. An improved thermal
circuit for MLCs is described, and it is able to reproduce the FEM results closely in the
range of parameter space of interest for cooling applications. The MLC models are not
restricted to the idealised case of thermal loads that impose zero thermal impedance on
the thermal circuit, as the plots of MLC performance in parameter space are readily
applied to more realistic scenarios by imposing load-specific constraints on the
operating frequency of the cooler. The models developed may prove valuable for the
future fabrication of MLCs optimised for electrocaloric cooling.
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